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Programme 

�

Activity Content 

09:30-10:00 On-site registration (Refreshments served) 

10:00-10:20 Hosts’ welcome 

10:20-11:00 Congratulatory talk show 
*Emee Kim Do-hyun 
*Guest: Choi Young-hee, Chair of National Assembly Women’s 
and Family Committee ; In Jae-geun, National Assembly 
Representative ; Kim Young-ja, Korean Women Entrepreneurs 
Association representative ; Cho Hyeong, Women’s foundation 
Chair ; Kwon Mi-hyeok, Korean Women United Representative 
 
*Video greetings from Jean Zermatten, Chair of United Nations 
Committee on the Rights of the Child               

11:05-11:30 Geumjul Ceremony 
Overseas adoptee Hana Crisp(Australia), soprano, and  
Woo Hyun-kyung, piano, musical performance 
Hanging the geumjul performance 
Su-Yoon Ko(adoptee, U.S.) 
Kam Eun-nam(mother) 
Jang Young-ju, gayageum 

11:30-12:00 Keynote speech 
CEDAW and UNCRC : International Standards for women’s and 
children’s rights, John Sagar, EU Political Analyst 

12:00-12:30 Press conference 
12:30-13:30 Lunch  
13:30-14:40 Academic Session 

Rewriting mothers’ and children’s rights with mothers and 
children at the center. 
Moderator: Park Young-mee. Past Community  
           Representative of Korean Women United 
Presenters: Prof. Oh Jeong-soo 
           (Chungnam University Social Welfare Dept.) 
           Dr. Lee Mijeong 
           (Korean Women’s Development Institute) 

Prof. Lee Yang-hee 
           (Seonggyoongwan University) 



 
 

14:40~16:30 Human Library talk show 
*Emcee: Oh Han Sook-hee(feminist scholar) 
*Panel : Child-rearing unwed mothers 
        Choi Hyoung-sook and Kim Seon-yeong 
Mother who lost child to adoption, Park Hee-Kyeong 
Overseas adoptees Michael Moon and Laura Klunder(U.S.) 

16:30 Declaration of Unwed Mothers’ Rights and Solidarity Statem
ent 

16:40 Adjournment  
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Welcome 

 
Jane Jeong Trenka(President of TRACK) 

 
 
 
 
It is my great honor to welcome you all to “The Second Annual Single 
Moms’ Day Conference: Abandoning Discrimination, Adopting Mothers’ and 
Children’s Rights.” It is my hope that by the time we leave this room today, 
we will all have learned something and will have recommitted ourselves to 
the ongoing struggle for the human, economic, social, and civil rights of 
Korean unwed mothers and their children.   
 
When the Ministry of Health and Welfare made the policy to promote 
domestic adoption in 2005, they asked the question, “How can we decrease 
the numbers of our overseas adoption program?” The answer was, “Let’s 
promote domestic adoption.” Therefore, each May 11 since 2006, the 
government has spent about 100,000,000 won in one day to celebrate 
“Adoption Day.”   
 
Every adoption begins with the separation of a child from his or her original 
family. In 2011, 88.4% of all international adoptees from Korea came from 
unwed mothers. Of documented domestic adoptees, 93.8% came from unwed 
mothers. In other words, of the total number of documented adoptees, only 
202 out of 2,464 did not come from unwed mothers. Let me repeat: only 8% of 
all adoptees come from a source other than unwed mothers. In other words, 
adoption would not be "needed" in 92% of all cases if single moms were 
simply empowered and enabled to raise their own kids.  
 
We might celebrate May 11 along with the Ministry of Health and Welfare if 
they had declared “Adoptee Day” to celebrate adoptees themselves, and to 
spread social understanding of our community. But rather, Adoption Day is a 
day that celebrates the practice of adoption itself. We cannot abide by this 
because this practice in Korea is systemically tied to the practice of 
separating unwed mothers from their children by force, coercion, and lack of 
reasonable support, as well as extreme discrimination that the Ministry of 
Health and Welfare has done absolutely nothing to alleviate. It is 
inappropriate to promote the private enterprise of adoption agencies when 
governments are responsible for the social welfare of their citizens. It is 
wrong to support a practice that is inherently linked to the violation of the 
human rights of women and children. It is embarrassingly simplistic to base 
an adoption policy on the number of bodies exiting the country rather than 
human rights frameworks and treaties that the country has already ratified, 
such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
against Women and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.  
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The Ministry of Health and Welfare asked, “How can we decrease 
international adoption?” I think that’s the wrong question. I think a better 
question is “How can we best care for children?” And the obvious answer to 
this question is, “Support their families.” If many children who are vulnerable 
to family separation are born to single unwed moms, then let’s support single 
mom families. 
 
What I do not want to say is, “Let’s help unwed mothers” or “Please help 
those who were born to unwed mothers.” That’s because nobody wants to be 
the recipient of top-down charity. What would be welcome is equal 
partnership in the struggle to realize our full human and civil rights. Rights. 
Justice. Not charity. 
 
The “unwed mother problem” is a misnomer. It is not unwed mothers who 
are a problem, but the way that society treats them that is a problem. But we 
can change that. Let’s all pledge to join unwed mothers year-round as friends, 
colleagues, and allies in the struggle. Let us all be strengthened and inspired 
by each other’s presence today, next week, next month, and next year.  
 
As one of five children sent overseas for adoption from my Korean family, I 
am thankful beyond measure to be here, in heart of the government that sent 
us all away. In solidarity with Korean unwed mothers and with the dream of 
reunion for all the scattered members of adoptees’ family, I hereby open The 
Second Annual Single Moms’ Day. 
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Welcoming Speech 
 

Mok Kyung-hwa 
         (President of Korea Unmarried Mother and Family Association) 

 
 
 
 
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
I welcome all of you to the 2nd Single Moms' Day International Conference. 
It is my honor to be a part of this historic event with you.  
 
Until now, most people have suggested abortion or giving their child for 
adoption to an unmarried pregnant woman. No one has said, 
"congratulations!" or "I will also help you during this time." If single mothers 
try to raise a child by herself, most people discourage her by saying, "Why do 
you choose a hard life?" "You should think of the child's future." "Why do 
you ruin the child's father's future if you have this baby?" Korean society 
forces us to choose either abortion or adoption.  
 
At this conference, we will review and think about the rights of the mother 
and the rights of the child and how we, as a society, can protect the single 
mothers' right to preserve the family.  
 
From the bottom of my heart, I am deeply grateful to Pastor Kim Do-Hyun 
of KoRoot, Jane Joeng Trenka of TRACK, numerous overseas adoptees, 
volunteers, and all the single mothers, who made it possible to hold this 
conference today.  
 
Thank you. 
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동영상 축사 
 

장 저마틴(유엔아동권리위원회 위원장) 
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Congratulatory Address 
 

Jean Zermatten 
(Chair of United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Chlid) 

 
 
 
 
It’s a very great honor and pleasure to be with you through technology for 
the 2nd Single Moms’ Day in Korea. The Committee on the Rights of the 
Child is very concerned about the situation of single mothers in Korea and in 
the world in general. Single mothers have very difficult circumstances in 
which to live in general, and the risks towards the children are very 
important. So our attention is recommended for this mother, and even when 
they are adolescent, young mothers. As adolescents, they are also children, 
and they deserve all of our protection, all of our attention. I wish you all a 
very good seminar, success, and very useful work. Thank you for your 
attention.  
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축사 

 

바바라 마트라(유럽연합 여성권리와 성평등 위원회 부의장) 
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Report (2011/2049(INI)) online at: 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A7-2011-
0317&language=EN 
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Congratulatory Speech 

 
Barbara Matera 

(Member of the European Parliament/ Vice-Chair of 
 the Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality) 

 
 
 

                                                                          

It is my pleasure to extend warm greetings to you South Korea on the 
occasion of the 2nd Single Moms’ Day.  

Five per cent of the female population in the EU is made up of single mothers, 
and in some member states including Estonia and Latvia, this percentage is 
as high as nine per cent. Single mothers are often falsely stigmatised as 
irresponsible young girls; in fact, 85 per cent of them are aged between 25 
and 64.  

Recognizing the need for government intervention on behalf of single mothers 
who face obstacles in terms of health, social exclusion, and employment, the 
EU Committee on Women’s Rights and Gender Equality adopted a report on 
the situation of single mothers on September 29, 2011. The report outlines the 
general situation of single mothers in the EU, various agreements that were 
considered as a basis for the report, such as CEDAW and the UN CRC, and 
policy recommendations for the future.  

In the spirit of sharing, I hope that this report may be useful to the single 
mothers in Korea as well as the EU. I send my best wishes for a successful 
2nd Single Moms’ Day.  

Report (2011/2049(INI)) online at: 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A7-2011-
0317&language=EN 
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The Geumjul is a Path to You 
 

        Script by Jane Jeong Trenka  
 
 
 
 

From the time that I have understood that the meaning of a birthday is more 
than receiving gifts and eating cake, I have never liked to celebrate my 
birthday. Actually, I don’t even know if my passport birthday is the day I 
was really born.  

The adoption agency says that the police box where I was found has moved, 
and all the records from that time were lost. They say that the addresses of 
the streets have changed. My parents’ names are unknown, though they say 
my mother was unmarried.  

So I have no story of the day I was born; it is a day that no one I know 
remembers. All I have remaining of that day is my navel. They say that my 
umbilical cord was still attached when I was found, so that is how they 
estimated my birthday. 

My estimated birthday. My friends want to take me out on that day. They 
want to eat samgyupsal and soju together, then go clubbing in Hongdae. But 
for me, my birthday is a day not for celebration. It’s a day for reflection. 
These days, I spend my birthday walking.  

In the morning, I put on my most comfortable shoes. I lock the door behind 
me, and just start walking. I am walking to find the place where I was born, 
even though I don’t know exactly where it is. I don’t listen to music because I 
am listening for my mother’s whisper, telling me where to find her. 

Sometimes I ride a bus and get off at any stop. I go inside a restaurant and 
order a meal, and I watch the ajumma cooking and wiping tables. I wonder if 
she is my mother. But there is no sign of recognition. I watch TV with the 
ajumma while I eat, pretending for a few minutes that this little restaurant is 
my mother’s kitchen, and this ajumma is my mother, ignoring me now 
because she is so used to my daily presence. After awhile, I go outside again, 
and walk.  

I take a crowded subway. I let a pretty young woman carrying her baby take 
my seat. I pretend that this baby is me, and the pretty young woman is my 
mother. My head is resting on her chest, where I can hear her heart, and I  
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can smell the traces of her milk from the last time I fed. Even though I have 
already been born and live outside my mother, she is still making me. How 
amazing my mother is. She will tell me stories of the day I was born until I 
am an adult, and when I have my own babies, she will tell her grandchildren 
the stories again.  

I like to imagine this, but this woman is a woman my own age. She is not my 
mother. And I am not her baby. At the next stop, the door opens, and I get 
off the subway. I go up the stairs, onto the street, and start walking.  

I like to imagine that on the day of my birth, my mother is also thinking of 
me, and she is also walking. I like to imagine that our bodies are ringing like 
bells, at the same frequency, and we just have to listen to the song coming 
from our own bodies. If we find the song that matches, we will one day walk 
to each other, meeting at the place where I was born. 

When I walk to my mother, I might walk out of Seoul into the countryside, 
past fields and rivers and into a starry night. My mother will be waiting for 
me, inside a small farmer’s shack, and she will tell me all about the day that I 
was born.  

She will tell me that on that day, she was not allowed inside her family’s 
home, nor anyone else’s home. She was considered to be an immoral and bad 
woman. I was considered to be the worthless offspring of a man in whom no 
one could find any value, except my mother, in the times when he was 
around.  

She will tell me that on the winter day I was born, she had walked up the 
river from her village, the back of her skirt soaking wet from her water that 
had broken. She came to the home of her aunt. Her aunt said her husband 
would be home soon, so she hid my mother in a farmer’s shack that had been 
abandoned. No one wants to see the labor pains of a corrupted woman giving 
birth to a worthless child. But when my mother saw my face for the first 
time, she knew I was a pretty and lovable baby. Her own precious baby. In 
the whole world, I was the only person who loved her. I did; I adored her. She 
was my whole world.  

We stayed together in the shack for two days, she holding me next to her 
body to keep me warm. Another crystal clear night came, and gradually she 
became crazy from fear that I would die from the cold. Then, she did not so 
much make a decision as an act of survival.  

She swaddled me in her scarf and started walking toward the next village. 
She counted the stars out loud with each step, to force herself to keep 
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walking. One step, two steps, three. Under the blanket of night, she placed 
me near the door of a police box, and then hid herself behind a wall on the 
other side of the street to watch. It was not long before I cried. A policeman 
came out, then carried me inside.  

Dear umma, on the day that I was born, no one was happy. No grandmother 
cut my umbilical cord. No grandfather gave me a name. No one made miyeok 
guk for you. No one hung a geumjul for me, announcing that I exist, 
declaring your motherhood.  

So I will now hang a geumjul for both of us. One end is the place where I 
started walking, and the other is the place where you started walking. Let us 
meet in the middle of this geumjul, and together give birth to a new 
relationship as mother and daughter. I exist! I am your daughter! And you 
are my beloved mother!  

When we meet in the little shack, you might say to me, “You were the only 
person who loved me, but I knew that someone better than me could love you. 
I was just a woman with nothing to give, and nowhere to go.”  

I will reply to you, “No, umma you are wrong.  No one is better than you. No 
one could love me more than you. And how much I still love you - you who 
have never stopped being my mother.”
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금줄 세리머니 낭독문 
 

감은남(한국미혼모가족협회 울산지부 대표) 
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A baby was born! 
 
 
Do you know what a geumjul is?  

 

According to Korean custom, when moms deliver a baby, people hang a 
straw rope. 

 

What is the meaning of the geumjul? 

 

Villagers and outsiders approach a holy delivery room and hang a straw rope 
across a gate to mark the interior as taboo to outsiders and prevent evil 
spirits from entering.  

 

The rope is decorated with peppers, charcoal and straw to indicate that the 
baby is a boy, and with charcoal, seaweed and pine needles to show that it is 
a girl. It is a kind of celebration for birth.  

 

Nowadays, the geumjul has mostly gone due to the changing times. One day, 
I saw a geumjul hanging on the door of an obstetrics clinic.  

 

Birth should be celebrated by people, but some babies are not celebrated by 
people. I had a hard time when I discovered I was pregnant. When I was 
delivering my baby, I didn't have a great big smile for my baby because of 
my foolish mind.  

 

But things are changing. Confident single mothers are speaking with one 
voice. They are making efforts to make their babies happy.  

 

Single mothers are also a part of families, not to be hidden from society. I 
hope that pregnant single moms never give up their babies. They should 
celebrate birth. For our children's future, single mothers should make efforts 
every day to hang a straw rope, the geumjul.  

 

Today, I am also going out into the unfriendly world, for my 20-month-old 
daughter. 
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Keynote Speech 
 

John Sagar(EU Political Analyst) 
 
 
 
 
The EU and Korea have many common values. Promoting gender equality, 
the rights of the child and social inclusion are part of these common values. 
Each country has its own specific circumstances. There is no one-fits all 
solution. I am not able to say what would be appropriate in Korea's situation. 
But as partners with common values, we can add value to each others efforts 
by sharing experiences and best practices. 

  

I will therefore try to give an overview of single parenthood in the European 
Union. I will then describe some of the ideas that were discussed in the 
European Parliament last year on how to ensure that single parents and their 
children have full access to the opportunities and benefits of an inclusive 
society.  

 

Much of my description comes from the discussion that surrounded a non-
binding resolution of the European Parliament in 2011.  

 

Single parenthood is often an overlooked demographic category since it is 
actually a very difficult group to precise. It may come about as a result of 
divorce, separation or never having been married. It encompasses age groups 
spanning forty years. It includes all socioeconomic backgrounds. It is 
sometimes seen as a temporary phenomenon until the single parent finds a 
new partner.  Different polices affect these different kinds of single parents 
in differing ways. There is therefore often no specific lobby group working 
for single parents' rights.  

 

In Europe about 1 in three children are born into unmarried households. In 
some countries this figure is 1 in 2. Nine out of ten single parents are women.   

 

In the European Union there are different perceptions and polices towards 
single parenthood in each Member State. To make a generalization, in many 
Mediterranean and southern Member States it is generally accepted that the 
extended family will help in the raising of single parent children on a 
voluntary basis without reimbursement. In the northern and Nordic states, 
strong government welfare systems are in place to offer single mothers 
benefits and social assistance policies. In central and eastern European 
Member States there is a mix of styles.  

 

Five percent of European women are single mothers. By 2030 there will be 
between 22% and 29% more single parents than now. The increase in single 
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parenthood is therefore part of a very large trend. Single motherhood is often 
falsely stigmatized as consisting of only irresponsible teenagers. In truth, 
85% of all single parents in the EU are single mothers between the ages of 25 
and 64 ˀ the key working age.  

 

In 2006, 32% of single parent households in the EU were at risk of poverty as 
opposed to 12% of couples with children. In addition to the gender pay gap, 
European single mothers have the difficult choice between taking on debt and 
caring for their children. In addition to high unemployment rates for single 
mothers, the cyclical nature of poverty strongly affects the dependent 
children of single mothers. These children have fewer resources to succeed in 
education thus creating fewer opportunities to enter the workforce at a 
competitive level.   

 

Statistics would suggest that the health status of single mothers is also 
statistically more unstable than those of mothers in dual parent families. 
Single mothers are under more stress since they singlehandedly perform the 
tasks normally performed by two parents.  

Statistically, single mothers throughout Europe are less educated than their 
married counterparts. This hindrance is especially burdensome as it prevents 
entry to the workplace and the acquisition of experience needed to gain a 
better job later in life.  Moreover, many of the jobs available for Single 
mothers are only part time ands of the underpaid variety making it very 
difficult to ensure a balanced life style for their children or to move up within 
the working world.  

 

How is the European Union reacting to this situation. First, I have to say that 
social issues of this kind, in particular the elimination of poverty are primarily 
the role of national governments.  

 

That having been said, the national governments increasingly use 
coordination mechanisms in regard to overall economic growth strategies. 
The current coordination programme ˀ Europe 2020 specifically includes the 
goal of reducing poverty and social exclusion. A key aim of Europe 2020 is to 
reduce the number of or people living at risk of poverty or social exclusion in 
the EU by 20 million people by 2020.  

 

The European Commission will soon issue recommendations to EU Member 
State governments in the Council of the EU and to the European Parliament 
on ways to combat child poverty in the EU. The Commission will propose 
principles and indicators in key areas such as access to essential services, 
including child care, housing and education. Affordable child care is seen as 
essential if singe parents are to be able to enter the labour market and avoid 
social exclusion and poverty.  
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Last year, a non-binding resolution of the European Parliament made a 
number of recommendations on how to improve opportunities for single 
parents and their children. It encouraged the work of all organizations and 
informal networks working for single mothers. It encouraged associations 
working in support of single mothers to provide training courses aimed at 
facilitating employment and raising self esteem. It encouraged the 
development of online chat forums and telephone helplines aimed directly at 
single mothers in order to reduce isolation and allow them to exchange views 
and best practices about needs. 

 

It called for the development of parental training courses to prepare and teach 
single mothers the best ways of dealing with the difficult job of raising a 
child as a single parent while providing the child with a balanced life rhythm. 

 

Parliament underlined the need to facilitate access to training for single 
mothers, especially young mothers, who often stop their education when 
pregnant, this would enable them to obtain qualifications and maximize their 
chances of getting high-quality work and gaining financial independence; 
MEPs stressed the need to encourage the development of childcare facilities 
such as kindergartens 

 

The Parliament encouraged Member States to introduce policies aimed at 
providing financial support for single parent families in the form of a one-
parent benefit, tax deductions for single parent households or other fiscal 
deductions for single parents appropriate to their national legislation 

 

It asked parents to ensure that child allowances from non-custodial parents 
are paid regularly;  

 

The parliament underlined that priority should be given to the work-life 
balance by introducing family friendly working conditions such as flexible 
working hours and teleworking and by developing child care facilities and 
nurseries etc; 

To facilitate work-life balance for single mothers, Parliament underlined the 
need for greater involvement of fathers is necessary ˀ noting that shared 
custody of children is almost non-existent in some EU Member States. 

My remarks will have shown the similarities and differences in the 
challenges facing single parents in different parts of the EU and Korea. Some 
of the suggestions will be more or less relevant in different countries.  

 

I hope that it may contribute to your fruitful discussions today.  

 

These remarks are personal to the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
official policy of the European Union  
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학술세션 1: 미혼모와 자녀의 인권을 위한 정책과 서비스의 방향 
 

오 정 수 (충남대 사회복지학과 교수) 
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1. Introduction 
 
Under the current circumstances in South Korea, the human rights of single 
moms and their children are not fully guaranteed. This thesis is focused on 
giving directions about desirable children family services and children 
welfare policy regarding single moms and their children, which would aid in 
the removal of the prejudice and stigma toward single moms and to 
strengthen public assistance as social policy.  
 
A widely accepted and basic principle of children welfare is that being raised 
at home is the most important environment for child development. According 
to Zuckerman(1983), home functions as the first line of defense to children. 
Even if there is an obstalce in the role of the relationship between the parent 
and child in the family, this principle works to recover, maintain and 
strengthen the function of home. Adoption services provide a second line of 
defense as a substitute home service when a child cannot be protected due to 
family breakdown or disorganization. Institutional care provides a third line of 
defense as group institutional care and treatment services for children from 
dysfunctional families form another facet of the basic principles of child 
welfare. The Korean War (1950-1953) caused chaos in South Korea thereby 
impeding the implementation of an adequate system for children in need of 
protection. It is an undeniable fact that the social welfare programs for 
children in need of protection have mainly developed into institutional care 
and international adoption. Since the Children Welfare Law was enacted in 
1981, many types of protective and supportive services have been developed 
and evolved however,, family welfare policy and service for single moms and 
their children continue to lag way behind.  
 
As I show in this paper, the most fundamental problem of the deprivation of 
rights and welfare for single moms and their children is that the basic 
principles for child welfare are being totally neglected and damaged. This 
thesis sheds new light on the basic principles of child and family services. By 
analyzing the problem of South Korea's child and family services policy, it 
shows necessary changes to the child and family services policies that would 
better ensure the rights of single moms and their families. 
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2. The basic principle of child welfare measured by policy and service 
 
The practice of child welfare service is based on social awareness and values 
regarding the rights of children and parents in conjunction with the national 
governments’ roles and responsibilities. Ideally such welfare services would 
be carried out through a series of principles as set out below. Social welfare 
experts (Downs, Moore, McFadden, 2009; Jeong-su, OH, Ik-jung, Jeong, 
2008:133-4) apply four principles step-by-step to practice child welfare 
service.  
 

First principle (Permanency): The best environment for children is a safe and 
permanent home. 
G
The priority principle of child welfare is Permanency. Children are dependent, 
immature and need to be protected, taken care of and disciplined from the 
outside. 
 
Through socialization, they gradually learn to play a necessary role in future 
society. Permanency provides the best environment for child development. 
The optimum opportunity for children is to be cared for with a consistent, 
nurturing, supportive and motivating environment. Home is the best place for 
providing such stable relations with a guardian who cares about the children 
in their care.  
 
Attachment theory, which is fundamental to child welfare services, says a 
strong attachment bond, strengthened by the emotional bond between moms 
and children, plays a key role in maintaining healthy family relations. It 
affects not only a child's cognitive development but also their brain 
development. Single mom family homes should be protected as being the best 
environment for children if they meet the standards for Permanency. 
 
Second principle (Safety) : Children should be able to develop in a safe 
environment without physical, sexual and emotional abuse.  

G
Children should be able to develop safely: involved in a relationship with a 
guardian who meets fundamental needs such as food, clothing and housing. 
However, if a home no longer provides a safe environment for children; the 

First principle and Second clash.  
 
Third principle (Protection): Child welfare services strengthen, support and 
protect family functions when a family satisfies the requirements for child 
rearing.  
G
The third principle is the practical principle to solve a dilemma when the 
First and Second principle clash. As long as a family satisfies a child's 
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fundamental needs, services strengthen and support family functions. 
Services then should not be aimed at separating a child from his/her family 
but at preserving the family. A family deserves to be guaranteed a proper 
income, health care and housing by local communities for child rearing.  
 
Even though child rearing and protection are threatened by economic and 
social conditions due to unprepared single moms, this is no ground for 
dismantling single mom families. The basic spirit of the Third principle is 
that the country and society should act primarily to strengthen, support and 
protect single moms in raising their children.  
 
Fourth principle (Placement) : A child's best interest considering family 
maintenance should be respected when deciding about placement.  

G
In the case that a child is separated unavoidably from their family, the 
decision of placement focuses on emotional attachment and continuity. Blood 
relationship plays an important role in continuity. Considering continuity, 
when children are separated from biological parents, it is preferable for them 
to be sent to relatives, to live with siblings, or stay in close touch with people 
such as friends and teachers. It is also preferable that children maintain 
relationships with biological parents through open adoption when they are 
placed permanently.  
 
In the situation of single mother families, children have to be placed 
according to the principle of permanency if it is unavoidable that the child 
and moms have to be separated, Recently, child welfare services set up 
simultaneous goals promoting reunifications and placement continuity when 
children are placed permanently. At first, temporary placements are made for 
reunification. If they fail, continuity considered placements such as long term 
foster homes and adoption are made.  
 
 

3. Criticizing current policies and services for single mom families 
 
What reason can we find for the fact that the rights of single moms and their 
children are not guaranteed, their human rights are violated and single mom 
families are destroyed in South Korea? Beyond institutional care and adoption, 
we need to analyze service problems and to seek alternatives to protect single 
moms and their children.  
 
1) The principle of the best interests of the child 
 
The current Child Welfare Law, article 3 states that benefits for children are 
considered a priority in terms of all activities related to children and this 
basic principle should be applicable to single mothers’ families as well. Child 
benefits are the basic principle and ideology of child welfare, which can be 
used to maintain a safe and permanent home for the families consisting of 
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single moms and their children. South Korean practice, which prioritizes 
alternative care such as institutional care and adoption, is against the rule of 
the basic principle of child welfare and the priority of the best interests of the 
child. 
 
2) Concept of healthy families 
 
The basic law referring to family welfare, which was enacted in 2004 and has 
been in force since 2005, states that the family is a basic unit of society 
consisting of marriage, blood ties and adoption. In a healthy family it is said 
that the desires of family members are satisfied and basic human rights are 
guaranteed.  
 

Article 3(definition) The definitions of legal terms used in this law are below. 
 
1. The family is a basic unit of society consisting of marriage, blood types and 
adoption. 
2. The home is a living unit, providing support, nurturing, protection and 
education as a living community, where family members live together.  
3. In a healthy home it is said that the desires of family members are satisfied and 
basic human rights are guaranteed.  
4. The healthy home project sets its sights on taking actions to prevent and solve 
home problems and strengthen family functions such as support, nurturing, 
protection and education. 
 
According to the definition above, single mom families are not categorized as 
other normal families which consist of marriage and blood relations. Because 
of this narrow concept of a healthy home, single mom families --  along 
with families are comprised of children and single parents due to death or 
divorce and, grandparents raising grandchildren and living together -- are 
stigmatized as an unhealthy home. This definition causes the danger of social 
prejudices and discriminations against single mom families.  
 
The definition of the healthy family in this law has been controversial since 
the law was enacted. Due to the definition of families consisting of marriage, 
blood ties and adoption, which is the traditional family concept, critics have 
said that many types of families in our society can be defined as unhealthy 
families. Therefore, alternative and amended laws are suggested below.  
 
The original bill of A (family support law) - definition: Basic family concepts are 
a community consisted of marriage, blood ties and adoption. Also, the 
communities such as common-law marriage, unmarried couples with children 
and the community determined by an executive order are considered as a family. 
(Article 2) 
 
The original bill of B (equal family law)- Communities include families consisted 
of marriage, blood ties and adoption and families determined by an executive 
order. (Article 3) 
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The original bill of C (healthy family revised bill)- definition: the law was revised 
to include communities such as common-law marriage, foster kids’ organizations 
along with communities consisted of marriage, blood ties and adoption. It 
established the definition of a child. (Article 3)  
 
 
3) Priority of child family welfare policy: adoption and institutional care 
services 
 
It is an undeniable fact that international adoption and institutional care are 
two mainstreams of child welfare history, which arose at the time when the 
national children’s welfare system was insufficient for children in need of 
protection. Criticisms against international adoption and closed and limited 
institutional care are based on the recognition that the basic framework of 
child welfare policy needs to be built up using the basic principles of child 
welfare set out in this paper. 
 
Assistance and support for children in need of protection and families in 
crisis situations should be done primarily for babies and their families. Single 
moms and their children, however, are not the first priority in terms of child 
family welfare. A delayed response policy in the realm of family breakdown 
has resulted in giving priority and necessity to adoption and institutional care.  
Lack of child support benefits, child care assistance and family assistance 
services are factors of South Korea's child welfare policy which focuses on 
adoption and institutional care as a delayed response policy and selective 
child protective services. 
 
4) The absence of a central system to deliver central child welfare services 
and actions for child protection being made public. 
 
The most vulnerable part of South Korea's child welfare policy is that it 
lacks not only the delivery system of public child welfare, which reflects the 
desires of a child and a parent when children in need of protection are found 
in local communities, but also the specialized manpower and organizations.  
 
According to child welfare law, children in need of protection found local 
communities are protected and dealt with by the chiefs of municipality, 
district and borough. Actions such as family assistance and protection, foster 
homes, adoption and entering institutional care are regarded as public sectors. 
Local governments and public child welfare workers at public child 
counseling centers should take action to solve the pending issues. Due to the 
reshuffle of local governments, public child counseling centers were 
integrated into an administrative agency of local governments. However, 
Seoul and Pusan city governments which are operating public child 
counseling centers used as public child welfare centers are exceptions to this. 
(Jeong-su, Oh, Hye-won, Lee, Ik-jung, Jeong, 2006: 203) On top of that, each 
government has only one or two public child welfare workers who are 
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juggling multiple roles at work. Under these conditions, we cannot expect 
high quality assistance and protective services for single mom families. In the 
absence of sufficient public child welfare administration the new ways of 
delivering service systems, such as home foster assistance centers and 
healthy family assistance were flooded with requests and most child welfare 
aid was entrusted to private organizations. Many delivery systems and 
entrusting work to others serves to weaken child welfare administration for 
the public. Public administration for protecting the right of single moms and 
their children is nowhere to be found.  
 
 

4. Seeking the way of new policy for protecting the rights of single mom 
families 
 
1) The policy for child welfare basic principle and the priority principle of children 
benefits 
 
As aforementioned, guaranteeing the rights of single moms and their children 
should start from by the principle of Permanency standards. If policy meets 
single moms' needs to maintain their families by permanency standards, the 
home is a safe and permanent place and provides the best environment for 
children. This is the best choice for single moms and their children. 
 
2) Strengthening child and family welfare policies centered by family assistance 
 
Reflection is needed regarding the current reality of a government welfare 
program, which prioritizes alternative protection such as adoption and 
institutional care over family preservation. Authorities should strengthen 
assistance for single mom families. In the aspects of cost efficiency, family 
assistance costs should be compared to alternative ones. An example of a 
developed country proves that family assistance is more cost-effective than 
alternative protection. Also, in terms of child benefits and happiness, the 
policy should move forward guaranteeing the rights and happiness of single 
moms and their children.  
 
3) Concept of family and a healthy home 
 
Authorities should re-examine the concept of healthy family law, which has 
been controversial since it was enacted, and put varying families structures, 
including single mom families, into law. The alternative and revised bill will 
be scrapped when the 18th National Assembly ends. Following this, I hope 
that the 19th National Assembly will have many political discussions about 
family concepts and assistance so it will lead to the creation of laws 
guaranteeing the rights of vulnerable people.  
 
4) Publicizing actions taken for child protection as reinforcement  
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Documentation and raising awareness through press coverage is required to 
understand problems and desires for protecting and assisting single mom 
families from the very early stages. It is required that the rights of single 
moms and their children should be protected and assisted through the 
administrative team for children and families in local governments and 
responsible public administration of trained social workers. 
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〺㇊
�� �

�

䃥ㄡ㈭ⶉべ� ᶩ䀅� 㑪㉎� ᠕⯚ㅹ㈁� ⛁ㇺ� 㛑ᚩㅝ� Ჱᣡ� ㊾ṭ㈁� ⰵᢢ㊪� ⳁ㎩べ⯅� ⓡ◝ᴽ�

ᜬ㈝� ᵱ∥� ᰡទ㊪㈝┙� ឞᝒ㊪㈝ᣙṭ� 䀁ᶍ�� ㈝⊕䀅� ⭪䄒べ⯅� ㈭⭙⠩� ᢥ⌅㈹㈁� ᠵ␥�

㎥㉎䀁ញ�ⶍ䂭䀁ᣙᴽ�㑩�⿳ᶍ�� �
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そᴹ�ᭉ�㋅�ⶡ㈝ᚩ�㯵⊕␥�ᶢ䀅�べㄽ�〉�⤉ᚩ�Ჭ᠙㑩��㑪ㅹᾍ㈝� � 㞵�ᶍ�ᾍそラ�
➡�べㄽ����� ᭑㈹ឥ㉎㈝ᭁ�㈝⊙�⭕∵㈝�㊩␥�⠱⊕ᶍ᰼ញ� ęそ᾽�⥽⥽䀁᜵�㈝⊰᜵�䀁᭹Ě
㈝⊕ញ�㊩ṭ�⠩␡�⛙�⿱ញ� ęᭁ�㈭ⶉ䀱ᶍ�㈭⭙⠩䀅㯵�㑩ᢱ�㈝⊕ᴽ��䀉�㑼㈝�ᵱ∥ᴽ�
� ║␝᭹Ěᢡ⊰᜵� ㇺᶩ䀁ញ����� ㈭ⶉ� � ᛅㅽ�� ㈮Ḑṭ� 䀁ញ�� ㋅� <⚺べ>� 㑪ⰶ� 㑪ㅹṭ�
㈭ⶉ䀱ᴽḙ�ᢡ�⭕∵�㠾䀁⛄ញ�㈭⭙⠩∥ញ�ឥ㈥ṭ�㜂ᝑ㎥ញ��ⴕ∥ញ�䀁ញ��㊩ṭ�ឥ㈥�
ⓢញ�ḙ�㊩ᴽ�㶩㉎㈝ᵱᣵ�ゝㄡᚩ�は㎉��ⴝ�ⳁṭ�はញ��㈝�ゕ㑪ㅹ�⒍㈥�⤉㋵ᴽḙ��
㋅� ⵍ㭩㈥㈝� ₹� ◡㋅ᚩ� ⮆ᣙ┝� ⚽⌅⚽⌅� 㑪ㅹᾍ� 䃾㈡䀁ញ� ᢡ≁⯅� ⶍ㊪ṭ� ㌴ញ�
ᢡ≕ᾉㄽ	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║��� ᛅㅽ�ῡ�〺㇊
��

�
䃥ㄡ㈭ⶉべ� ⠩㊾㊪㈡� 㑪㉎⠭ㆭᣙᴽ� ㈭ⶉ䀅� ᢥ⌅㈹㈁� ᠵ␥� ➝㉎䀁ᴽ� ✾␉㈝� ㈱ᭁ�

⭪⭕ᚩ� 䁱ㅒ䀁ゕṭ� ⰶ� 㑪㉎� ᶍᵱᴽ� ᜬ� そ⋞᜵� ⑵ᾉᶍ�� ✾⌅ᴽ� 䃥㈡ゕ⠩べ� ⭪ឩは㈝�

㡅⭙䇝ᚩᚩ� ➝㉎ốべṭ� ⠱᠕䀁ញ� ㈭⭙⠩␥� ṭ᷾㊪⌅� ᶑ㍭䀁ᴽ� 㑪㉎� ⠭ㆭᣙべ⯅� ㈝ᜬ�

㈝ㅒ䀁ᴽ�ᜬ�㑩�⿳ᶍ�� �

���᠕㑪ឥ㊾べ⯅㈁�㛑❭�

䃥ㄡ㈭ⶉ⌅�ᶍᵱḁ� 㑪㉎� ㎺ᶑ䀱ḁ�ᝦ䂁ṭ� ⚡䃥║べ᜵� ᝦ㋅㊪⌅�㭩ᝒ� ㈮䈱㑩⑵�

᷽� 㬙� ◡㋅ᴽ� ㈝䅭� ⚡䃥║∥ᴽ� ⭕ⶍ� ◡べ� ᠕㑪ឥ㊾べ⯅� 㛑❭⛄ញ� ㈱ᶍᴽ� ㊹㈝ᶍ��

㈝⋎⯅ᭁ� ᚩ㌚ឩ⋑� ⯅␁␥� 㱞䀝⯅� ⚡䃥║� ᚩ㉎㈝∥ᴽ� ᜬ㈝� ᾅ⊕ᭁ┝� 㑪の㊪� ㈹㑱ឥ�
⭪ឩは㈝�㛭ㅒ㈝�ᣙ㿥ễᶍ�� �

㈝⋎⯅� 䃡㎥∩べ� ➡㈡㈝∥� ᣙ㉕䀉� ⑱ᶍ� ᶢ䃢ⵍ⊕ㅩ� ⁑㤉� ⳁ� はᶍ�� ᭝� ㈝⋎⯅␥�
⛄➝ᴽ� 㕦べ⯅� ⚡䃥║㈡� ゕ⯚䃡㎥␥� そ᜵� ⛄ᾍ㈥ᣵ�� 㼱䀲㈝� ⛒㊾㤁� ⿳ᶍᭁ�
ᝒ⭕㇉⌅� ゕᣙ㑩ᴽ� ⿳ᣵ�� ᢡ⊰ᶍ┝� ᭁ㈁� ㈝⋎⯅ᴽ� ᭥� ㈝㇉ᚩ� はᴽ� 䇝㑼㌙ᚪ㈥�
⩹㈝ᶍ�� 㢑㑪ṭ�╤䀁┝⯅� ᭝ᚩ�⚡䃥║㈭�ឺញ䀁ᴽ� 䅑ឥ� ⚿べ� はᵱᣵ	⚥ᾍ⊱� �����
QQ���������
�� �

�

ゝⶕ䈱� ᰡ⋎䀁ゕ�ⶍ⋎� ᚿ㠽ぱㇵべṭ�⚡䃥㈝∥ᴽ�⭕ⶍ� ⛆䂩㑩┝�ᰡទ㊪⌅�◝ⶅ␥�

ᶢ䀅ᶍ�� ⚡䃥║∥ᴽ� ⭪䄒ឥ� ㈺のⳁ䀲� ᵎ⋎ឥ� ◝� ⭪ឩ㈝� はㇵべṭ� ⠱᠕䀁ញ� ᠕㑪ឥ㊾べ⯅�

㛑❭ᶢ䀁ញ� ㈱ᶍ�� ᠕㑪䀁ᴽ� ⚡䃥║␥� 䃥㈡㑩ㆭᭁ� 㡅⭙ឥ� ឩ⋑䀁ゕ� 㛑❭䀁ᴽ� ឩ䀲�

ᛅ⯉䀁ᴽ�ᜬ㈝�ⶅᢲ䀁ᶍ�� �

㈝␥� 㡅⭙䀁ញ� 㑪の䀂៹␥� ᶍ᯽ញ� ⚽⌅� ㌡の� Ὅべ� ㊭◡ᶩべ� 㑩ㅹ� 䀝⯅� � ᾚ�
᰼㑭� ㊪㈝� 䀅� ✱ṭ� はぱⵞᵱᶍ�� ᢡ≁〥� ㉎䀂ᢱ� ⛄� ⳁ� ㈱ᵱᣵㄽ�� ⛍べᴽ� づ⑱�
ề㑩� ⿳ᴽ� ṱ㈝㑩⑵� ⮆䄅⣭␥� ᷽� ✵ᣙ� ㆭ䀝� パᚿ� ⠩のṭ� ⑱ᶍ䀁㑩� ⿳、ⵞᵱᶍ�����
㈹ᝒ㑆ṭ� ᶍ␡� ⭕∵➝ᶍ� ỹそ� ᛅ␥� ᷽� 㢑ᾆ䀱ញ� 㢑のべ� ㅝ㊭┝䁱ᚩ� ㈱ᴽ� ᜬ㈝� ᷽�
㇉䀁ᶍᴽ� ⑹べ� ㅝ㊭┝䁱� 㢑ᾆ⣭ㅒ␥� ✵ᣙㆭ䀝� 㝖ⰵ㈥ṭ� ⑱ᶍ䀁㑩� ⿳、ញ�
ㅝ㊭┝䁱㑆ṭ�㢑ᾆ䀁ォⵞᵱᶍ�� ㌡の�䀁ញ�➡ᝒ㊪⌅�㢑の�䀁ᣙ�ㆭ䀝� ゕ⊕� ᠙ḙべ�
㈝⋎⯅␥� ㋅㡅䀱ⵞᵱᶍ�� ⑷� វべ⯅� ゙∦㈝� ヽញ� 䀅㹡⌉� ᰡ⋎㈝� 䂄ề㑩� ⿳、ᶍᴽ�
⮆ᚪべ� ⵍⵍ⌅ᚩ� ⩵ᾘ䀱ⵞᵱᶍ�� 䀁㑩⑵� ┝㊺㈁� ⑱㑩⑲� 〇ỹញ� ᶢ䄒䀁㑩� ⿳� ⳁ�
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はぱⵞᵱᶍ�� ᭝� ⯚㊪ṭ� ᭝� ㈹ᝒ㑆ṭ� ㋅ᚩ� ⚡䃥║∥ᴽ� ⭕ⶍべ⯅� ṭㅩ㈝� ề㑩�
╤䀱ⵞᵱᶍ�� ⚡䃥║∥ញ� ⛆䈱ᴽ� ⳅᚭ㈁� 㼅㊾ᾍ� ę◹� ㈝⊙� ᜵� ᶍ� ㈱そ Ě� ę᭝� ⶅᚭ⑵�
ᤆ᜵� ẹ㈿Ě� ᾚ� ゕ⊕� ᚩ㑩� ⛁ㇺᾍ㈝᷽᠙ㄽ�� ᠖� ⚡䃥║∥ញ� ⛆䈱ញ⯉� 㢑のべ�
⯚ឞ䀁㑩�╤䀱ⵞᵱᶍ	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║�� ⯡�ῡ�〺㇊
�� �

�

⚡䃥║∥ᴽ� ㈝㇉� ◡べ� 㛭ㅒ㈝� ㊱ềᴽ� ᜬ� ゕ⊕� 㛑⋩� ᝦ䂁䀅� ⚡䃥║ᾍ�

⚡䃥║∥ᴽ� ⭕ⶍ� ᚹ㠽ᴽ� ⛒ⶆ⌅� 㛑❭� 㿥䀁ញ� ㈱ᶍ�� ⯅␁⭪� ⚡䃥║ᚩ� ᾅ⊕ᭁ㑩� ⿳᜵�

䀁ᭁ� ⚡䃥� ᶩⶉ� ⭕❭㈝∥ញ� ⑹䀁┙� ┝㊺べ� ㇺ䀁ᣙṭ� 䀅ᶍ�� ṭ᷾㊪� 㶹ᶑべ� ᢥ䀁ゕ�

⚡䃥⌅� 䃩⌅� ᣙ␥� 㭍ㅙᴽ� ゕ⯚� 㛭ㅒ䀁⋍ញ� 䀁㑩� ⿳ᴽ� 䄵⭕㈁� ឩ䀲㈝� 䀁⎑⤑�

ᛅ⯉ềそ〥�䀅ᶍ�� �

ᢥḙ� ┝㊺� ᶍ� ➝ᴽḙ� ᢥḙ� ᶍ� ◥そ� ➝ᴽ� ᜵� ⯅␁␥� ᶍ� ᭝㈿ㄽ�� 㬙� 䄵⭕ᾍ�
⯅␁␥� ᶍ� ᢡᜡ� ᭝〥� ề㈿ㄽ�� ㄅ� 〉ᣙ∺⑵� ἁ㈝� ㈱᭹�� <◝ⵑ� ⯅␁␥� ᭝ᴽ� ㎉ �
ᚩ㌚ឩべ� ᶩ䀝⯅ >� ᯍ�� ᢡ⊙� � ㈱㈿ㄽ�� ᚩ㌚� ឩ���㬙� 䄵⭕ᴽ� ⯚㊪㑆┮⯅�
㌡の㑆┮⯅�◹�ᚩ㌚ឩᣵ㑩�ᶍ�᭝ᵱᣵ����<㑩ㅹ䀉��ᢡ�⯅␁␥�᭝ᴽ�ᚩㄽ >� ᵱㄽ��
ᶍ�䀒ᝒ䀁ញ�ᭁ⯅㎉��ケ�� ㈝㋅�┝㊺�ᚱ�� ┝㊺べ⯅�ᣙ⯅�ᶍ�◥そ➝ᴽ�᜵�㋅ᚩ�㈝㋅�
ᢡ� 㑱◡㈝� 䀁ṭ� ᡩ㛗⯅� ㈝㋅ᴽ� 〉� ⤉� ㎦ぱᶍ� ᢡᮎ� ぁ� ⤉ᴽ� ㎦ぱᶍ�� ᢡ⊰᜵�
ぁᣙ䀁ᵱᣵ� ┝㊺ឩᾍ㈝� ⑱㤁� 㾱� ḙ␥� ᾅ⋍⯅� ㈹ᣙᾍ㈝� ⚡⿱䀁ᶍᴽ� ᾘ㈝� ᢡ⊰᜵�
ぁᣙ䀁᷽∥᠕ㄽ���	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║��� ᛅㅽ�ῡ�〺㇊
��

���⭕䄵➞㑩ឞ◝ㅹ㈁�ᶩ⚥�⯅⣭ⵍ�

ㅙ⭕䄵べṭ� ㊩ⰵᾆ� 〺㇊⚡䃥║␥� 㑩ㅹ䀁ᴽ� ᣙ㞱㊪㈡� ➞㑩㝝ᴽ� ᠕㠾ềそ� ㈱ᶍ��

ᢡ⊕ᭁ� ㊾⠩㈁� ➞㑩⯅⣭ⵍᚩ� 〺㇊⚡䃥║べ᜵� ㊭ᶕềᴽ� ឥ㊾� ⳅ㌙⌖㑩� ⿳ᶍ�� ㈥⯉べ⯅�

⭕䄵➞㑩� ㊭ᶕ� の◝␥� ⒊ញ� ㈱ᴽ� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵ� ឞ◝ㅹ㈁� ᶩ⚥� ⯅⣭ⵍ� ⳁ㎩べ� ◡㋅ᚩ� ⑷�

ᜬ⌅�ᭁ㭩᭕ᶍ��〺㇊⚡䃥║ᾍ�ᣙ㞱㊪㈡�㊾⠩㈁�➞㑩ᢲゕᭁ�⯅⣭ⵍラ�ឩ⋑䀁ゕ�Ẃ⭕◝ⰵ�

ឞ◝ㅹ㈝�⿵㑩�╤䀁ᴽ�ᝦㅙᚩ�⑷ᶍញ�㑩㊪䀅ᶍ�� �

㋅ᚩ� ���<⚡䃥║ⶅ⯍>� ㎺ᚭ㈁� 㑺<⚡䃥║㈹ឞẂ⮆䄅ᚩ㊾>べ� ㈱ぱそㄽ�� ᣙ⯅� � ᛅㅽ㚍�
㈱ᶍᚩ�䃶㋅ṭ�ク�䃶Ẃ⌅�ヽᴽḙ�ⶅ⯍べ�㈱┝�ⳁᢲ㈹㇉㑩␥�䀝㎥ᴽḙ�Ṯ⑦䀝⯅�
Ẃ⭕◝ⰵ�ᚽそㄽ�� ęⳁᢲ㈹ᝒ�㇉㑩䀝�ᶕ∥Ěញ�䀁⋍ញ�Ẃ⭕◝ⰵ�ᚽᴽḙ��㋅ᚩ� ���� ⶅ⯍べ�
㈱ᶍᚩ���㗲� ぁᣙ䀱そㄽ�� ᢡ⊙ḙ� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵᚩ� ��� ṭ� ║␝ញ� ◝ᜬṭ� ║␝᷽∥�� ᶍ�
⯍┮䀝⯅�ⳁᢲ㈹�㇉㑩ᴽ�䀝㏕ᴽḙ� ⭕䄵➞㑩⭕<⭕䄵➞㑩�ᶝᶢឞ◝ㅹ>ᚩ� ₹� ⚽᪵ぱᴽḙ�
║㈹ㅹ� ║␡ᶍ���䃶Ẃ㈝┝� �� ║㈹ㅹ� ⶉ㝖䀱᷽ᵱ� ║㈹ㅹ㈝� そ῁㑩ṭ� ║␝ញ�
ᢡ≁⯅�ᢡᭉ�ⶉ㝖�╤䀱そㄽ��ⶉ㝖� � ㅽべ�䀱ᴽḙ� � ㅽべ�⯚⠪᠕㝖⌅�ᯁそᚽそㄽ��
ㄽ㑁� ║␡ᶍᴽ᜵� ⑹㈝� ⿱ềᴽḙ� ║㈹ㅹ� ⶉ㝖� ᚽ᷽ᵱ� ỹᥥㅝ� 㛮� Ὅ㑩┝⯅�
㈝⭕∵�㊩⭕∵䀅㯵�ᶍ�◥そ➝ᴽ�ケㄽ	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║�� ⯡�ᾍ�〺㇊
�� �

║㈹ㅹ� ㈮ⰵ䀁⋍┝� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵ� ⶉ㝖� ⛄〥� 䀁ᴽḙ� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵᚩ� そ⁍� ⯅⣭ⵍ␥�
䀝〥䀁ᴽ㑩␥� ║␡ᶍ�� ���� ęᭁᴽ� 〺ⶆ� ᚩ㑩⊕� ヽᶍĚ� ᢡ⊕ᵱᣵ� ネ䈱⋍� ║㈹ㅹ㈝∥ᴽ�
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វべ� ᚩ⯅� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵべ⯅� そ⁍� ⯅␁␥� ㏁〥� 䀁ᴽ㑩␥� ⿵➝≁ㄽ�� ᢡ≁⯅� ę ゕ ᣙᴽ�
⚡䃥║�⿱�⭕ᴹ᭹Ě�◥そ➝┝� ę䀅⠩║ᚩ㊾�⭕ᴽḙ�㈝⊰᜵�ラ⯅�◥そ➡�⭕∵<⚡䃥║ᴽ>�
はᶍĚ�ᢡ≁ㄽ	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║�� ⯡�ᾍ�〺㇊
�� �

✾㊪⌅� ✭㑩� 䃡㊪べ� フ∥ᚩᣙᚩ� ⶔそ⯅� ㎩⣭␥� 䀱そㄽ� 㡅⮆ⶉញ〺ⶆ� ⚡�
⸑➝ᣙṭ� 䀁ញ�� ⶉᣙ䀁᜵ṭ� ᣙ� ㈝㈝� ㊾䀝㑩ញ� 㡅⮆ⶉញ⯅� ㈺⯚䀁ញ� ⚽⌅� 〺ⳁ�
㯙㋵そㄽ�� ㋅ᚩ� ᣙ㞱ⳁᢲ� ⶉ㝖䀅� ᭉ㈝� ⭪ᶝ� ⛄� ᭉ㈝ᶍ�� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵべ� ⶉ㝖� 䀁┝�
ᶩ⠩⠭� ᢡ� ᶍㇵᭉ� ᠕㝖べ� ㊺ⳁ␥� 䀁ᴽḙ� ᢡ� 䀁⎑� ⭕㈝⌅� ㋅ᚩ� ᣙ㞱ⳁᢲ㈹ᚩ� ⛄ᴽ�
㡅⭙⣭�㑩ㅹ�╤⛄᜵�ẹᶍ��ᣙ㞱ⳁᢲ㈹ᚩ�㡅⭙䀁┝� �� ⑵ㅹ�㡅⭙ᢲゕ�⛄�ⳁ�㈱ᴽḙ�
ᢡᜡ� ╤⛄㑩���� ⭕䄵➞㑩ឥべ⯅� ᭅᚩ� ᭕そㄽ�� ㈝⊙� ᝦㅙᚩ� 㝁ㇵ㈡� ㎉��
㡅⭙ケ㊾➝ᶍ� � ㎥�㈥㚶�㡅⭙䀅�ᝦㅙ∥	�� ⯡�⚡䃥║��� ᛅㅽ�ᾍ�〺㇊
�� �

㊾⠩⯅⣭ⵍ� ㊭ᶕべ� ◡㋅ᚩ� ⑷� ᜬべ� 㠽ᚩ䀁ゕ� 〺㇊⚡䃥║べ� ᶩ䀅� ⠩㊾㊪� 㹡べ�

ᣙ㞱䀁ゕ� ㈝ᾍ� ║ㄾ㊪⌅� ᶩ䀁ᣙṭ� 䀅ᶍ�� ⚡䃥║㈁� ⭕⮆䄅� ➝䃡䀁ᭁ� ㌝㎺䀁ᴽ�

㮅ṭᴽ�はញ�ᰡទ㊪⌅�◝ⶅ䀁ញ�ᝦ┡䀁ᴽ�㮅ṭ␥�➝㈝ᴽ�ឞ◝ㅹṭ�㈱ᶍ�� �

㈹ⶉᚹ� ㈱᜵� ㈝� 㭍ㆉᴽḙ� Ẃ⭕◝ⰵべ⯅� ⚡䃥║∥� ㉕ⳁはᶍᴽ� ⑹ṭ� ᾍぱᶍ�� ᢡ� ⑹�
䀅� ⭕∵� ⭕䄵➞㑩⭕ᴽ� ᵱぱញ�� ㋅ᚩ� ㅙ� 㑺べ� ね⑱<⚡䃥║>ᾍ� ⑷㈝� ḙញ�
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Living Conditions of Unmarried Mothers 
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Introduction  

In Korean society, the issue of unmarried mothers is deeply related with 
overseas adoption history (Mijeong Lee et al, 2009) because the majority of 
overseas adoptees are the children of unmarried mothers. Adoption can be an 
alternative form of welfare for the children who need protection, but the 1993 
the Hague Convention states that the State makes every effort for the 
children to live with their biological parents prior to adoption. (Her Nam-

sun  Yun Sung-seung, 2005). Our society’s discrimination against 

unmarried mothers stems from social prejudice. Moral stigma against the out 
of wedlock birth resulted in adoption, and unwed mothers had no choice but 
to hide their grief from inhospitality of society. Due to social discrimination 
and prejudice, there are no comprehensive statistics available about the 
unmarried mothers. (Mijeong Lee, 2010).  
 
Recently our society has begun to pay attention to unmarried mothers’ 
families. According to a national survey on unmarried mothers, our society 
now makes less moral judgment against the unmarried mothers. (Kim Har-
young and et al, 2009). The attitude of unmarried mothers themselves and 
their families has also changed toward unwed childbearing. More and more 
unwed mothers also try to raise their children by themselves. Although the 
government was passive in supporting unwed mothers, recently it tends to 
actively support unwed mothers and seems to realize the importance of 
raising children.  
 
Our society has a basic welfare system to support unwed mothers when they 
are in economic hardship. Although we have a policy and services to support 
for raising children, in reality, this support is not readily available to people 
who are in need. Although the government offers various services, such as 
supporting single parents and children and guarantees a basic livelihood, it 
reality this service is not as readily available as is desirable. According to a 
survey of unwed mothers, many of them do not know at all about the welfare 
allowance and service for them, thus they could not get support from the 
government.   
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Until now, studies of the unwed mothers have been focused on shelters. 
Therefore, when unwed mothers gave birth without the support of a shelter, 
there was no information available. Until now, the characteristics of the 
unwed mothers have been represented by unwed mothers who stayed at 
shelters. So we could not compare unwed mothers who have experienced the 
shelters and those who have not experienced shelters. Regarding the welfare 
of unwed parents’ children, the trend changed from adoption to nurturing by 
the biological parents. Therefore, it is important to know living conditions of 
the unwed mothers, who despite economic difficulties raise children by 
themselves. 
 
In this paper, I conducted survey with the both unwed mothers who stay at 
the shelters and those who are not staying at shelters. Based on this data, I 
analyzed the changes in economic conditions and residences of unwed 
mothers, before and after giving birth, and according to the ages of their 
children. Also I will discuss social discrimination against unwed mothers and 
the problem of welfare service, and by doing so I will propose relevant policy.  
 

Contents 

In 2010, I conducted a national survey of unwed mothers, and 117 mothers 
responded to my survey questions. Among respondents, 86.2% did not stay at 
the shelters, which is different from prior surveys which focused on unwed 
mothers staying at shelters. This survey shows the specific lives of unwed 
mothers outside the shelters. In this survey, around the time of giving birth, 
46.7% of the mothers stayed at shelters, and when raising children, 47.4% of 
the mothers lived in their own places. Among the respondents, 52.1% of the 
unwed mothers had income, while 47.9% of them had no income. The source 
of their income is as follows: 54.7% received income from the government’s 
basic livelihood scheme, 22.2% received welfare allowance as single parents, 
18.8% received help from extended families, and 8.6% received support from 
the child’s father.  
 
High-income unwed mothers tend to not use the shelters at the time of birth. 
High-income unwed mothers tend to stay at their own places rather than 
shelters or parents’ houses. In terms of income distribution, there are 
differences when the children are 36 months old; when the unwed mothers’ 
children become 36 months old, their income tends to be higher. This figure 
shows that the unwed mothers’ economic activities are restricted until their 
children are 36 months old.  
 
Unwed mothers’ expenditures show differences according to their children’s 
age; when their children are less than 18 months old, they spend less money 
than when the children are 36 months old. Mothers who have children older 
than 36 month old children have the highest expenditures. As the children 
getting older, unwed mothers tend to raise the children on their own. On the 
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other hand, when the age of children is younger, unmarried mothers tend to 
stay with their parents.   
 
Like other women, unwed mothers’ economic activities changed a great deal 
around the time of giving birth and raising children. Up until the fifth month 
of pregnancy, 92.3% of respondents engaged in economic activities. Then, 
after giving birth and the time of raising the children, only 58.4% of the 
respondents engaged in economic activities. Of the respondents, 26.5% 
focused on raising children, which means the unmarried mothers’ economic 
activities were restricted because of raising children. This restriction of 
economic activity resulted in a sharp decrease in income at the time of early 
pregnancy and after giving birth; in early pregnancy, only 13.9% respondents 
did not have income but after giving birth, this figure increased as much as 
47.9%.  
Although maternity leave of unmarried mothers is guaranteed by law at the 
workplace, in reality, unmarried pregnant women were hassled by their 
workplaces and eventually, without much choice, had to quit their jobs. 
Unwed mothers seeking employment also faced also similar problems.  
 
Although the government has a basic welfare infrastructure for low-income 
single parents, its implementation from community centers is not as good as 
one might wish. Civil servants at the community centers do not know about 
welfare service for the unwed mothers very well, or sometimes civil servants 
look down on unwed mothers or ignore them. In view of this, welfare 
services at the community center need to be improved dramatically.  

 

Policy suggestions for unwed mothers to raise children independently  

1. Necessity of differentiated policy for teenaged and adult unwed mothers 

For a long time, the unwed mother related policy focused on offering 
postpartum service in relations to the adoption. From mid-2000, attention and 
support rose for nurturing the children. From this time, more and more 
unwed mothers wanted to raise their children by themselves. For a long time, 
the data on the unwed mothers was aggregated from the unwed mothers’ 
shelters, and the corresponding policy for the unmarried mothers was also 
based on this. According to this study, there are enormous differences 
between teenaged and adult unwed mothers in terms of their will for 
nurturing children, independence, and educational and career backgrounds. 
Also there is no verification about increase of teenaged unwed mothers, some 
media has pointed it out. The existing policy of the shelter based on unwed 
mothers characterized them as immature and in need of protection. This 
analysis, by and large focused on the teenaged unwed mothers. However, we 
ought to treat adult unwed mothers the same as other adult mothers who can 
solve problems by their own initiatives. If we see unwed mothers from 
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different point of view, it will bring also different policy. So the government 
needs differentiated policies for teenaged unwed mothers and adult unwed 
mothers. For example, for the adult unwed mothers, the government should 
support programs to seek jobs and to raise children; for the teenaged unwed 
mothers, the government should provide further education, sex education, and 
career guidance for the future.  

 

2. Ban discrimination against unwed mothers at the workplace 

Although the Labor Standard Act guarantees maternity leave for the unwed 
mothers, in reality, this act is rarely implemented for unwed mothers. Of 
course, having children outside of marriage is not related to one’s ability at 
the workplace. Pregnant women have a right to take maternity leave. But due 
to social discrimination, unwed mothers have a hard time during pregnancy 
and childbirth. The rights of the unwed mothers and their children have been 
jeopardized by the discrimination and prejudice of workplaces.  

 
Due to such prejudice, many unwed mothers became severely impoverished 
during the process of pregnancy and giving birth. We should provide a 
guarantee for the labor rights of unwed mothers. The Labor Ministry should 
make it illegal for employers to not allow maternity leave for unwed mothers 
and should issue guidelines at the workplace regarding unwed mothers’ 
rights. By doing so, the government also can cope with challenge of the low 
birth rate.  
 
If unwed mothers were able to continue their careers even after pregnancy by 
using maternity leave, they could raise their children independently without 
poverty. Discrimination of unwed mothers in the workplace is a violation of 
women’s rights and an obstacle to the independence of unwed mothers. 
Welfare expenditures increase due to unnecessary social prejudice. The 
government should ban discrimination against unwed mothers in the 
workplace by launching a full-scale media campaign and PR, guidance and 
supervision.  

 

3. Active support of unwed mothers through the activation of self-help 
meetings 

In terms of policy-making, our view should change toward unwed mothers. 
Compared with the past, nowadays we tend to respect the characteristics and 
independence of each individual more and more. In this respect, rather than 
treating unwed mothers as immature beings, we should treat them as 
responsible and independent beings, and thus provide practical information 
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and emotional support for them. In view of this, the government should 
support the self-help meetings of unwed mothers and provide information on 
welfare and job training. Then the unwed mothers can actively exchange and 
accumulate information for their independence. If the government supports 
the self-help meetings of unwed mothers, then ultimately, the government is 
able to save on public spending for the protection of unwed mothers.   
 
Until now, government policy has treated unwed mothers as immature and 
emphasized the necessity of education and protection for them. However, as 
numerous studies have pointed out, most unwed mothers are highly educated 
nowadays. Considering this element, unwed mothers have the capacity to 
collect information on jobs and welfare by themselves through self-help 
meetings. Since 2000, various governmental services have been provided in 
the fields of job training, childcare, health and nutrition, and welfare 
allowance. At the same time, the quality and quantity of these services are 
being improved for the beneficiaries every year. This change is the fruit of 
governmental efforts to cope with the increasingly low birthrate and an aging 
society. Unwed mothers need to get precise information on job training, jobs, 
bringing up children and welfare services.  
 
If the government offers a variety of appropriate welfare service and 
programs, the unwed mothers, without relying on shelter, can raise the 
children by themselves. If the community centers, as messengers of welfare 
services, cooperate with the self-help meetings of the unwed mothers, the 
welfare of the unwed mothers could be improved remarkably.  

 

4. Improvement of public officials’ service for social welfare  

One of the best ways of delivering government welfare service starts from 
the time of the birth report at community centers. The community center 
should provide all government-supported welfare information to unwed 
mothers during the process of reporting a birth. Corresponding education is 
urgent for the related officials, as well as the production of manual. 
Community center officials should respect the private lives of unwed mothers.  
 
According to this study, problems occurred during the process of delivering 
various welfare services. When anyone made inquiries about welfare service 
policy for the single parents and people in the low-income bracket, officials 
did not know very well about services and were impolite to the inquirers. 
Thus, education is necessary for officials dealing with the welfare service of 
the government.   
 
After 2000, as the low birthrate and aging society became prevalent, 
correspondingly, related welfare services spread rapidly. The government 
began to provide and extend the child benefit and babysitter service since 
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2000. Also, medical checkups, childbirth benefits, midwife services, and 
nutrition services are available from the government. So now, unwed mothers 
are entitled to receive maternity services and benefits not only from shelters 
but also at their own places. Unwed parents are entitled to receive basic 
livelihood benefits and childbirth benefits. Health centers also provide free 
health checkups, vaccines, and nutrition during maternity. As low-income 
unwed mothers are entitled to receive various services either free of charge 
or at a low price, welfare officials need to be educated in order to deliver such 
services effectively.   

 

5. Extension of a new style of facility for mothers and children 

Full-scale facility extension is necessary for unwed mothers and children. 
Low-income single parents can use this facility free of charge up to three 
years: since facilities have private kitchens, it is helpful to preserve the 
privacy of users. While communal homes for unwed mothers and children 
provide help for teenage unwed mothers, this kind of facility provides more 
privacy for unwed mothers. 
  
I would like to recommend new style of facility for mothers and children. One 
of the main problems of the current facilities is a lack of privacy, since 
various generations of single parents live closely in one place. As social 
prejudices are prevalent against unwed mothers, the current style of facility 
is not advisable.  
 
Policymakers should not see unwed mothers as objects of education, but see 
them as responsible and independent beings so the related policy also will be 
changed accordingly. In view of this, when the government extends facilities 
for mothers and children, it is necessary to provide them on a small scale, 
such as two- or four-household style rather than a densely built-up 
communal style. The government (and local governments) can purchase such 
facilities and distribute and commission district offices and community 
centers to do the management. If the district offices and community centers 
are unable to manage these facilities properly, the unwed mothers’ meetings, 
supported by the local governments, should run such facilities. The rules and 
contracts of this facility should be similar to general rent between landlords 
and tenants. This is also cost-effective, as the unwed mothers and single 
parents would run the facility by themselves.  
  
Although the government provides rental housing, due to a massive shortage 
of supply, most unwed mothers give up trying to use such housing. Unwed 
mothers suffer alone as they try to raise children in this time of the low 
birthrate. Because the gov ernment has been passive in supporting unwed 
mothers, we became the largest sending country in terms of international 
adoption in the world. Considering this, the government should take a more 
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active and bold role in order to support the unwed mothers. The first three to 
five years are an important period to unwed mothers for raising children and 
establishing a base for independence. As the government did not provide 
decent living space for unwed mothers and children, countless children sent 
have been away as overseas adoptees. That is why we have to actively 
consider the full-scale extension of facilities for unwed mothers and their 
children.   

 

6. Strengthen the responsibility of unwed fathers 

The unwed fathers have duty to provide child support for their children even 
if they do not live with their children. Since child support is important factor 
in child welfare, in 2009, the government amended a law which made it easier 
to receive fostering expenses during the process of divorce. However, it is 
difficult to receive fostering expenses from unwed fathers. When unwed 
fathers do not voluntarily pay the child support, it is possible to sue the 
unwed fathers and receive fostering expenses by force. However, lawsuits 
are time-consuming, expensive, and emotionally exhausting. From 2007, the 
government has provided free legal service for single parents so they can 
receive fostering expenses. Korea Legal Aid Corporation and Korea Legal 
Aid Center for Family Relations are taking care of this work.  

Despite governmental support for lawsuits, most unwed mothers experience 
difficulties receiving child support from unwed fathers. Unwed mothers are 
also reluctant to sue unwed fathers because they do not wish to meet each 
other. Unlike in the USA, there is no agency in Korea that works to receive 
child support from unwed fathers on behalf of unwed mothers. The lack of 
such an agency also makes unwed mothers give up on claiming child support 
from unwed fathers. Moreover, in order to file a lawsuit, unwed mothers need 
information about the unwed fathers’ property and residence for the court. 
However, at the moment, the cooperation system among the National Tax 
Service, the Home Ministry and the National Health Insurance Corporation is 
insufficient.  
 
Also, the government should actively consider providing a payment to unwed 
mothers when unwed fathers face financial difficulties and cannot pay, and 
then demand that unwed fathers pay afterwards. Further study is necessary 
regarding the current status of child support payments to single parent 
families in relation to unwed fathers’ responsibilities, and what can be done 
about it.  

 

7. Accumulation of statistics on unwed mothers 
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There are no comprehensive statistics available regarding unwed mothers in 
Korea. While the government supports low-income single parents, there is no 
systematically accumulated information available regarding the welfare 
beneficiaries. In view of this, it is necessary to build up basic statistics by 
accumulating information on the beneficiaries (e.g., unwed mothers’ social 
and economic backgrounds and demographic data). Comprehensive statics of 
the beneficiaries can be used as basic data when the government sets up 
welfare policy and relevant budget.  
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Human Library  

 
Choi Hyung-sook(Child-rearing unwed mother) 

 
 
 
 
♣ As an unwed mother 
G

I got pregnant at the not-so-young age of 35. Scared of the world, I was 
ready to give up my baby but after lots of thinking and agonizing, I decided 
to live as an unwed mother and I've been living as such for the past 8 years. 
Looking back, misgivings started to form about why it was so hard and way 
every day I wanted to die.  
 
In the beginning, I couldn't even bring myself to say the words "unwed 
mother" with my own mouth, much less admit that I was an unwed mother 
myself so Ii went through a hard time for quite awhile after my son was born. 
Because I had to make a life for myself and my son, I only looked forward 
and as I lived as an unwed mother I began to realize why the world is so 
difficult being an unwed mother.  
 
After finishing a one-year contract with a company, I was scouted to work 
for another company based on my credentials. However, because of the 
negative reception I received from my co-workers when I revealed that I was 
an unwed mother, I ended up quitting my new job within five days and it 
was then that I understood the way the world viewed at unwed mothers. For 
one month after that, I lived secluded with my son - I couldn't face the world, 
it seems so scary and overwhelming. But I realized that if I had to do 
something for my son. I realized that if the world didn't change, my son 
would live for the rest of his life in this society unable to escape the prejudice 
of being the son of an unwed mother. All I've done is chosen to take 
responsibility for my son, but the world is criticizing and judging me based 
on a double standard and that criticism and judgement is reaching my son as 
well. 
G

G

♣ As a mom 
 
I am the mother of 8-year-old Junseo. I always feel sorry and insufficient as 
a mother but I am a happy mother, because of my son, who can love a 
mother such as me and who thinks of me as the most beautiful woman in the 
world. I'm a mother that after giving birth to my son, I sent him to an 
adoption agency for a week before I went back for him. Because of that, 
whenever I think of that time, I feel endlessly sorry to my son. But for as 
much as we couldn't be together during that time, I love him even more and 
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am motivated to work even harder. Just like other mothers, I am a mother 
who gets angry at my son and yells at him and sometimes even spanks him 
but I am always sorry and thankful to him and I always love him.  
 
I wanted to protect and raise my son, thinking that if I work hard and raise 
my son well, the world will eventually acknowledge my efforts and my 
family. I believed that was possible. Awhile ago, my son suddenly and with 
no reason buried his face in my chest and started crying. When I asked him 
why he was crying, he answered just because he was sad and his heart was 
hurting. I'm not sure what could make a young child cry like that but I just 
hugged him and we cried together, sharing our hurts together.  
 
One day, exhausted and grouchy after getting off of work, I got angry with 
my son for no real reason. He said to me, "Mom, why don't you understand 
my feelings? You were the one who chose to have me..." I couldn't say a 
word to him after that for awhile. I wondered why I couldn't even understand 
what a young child was feeling? One that I had even given birth to, my son 
who I loved more than anyone in the world and who loved me unconditionally.  
 
Because I am an unwed mother, I can't take my son to my parents' house, so 
for my mother's birthday I left him with a friend and told my son I was 
going on a work trip. My friend told me that before going to sleep that night, 
my son said, "Mom went to Pohang, to grandmother's house". Even though 
he knew the whole time, he played along with me, pretending not to know, 
for my sake - out of his deep love for me, this big-hearted son of mine. Why 
couldn't I understand even a little of what he was feeling? Before he started 
school, I received his enrollment documents and I was proud of myself for 
working hard to raise my son well all alone, but I had forgotten. I had 
forgotten that the reason that its was all possible was because of my son 
who helped support me along the way and centered me. Now my son has 
started school and his own foray into society.  
G

G

♣ The joys and sorrows experienced while raising 8-year-old Junseo  
G

It has been a journey to get to this point with Junseo, now 8-years-old. I 
couldn't even tell my parents that I had become an unwed mother until six 
months after giving birth to my son. I hesitated because I knew how 
devastated they would be but while raising my son, he has been a huge 
source of strength for me. I went to create a family for my son and as he got 
older, I wanted to show my parents that their daughter was living well, but 
to my parents and the rest of my family, who live in the country, I had 
become a sinner. But after three years of seeing me working hard to raise my 
son, my parents finally opened their hearts back up to me. Now I give my 
son homework every night before he goes to sleep. It's a difficult problem to 
solve. I ask him every night, why does he live without his father, just with 
his mother. One day, we went together to the public bathhouse. In Korea, the 
cut-off age for children to go with their moms is 5-years-old and even 
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though I lied and said he was 5-years-old, we were denied entry. That day, 
sobbing in the middle of the street, he said it was my fault we couldn't go in, 
because I didn't live with his father. I cried with him. He also asked me what 
the word "unwed mother" means. So I told him, "an unwed mother is a 
mother who didn't get married and had a baby." He then asked me if that 
was a bad thing. So, I asked him, "Is mommy bad?" and he answered, "No."  
 
When I explained to him that not all children in the world live with both their 
mom and their dad, he responded, "Right, there are some kids who live with 
their grandmas too." When we moved into the subsidized housing for unwed 
mothers, I asked him if our new house was OK, if it wasn't too small, with 
just one room. He maturely answered, "I"m fine, don't worry about me", 
trying to soothe me. And then seeing me carrying heavy boxes up the stairs, 
he said to me, "Mom, it's hard being a mom isn't it?" This is why my heart 
aches but is happy at the same time. Because of my son who is always there 
for me. If I start to recall the happy moments that my son has given to me, in 
this time which has flown by, my heart feels overwhelmed. The moment  
 
when he said "I luv you" as he pushed his chubby cheeks against mine. The 
day he excitedly waved around a birthday card that he had moved for me in 
his little hand. The moment that I realized that at some point he had grown 
over ten centimeters in one year. The moment I received a letter for him that 
said, "Thanks for getting better and raising me". I had forgotten all those 
moments. My son has touched me by giving me all of those feelings and 
emotions that I could not have received from anywhere or anyone else.  
 
 
♣ Living as an unwed mother in Korea 
 
It's hard being a mother in Korea and even harder being an unwed mother. 
For most of us, we are forced to quit school or our jobs when we become 
pregnant and after giving birth it only gets harder. In a lot of cases, due to 
prejudice, companies still treat us like criminals for being unwed mothers. In 
the case of schools, unwed moms aren't able to re-enroll and instead must 
prepare to take the GED, but it's not easy to study while raising a child alone. 
For the children of unwed mothers, this label follows them. There are a 
diverse range of family forms - multicultural families, families grandparent-
grandchild families, one-parent families - and yet the prejudice and 
discrimination against unwed mothers' families harsher than other families. 
While I think the marriage system does have its value, I also think it's the 
choice of the individual.  
 
But even still, we must acknowledge this truth and in order to live well with 
our children, we must raise our presence. We have the right to be happy too. 
Among unwed mothers, there are many who feel guilty, thinking of 
themselves as someone guilty of committing a crime. An there are even 
many unwed mothers who even though they don't feel that way about 
themselves at first, they are made to feel that way by the people around them. 
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We're not criminals. The world is changing quickly and so are the forms of 
families. If we are to acknowledge this fact, shouldn't we be able to escape 
this guilt even a little? I think unwed mothers should be applauded because 
we are mothers who have chosen to protect life tenaciously, we are mothers 
who are raising the children who will become the workers and citizens of 
Korean society, which is facing a population crisis. Unwed mothers should no 
longer cower and hide from society and instead, I hope we can become 
mothers who face the world with confidence. 
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Human Library 

 
Kim Sungyoung(Child-rearing unwed mothers) 

 
 
Joy, anger, sorrow, and pleasure 
 
 
 
 
I am 32 years old and a single mother. No one wishes to be a single parent. 
Most just end up being one. I was not prepared, so I was scared and terrified. 
I still am. 
 
Watching TV, I used to see individuals who were raising a child on their own. 
The parent’s endeavors were applaudable. At the same time, I could not stop 
myself from feeling a little bit sad for them. “They could have been more 
careful. They’re so young. Why would one give birth to a child without any 
other plans or the sufficient economic background? They could have chosen 
abortion.” These thoughts reeled through my mind. At that time, it was so 
easy to judge. I was not one of them and never thought I would be. 
 
When I ended up in the same situation, I had a realization. Single parenting 
was not an issue just limited to the teens. It was not about age or education. 
It was not something of concern only to the low-income group, but 
something that can happen to anyone, even me. That was when I came to see 
adoption and abortion issues in a new light.  
 
Even though little by little, I've gotten used to the idea of being a single 
parent my self-esteem can still drop because of being an unwed mother. It 
gets tiring. But then it becomes OK again, and I trust that I won't go through 
this cycle of emotion again for some time.  
 
I am 32. I do not have a huge amount of social experience or social skills. I do 
not have much money saved up. My family is far from being rich. When I 
look back on my twenties I spent the day to day putting limits to my dreams 
saying, “It won’t come true. I’m not fit for it.” In addition to these thoughts, 
the monthly salary did not leave me much choice either. After taking out the 
rent and living expenses, I was left with a humble sum. This made me resent 
my own family situation.  
 
One the other hand, I dreamt that marriage would be my turning point. I 
imagined myself being happy and exempt of all worries. I was confident that 
I would make a great wife. I could cook, manage the house, and be a trusted 
life companion. Many elderly people say a woman’s destiny depends on who 
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she meets. No one I knew was a struggling single parent. Therefore, I did not 
have any doubts that I would meet a man, get married, and make a happy 
family.  
 
Then I met one man. I was 29. He was not the first man in my life. He was 
just more dedicated to me than anyone I ever met. He would take me home 
every night, and come running to my house when I said I missed him. He 
was hardworking even at a younger age. He would tell me it was every 
man’s duty. His earnings were above my own. He would give me advice and 
listen to all my troubles. He always tried to be his best in front of me. Even 
when I told him I wanted to end things, he would apologize and beg for me to 
return. He covered all dating expenses, and presents were commonplace.  
 
One time, a colleague saw my boyfriend and told everyone at work, “Seon-
yeong’s boyfriend is really good-looking. I heard that he works at an 
architectural firm”. “Good for you!” they told me. The gossip was not bad. I 
came to enjoy it. It was not at all bad for others to be envious of who I was 
dating. Moreover, I wanted to live like my friends who were married. I did 
not doubt for a second that he loved me. Therefore, I was convinced I would 
be happy with this man.  
 
Even though he did not have a car, I believed that we had similar family 
backgrounds. Guessing from our conversations in the past, I presumed that 
his family was a little better off than mine. That was also something that 
comforted me. I preferred marrying someone like me, as marrying someone 
with a background too different from mine would have made me feel small.  
We met up every day before work, and called each other whenever we could 
not be together. These days, no one says you can’t sleep with anyone before 
marriage. We also talked about pregnancy when dating. He was determined 
that if such a situation were to happen, one must take responsibility. I never 
doubted him for one moment.  
 
When I found out that I was pregnant, he told me, “Of course we have to 
raise the baby together”. I was more than excited. I could finally marry 
someone I love. I was finally getting married before 30. We did not plan a 
wedding. There was not enough money saved up and I considered the 
process superficial. The future was more important.  
 
Then one day, he told me that he had something to confess. He told me that 
he lied to me. The house of which he told me was not his, nor was he 
working. But he told me he loved me, and he said that he would make it up to 
me from now on. He was sorry, but he also swore he loved me.  
I still loved him. I was pregnant. He was kneeling before me, desperately 
promising his love and dedication. I did not doubt his love.  
 
But as time passed, he started making excuses. “My family situation isn’t 
good. We might have to live in the country. Is that ok with you? My family 
is in debt so we can’t report our marriage. I have told my family, but there is 
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nothing that they can help with. I’m working part-time. I’ll take care of you. 
Please bear with me. Why would I be doing this if not for you?” The list was 
endless.  
 
He once told me he was the captain of his university theatre team. Maybe 
that was why he could bring up those tears whenever he needed. Everything 
that came out of his mouth was a lie. When I found out that everything was 
fabricated, I was at the full term of my pregnancy. 
 
I experienced an incredible amount of stress while I was pregnant. I cried 
every day. I even thought about killing myself. I thought about adoption. I 
looked for single parent facilities, but I could not find the courage. Even 
though he was not the man I knew, that did not change the fact that this man 
was someone who I once loved. I could not forget the time we spent together, 
the things he did. I still could not believe that I did not see this coming. I did 
not want to admit my mistakes.  
 
I was not ready to raise the child by myself. I tried every option of which I 
could think. I tried persuading him, begging him, cursing him, and screaming 
at him. Still nothing changed.  
 
I could have more easily endured if he at least worked part-time and shown 
me any sign of effort. That never happened. He repeated the words, “I will 
take of you”. But he never acted upon it. He did not support me; he did not 
report our marriage. We did not even live together. I could not even get a 
hold of him when I needed. I complained about the expenses for raising the 
child, and that I did not have enough money. He ignored me, and did not even 
think to return the money he borrowed from me. At that moment, I could 
understand the urge to kill someone.  
 
He must have taken me for a fool. Our family must have felt so easy to him.  
His family! His family was no different. “The skin is nearer than the 
shirt,“ they say. 
 
When the baby was 10 months old, I chose my child and my child only. I filed 
a maintenance order for my child’s father to provide support. I thought it was 
the least he could do. I did not care about whether I could marry someone 
else or not. The least one can do for the child is to take responsibility as a 
parent, and to raise the child to be clean and honest. I believe taking full 
responsibility for the child out in the open is the least a parent can do.  
 
The lawsuit was tiring. I came to understand why people do not go though 
with maintenance trials. For me, the lawsuit continues on as we speak. A 
year and a half has passed already. This man changed his phone number. 
Therefore I still have not had the chance to move forward with the paternity 
test. I told the ex-father-in-law and ex-boyfriend’s sister about the trial and 
keep them updated. 
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The man has no fixed house address and does not have a stable job. 
Therefore, it is hard to communicate with him. The documents concerning 
the case take forever to move through the legal process, and the trial 
complications make it all the more burdensome. As the Korean Legal Aid 
Corporation carries out the case for free, I experience many obstacles. I 
realized that only people with no money end up being victims. For such a 
mere sum of money! Just 300,000 won for the child and even that is so hard 
to gain. When I first mentioned the lawsuit he told me, “You won’t get a 
penny if I don’t concur. What are you going to do if I don’t work for the rest 
of my life?” 
 
I blame myself for not seeing who he really was. My judgment was wrong.  
He served in the military. There is nothing wrong with him physically. He 
does not smoke and does not drink. I came to think how easy life is for a man 
in Korea. They can just run from it. Keep running. They can abandon their 
child and still getaway with it.  
 
I want to raise my child with happiness. I want my child to be happy. In 
order to cut costs, I used fabric diapers. I breastfed the baby for nearly 2 
years and by myself made the baby food. I believed the best way to make the 
baby feel loved was to keep one close to the skin. Also, I believed this was 
the only time I could hold the baby as close as I can. I kept the child close to 
me all the time. I tried to choose the best words to speak to the child and 
overcome my inexperience by looking up related books and information online. 
I will continue raising my child with all the effort I have.  
 
For now, parental education is about family. Therefore, it hurts me when I 
see or hear the influence that a father figure has on the child. I admit there 
are some limits to what I can do. Nevertheless, I believe I am doing well, and 
I will try to keep it that way. My child started to speak. Since he started 
speaking, he frequently says “Mom, I am happy. Jihu is happy.” “I love you 
mom. Jihu loves you.” “I love you”. He is prudent. He has a million dollar 
smile. Everybody loves him. When I start talking about him, I become such a 
fool. 
 
Up to when he was 20 months old, I started part-time jobs including 
monitoring, survey, interviews, and so on and so forth through the Single 
Moms Family Association. I acquired a foot-massage and beautician license. 
I receive government support, in addition to money that I saved up (although 
it is gradually running out). I am more mature and happier as a result of the 
time I spend with my child as a parent. 
 
When my child was 25 months old, I registered him to a playschool. He had 
to adjust to the change as I had to find part-time jobs. Then one day he came 
down with a fever. The doctor told me that he had to be kept isolated for a 
week and I had to be by his side all the time. As I had no other person to look 
after the child, I had to leave work.  
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I still have to think about what I should do when facing these kinds of 
problems. These days, my thoughts get complicated. But I have to pull 
myself together. My child smiles when I do. I believe at the end of the day, 
there will be a rainbow in the sky. There will also be more economic 
problems. I do not deny that I have difficulties leaving the child at playschool 
and balancing work at the same time. The child is still young and it may be 
too much to ask of him. “Everyone lives through it just the same.” I heard 
that said many times. But I have a different perspective to all the others, so I 
believe that I do not have to walk in their paths. I have to be more patient 
and endure more weight because I am alone. Yes, that is true. I work as hard 
as any other person. I manage the house, take care of my child, work and 
maintain my social network for a stable future. I work hard to pull through 
all the prejudice in society.  
 
Why do financial issues have to be the sole judging factor for single parents? 
Is money the key to raising a happy child? Can money guarantee a child’s 
life?  
Childhood is the time when a child should get all the love they can get from 
the parent. This is the time that decides all the rest of the child’s life. It is the 
first major step.  
 
My child is my happiness. My child is my fortune. I thought over and over 
about what could be the most important thing for the child. At the end of the 
day, all I ask is for his happiness. I want my child to be abundant in body and 
mind. I want my child to have an optimistic view to life. I want my child to 
have the strength to go through all troubles life can bring.  
A child learns so much from the parents. As such, I have to be the first one 
to change. Thus, I am continuously trying to do so. I lack so much. I know 
that because I am a single parent, the child will also suffer prejudice. I used 
to have prejudice myself. I now believe that a single parent does not raise a 
problematic child. A single parent is not alone because they are not worthy of 
a partner. Words that describe single parents in such terms are irresponsible, 
insufficient, and are way too biased.  
 
I have seen a lot of single moms around me. They all love their child more 
than anybody in the world, and they work diligently. As they are a minority 
group, I admit the problems may seem more problematic. It draws more 
attention and seems like a bigger problem than it actually is. But isn’t this 
largely due to the society’s prejudice? Korea’s economic growth outruns all 
other countries. But because of it, there are many problems we face. We can 
see this from the news.  
 
There are more low-income groups than the high-income groups. 
Nevertheless, advertisements on television urge people to spend more and 
more money. All kinds of loans are taken out and household debt is 
increasing at an unbelievable speed. Still, people demand to have expensive 
‘brand’ items. You have to have a shiny car, ‘look decent’, and be aware of 
the eyes of society. 
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People live so fervently in a competitive society. Yet they forget what is truly 
important for a child. They forget to teach the child love. They disregard sex 
education as unimportant. They refuse to teach the child how to be happy.  
When I first became a single parent, I thought of it as a personal problem. I 
thought of it as a result of my choice.  
 
I thought I could handle everything by myself. But when I started to raise the 
child, I realized that I could not rear the child alone. The child lives in a 
society, and the society is more than an individual can change. We have to 
look forward and into the future. They say a family is the smallest unit of a 
country. Families need to be happy for the country to be happy. I hope that 
single parents are recognized as a family in the near future. This is family in 
its own special way.  
 
I hope there are more job opportunities provided to single mothers. Raising a 
child alone is nothing of which to be ashamed. It is not wrong to take 
responsibility for one’s own child. Moreover, if the prejudice against single 
mothers lives on in our society, abortion will become common and gradually 
adoption rates will rise. 
 
This is a tragedy. Even after 7 months, the baby’s heart starts to pound. Isn’t 
it sad that they are robbed from seeing the light? Isn’t the reality of these 
children sent all across the world ever so tragic? Though domestic adoption 
is rising, this still does not guarantee the happiness of the child. 
 
I, as a single parent, feel small from time to time. I want to be proud of being 
a parent, but the harsh reality makes this difficult. My child is now 27 
months old. I am not absolutely sure what I should do, but my ideals and 
belief in my child are concrete.  
 
I wish my child his happiness. I want him to grow up knowing he is loved 
and that he can pass through any ordeal the world brings. I work hard and 
live hard to reach that goal. I will take a step forward today. I will fall and 
rise now and then, but I will be happy to live as a parent of my child. 
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Human Library 
G

Park Hee-kyeong (pseudonym) 
(Mother who lost child to adoption) 

G

G

G

G

Hello! 
As a mother who sent my baby to the U.S. 37 years ago, I think that it is a 
good choice for single moms not to send their kids away. It is a very hopeful 
sign that the government supports single moms; however, assistance to 
single mother families is less than that given to domestic adoptive families. I 
think authorities should support single moms and their kids more than ever 
so they don’t lose courage and hope. Plus that, prejudice against single mom 
families should disappear sooner or later.  
 

I delivered a baby girl with thoughts that my family could live together if the 
baby’s father and I did our best. We lived in small monthly rental rooms, but 
things were getting worse. I decided to no longer depend on my baby’s father, 
so my girl and I moved into my parents' house. I was trying to get a job, but 
I couldn't find a job while taking care of a baby only a few months old. 
Finally, I decided to give my baby up for adoption. I thought adoption would 
be better. I have lived with shame, pain and guilt for giving my baby for 
adoption.  

 
I hope there are no more moms like me. Wouldn’t South Korea will be a 
better country if it encourages single moms to raise their children? Many 
parents and children have a hard time when the kids arrive at puberty. Single 
mothers’ children and adoptees go through painful times and they think that 
their parents are not their biological parents; their skin color and appearance 
are different from that of their adoptive parents. Prejudice against them 
makes the situation worse. We should care about single moms if we think 
children are very important and are our future in Korean society. Society will 
be healthier if single moms can live in South Korea without stigma.  
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Not all adoptees are fortunate, however. Some who were adopted to the U.S. 
have been deported to South Korea because the adoptive parents didn’t get 
U.S. citizenship for their children. It makes them homeless. I am very sorry to 
hear that news. Adoption agencies are telling lies and giving false 
information to biological mothers; I had heard that only parents who are 
intellectual and wealthy are allowed to adopt kids and that even after 
adoption the adoption agencies constantly gave services to adoptive homes. 
So how did this happen? In addition, religious organizations do their parts to 
take care of pregnant single moms and help them to give their babies up for 
adoption.  

 
In my humble opinion, single moms should be encouraged to increase their 
independent living skills before organizations take care of single moms and 
help them give their babies up for adoption.  

 
Not so long ago, I visited the adoption agency where I sent my child. Now 
the agency is no longer sending children for adoption, but it is doing services 
for those who were adopted. It is planning to build a facility to increase 
single moms’ independent living skills. Isn't that a wonderful idea? I think 
religious organizations should first set an example. I hope single moms and 
their children no longer live with pain and regret their entire lives. Thank you.  

�
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인간도서관 

로라 클런더(해외입양인) 
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Human Library 

 
Laura Klunder (Overseas Adoptee)  

 
 
 
 
My name is Laura Klunder. I am a Korean American Adoptee. I am my 
mother’s daughter.  

 

Before I was adopted, my mother was abandon by her family, community, 
and culture. As a result of this injustice, my mother relinquished me in hopes 
that I may have home and family in another place. Thus, I was adopted. This 
means my identity, family, culture, and language were removed in exchange 
for a White family with socioeconomic class privilege.  

 

Still, the patriarchal violence that targeted my mother continued totarget me 
as I grew up in the United States. At home, I was hit, chased, and thrown. At 
school, I was dismissed and labeled pathological. On the streets, I was 
harassed, assaulted, and discarded.  

 

All the while, I was bombarded with racist media messages that demonized 
and exploited people who looked like me. I never saw myself reflected in my 
White, adoptive family. I had no role models who looked like me in my White 
community. Consequently, I learned to loathe my body and resent my Korean 
identity. 
 

I now understand the hatred I experience as an Asian American woman is a 
continuation of the systemic violence that positions single mothers as 
unworthy of their own children. Thus, I return to Korea to be in solidarity 
with my mother. I wholeheartedly believe that I cannot live her dreams for 
me, without our collective liberation from the oppressive forces that separated 
us years ago.  

 

Therefore, I urge child advocates to join unwed mothers and adoptees in the 
struggle for family preservation. In order to promote child welfare, the 
families of vulnerable children must be protected. Thus, those concerned with 
child welfare must be also be advocates for unwed mothers by fighting 
against discrimination that targets them and threatens the well being of 
children.  
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Human Library  

 
Michael Moon(Overseas adoptee)  

 
 
 
 

 
I was adopted twice. The first family abused and tortured my siblings and I 
for nearly a year, luckily we were rescued from them. The second family 
ended up being very dysfunctional. I ran away from them when I was 16 
surviving on my own. I learned to fight at an early age to protect myself and 
my siblings from being bullied because we were the only Asian kids in school. 
I travelled all of America, wandering for years looking for a place to call 
home and encountered racism and discrimination everywhere I went. I am 35 
now and decided to return to my birth land to get away from racism, drugs, 
and violence in America. I was adopted twice but have no family.  
 
I first came to Korea in 2006 to meet my birth family. Since then I have made 
3 more trips back. My Korean family is also very dysfunctional and no one 
seems like each other. The nostalgia of reunion seems to have worn off. I 
learned from them my adoption story and why we were relinquished. I 
learned that in Korea a father can kidnap the children away from a mother 
and her side of the family and give them away for adoption with no approval 
from the mother and without consequences to him. That a thriving adoption 
system and business and a lack of government oversight allows these 
activities to go unchecked and even encouraged. This is how my siblings and  
 
I ended up adopted to America. My mother was not a single unwed mother 
but none the less she was a victim to Korea’s patriarchal customs giving 
men/fathers the freedom to commit crimes against mothers and children’s 
rights. I have learned that in Korea a man can get a woman pregnant then 
abandon her and the child, leaving them without his support and left often on 
the receiving end of scorn and discrimination from her own family, friends, 
and work environment for being an unwed or single parent. This I learned is 
a major factor contributing to around 90% of children being sent for 
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international adoptions for some time now. The father of this child faces no 
responsibilities and does not have to financially support this child and mother. 
If there is a law stating spousal support there seems to be no enforcement or 
implementation of it. In America if a father does not pay child support he will 
receive penalties from the state like fines, revoking drivers licenses, and I’ve 
heard of cases of imprisonment.  
 

The government and society are also complicit in this adoption industry by 
perpetuating the stigma around these cases and by not actively raising 
awareness for family preservation and support for these single mothers. I am 
disappointed to have learned that these are the real reasons hundreds of 
thousands of Korean children have been systematically driven out of Korea 
away from our families and culture. I like Korea for many reasons, one of 
them that korea has developed itself into a considerable economic power so 
quickly from the destruction of wars, its admirable. I hope that soon Korea 
will match these accomplishments by developing its understanding and 
fulfilling its obligations to single mothers and children’s rights and support 
family preservation.  
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부록 

 
한국사회의 해외 입양과 친모에 관한 보고 
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뉴욕시립대학교 사회학과 조교수 (스태튼 아일랜드 캠퍼스) 
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ṭラ㎥ᴽ� ḙ� ᚽᶍᚩ� ゕᣙ	⚡䃥║� ⶅ⯍
⌅� ヽそㄽ�� 㝁ㇵべ� ㈮〺� ➝᭥� ⮆ᚪṭ� はぱそㄽ�� Ὶ�
㎦ញ⑵�ぱそㄽ�ĝ�
	⚾〉ᝦ� ���� ᯭ�㈮〺
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Ĝᢡ� � ᢡ� ⭕∵㈝� ᷽� ㈝⭪� 䃥� ⮆䄅� 䀉� ⳁ� は� ㊾ṭ⌅� ᭅ㺖䀱そㄽ�� 	ㅡⓢ㈝┙
� 㝁ㇵぽ�
╙∹ᴽḙ� 	ģ
� ᢡ� ᭉṭ� ⛍� ᵏ᜵� ᾍそラ� ᚩ㑩ញ� ⑲� ᵱᣵ�� ᢡ� � ㈝㣞べ⯅� ⭝、そㄽ�� ᢡ�
ᭉṭ� ⑲� ṭ⒆� ᭁネᶍᚩ� ㈝㣞べ⯅� ᠕␡〥�� � 	ģ
� 䀅� ┰� ᶕ� 㤅㊾べ⯅� Ჭㅵ� ㈱ぱそㄽ�� � 	ģ
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ᭁᴽ� ㈝䃥䀁⊕� ᚩ㈹ញ� ⑲� ញ� ᚩᵱᣵ� ᭁᴽ� ㈝㋅� ⭝、ᶍᴽ� ⮆ᚪ㈝� ᾅᴽ� 〥�� ᭁᴽ�� ᭁᴽ�
㈝㋅� ㈝䃥䀁ᣙ� ⶔぱḁ� ᜬṭ� ᵱញ� ᭁᴽ� ㈝㋅� 䀝⛒㈝� ềᴽ� ᠕ᭁ�� ᢡᜡ� ね⑱䀅㯵ṭ� ⑹� ╤�
䀱そ�� ⒇� ᜡ�� 䃥㈹⯅� ᶢ䀁ញ�� 	ģ
� ᢡ≕ᴽḙ� 〉ᣙ␥� ḙ⋍ᚩᭁ� ᭅ� ᢡ� ⮆ᚪ� ╤䀱㎉�� �
〉ᣙᴽ�㎭�㎭�⿵、㎉�� �⑲�ぞ㑩⌅�㉊�⤸ᶍⶅ㿥�䀝⯅�〉ᣙ␥�ḙញ�ᚭ�ケㄽ��ᢡ⊕ញ�ᭁ⯅�
〉ᣙ␥�⤸ᣝ�㑩��	ģ
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⭝、そ��ᢥḙ�ᢡ��ᶢⶅべ�◝ⵍ㭾�⣭ⶵそㄽ��〉�⤉ᴽ�◝ⵍ㭾�㈮ញ�㛑�ញ�ᢡ⊰᜵�ᶍ᯽㑩��
㋅ᶩ⌅� ễ� 㑪㉎�はញ� ゕᣙ� ㊩ᣙᶍ�ṱ� ⣵⋍ᶍ�⾙ញ� ᢡ⊕┝�᭝ᚩ� ᢡ� ṱ� ᛃ〥� ềញ� 	ģ
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䃩㵡␥� ᚽそ�� ᣙ⯅� ᭑㹡� ⿱べ� ⿱� ᾍそフ∥ញ� 䀁ᵱᣵ� ⚿べ� ㈱ញ� ᭝ᚩ� ᾍそᚩ⯅� ⶡ㈡䀁ញ�
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[2]  입양 절차와 관행에서의 문제점  
� � �
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Ῑ∥ᚽそㄽ��ᢥḙ�そ᾽�➲ញ㛑べ�ᭁ␥�㮅ㅙញ�ᚽそㄽ��ᢥḙ�ᢡ␥�ㅙ�ⶉ∺�䁱∦ṭ�⿱�⛄ញ�
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ᢥḙ� ᭁᴽ� ᢡ᜵� ㉁╤� ềぱᶍញ� ⮆ᚪ䀝ㄽ�� ᭝ᚩ� ᢡ≁ṭ� ね⑱ᚩ� 㛧ᚽ┝� ᢡ� 㕦べ⯅�
⭪ᶝ㈝∥ṭ� 䀝� ㎭� ⳁ� ㈱㈿ㄽ�� 〉␥� 㭍ㅡ� ⳁ� ㈱ᝉᴹ᭹� ᵱ┝� 䀅✱� ➝ញ� そ⯅� ヽᴹ᭹�
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[5] 친가족과 입양인의 상봉 이후에 대한 서비스 제공의 필요  
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Monitoring South Korean Intercountry and Domestic Adoption  
From a Human Rights Perspective  
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
1. What distinguishes the Republic of Korea from most all other countries is its high 
rate of adoption, especially intercountry adoption. This paper identifies two types of 
failures of the State to make satisfactory progress in realizing human rights: failures to 
regulate abuses in adoption processes, and failures to protect social and economic rights, 
which are key push-factors in the high rates of adoption. 
 
2. Despite Korea’s long history of intercountry adoption, despites its full knowledge of 
the widespread abuses in adoption processes, despite its economic capability to provide 
regulation, and despite repeated calls to take remedial action, South Korea does not take 
appropriate action. This paper identifies some major problems, and makes 
recommendations for action. 
 
 
II. Situation in the ROK 
 
3. South Korea maintains the world’s longest continually running intercountry adoption 
program, and has sent more of its citizens for adoption than any other country. Even 
today, nearly 60 years after a truce was declared on the Korean Peninsula, South Korea 
remains in the top four countries that send children for intercountry adoption.  
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4. Officially, 164,894 children have been adopted internationally from South Korea 
until 2010,30 but perhaps tens of thousands of adoptions by U.S. military personnel, etc. 
have been undocumented. In 2010, 1,013 children were sent overseas for adoption.  
 
5. Officially, there have been 94,281 recorded domestic adoptions since 1939. There 
were 1,462 officially recorded domestic adoptions in 2010. However, the actual number 
of domestic adoptions is always higher than the official number. It was estimated that 
3,014 adopted children were domestically adopted in “secret” adoptions in 2007, a year 
in which there were 1,388 officially recorded domestic adoptions, a difference of 117 
percent.31  

 
6. About 120,000 of all officially recorded international adoptees have been children of 
unwed mothers, and since the 1990s, the rate has been at about 90% of international 
adoptees each year. The rate is 85% of recorded domestic adoptions, and it is presumed 
that the thousands of infants who are “secretly” adopted domestically all come from 
unwed mothers.  
 
7. We mention mothers not to exclude fathers, but to emphasize that in Korea’s 
patriarchal culture, the woman is still the person who takes the full blame for an 
unplanned pregnancy. In addition, it was socially acceptable until recent decades for 
married men to have affairs. 
 
8. We use the term “unwed” because it is the term that the unwed mothers themselves 
use, and it distinguishes them from widows and divorced mothers, who do not face as 
much social discrimination.  
 
 
 III. The ROK and Treaties Relevant to Regulating Adoption 
 
 The Convention on the Rights of the Child  
 
9. Despite repeated calls from the CRC Committee starting as early as 200332, the ROK has 
not removed its reservation from Article 21(a) of The Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
which it ratified in 1991.  
 
10. The paragraph requires States Parties to:  
 

Ensure that the adoption of a child is authorized only by competent 
authorities who determine, in accordance with applicable law and 
procedures and on the basis of all pertinent and reliable information, that the 
adoption is permissible in view of the child's status concerning parents, 

                                                
30 All statistics related to child welfare and adoption are maintained by the Ministry of 
Health and Welfare. 
31Reviewing Issues on Unwed Mothers’ Welfare in Korea: Intercountry Adoption, Related 
Statistics, and Welfare Policies in Developed Countries, by Dr. Lee Mi-jeong for the Korean 
Women’s Development Institute, 2009. 
32 CRC Concluding Observations, 2003 
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relatives and legal guardians and that, if required, the persons concerned 
have given their informed consent to the adoption on the basis of such 
counseling as may be necessary.”33  
 

IV. Main Violations of Children’s Rights 
 
                                                
33 The ROK’s Written Responses to the List of Issues Raised by the Committee on the 

Rights of the Child on the Implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 
2003 explained the State’s reluctance to remove the reservation in section B.1:  
 

In most cases, adoptive parents have a strong tendency not to disclose adoption but 
to want the child registered as their biological child … In these circumstances, if 
adoption requires authorization from competent authorities, as provided by the 
Convention, it may discourage potential adoptive parents from going through 
adoption, resulting in a decrease of domestic adoption. 

 
In other words, the State was fully aware of the existence of these “secret adoptions,” where the adopted 
child is legally reported as the biological child of his adopters. These adoptions are completely outside the 
Korean law. However, the Government had considered such violations of human rights to be a necessary 
condition for domestic adoption, and as we can see from its statement, it had incorporated its knowledge 
of the practice into its logic and policy. (Domestic adoptions are now being promoted as an alternative to 
intercountry adoption by image-conscious South Korea.) 
 
In its written replies to the CRC from 2011, the ROK stated: 

 
In June 2011, the National Assembly Standing Committee passed an amendment to 
the Act on Special Cases Concerning the Promotion and Procedure of Adoption 
which requires persons who want to adopt a child to submit an adoption 
request for approval by the Family Court. Through this, the Government is 
preparing to withdraw the reservations made to Article 21(a) of the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child.  
 

It is significant that the aforementioned law revision was drafted by a public interest lawyer through the 
efforts of our NGO coalition, and was sponsored in Parliament by a lawmaker who worked with us for 
over two years. In other words, the law change may not be interpreted as an active response to CRC 
recommendations by the Government or the Ministry of Health and Welfare. Rather, the law was drafted 
and passed thanks to the efforts of NGOs representing adult adoptees, unwed child-rearing mothers, and 
parents who lost children to adoption. While the Government had started research to revise the law, it 
never finalized its own draft bill.  
 
The announcement in March 2012 that the law would be enforced drew media attention. An article called 
“Adoption law revision draws fire” in The Korea Herald quoted an adoption agency social worker as 
saying, “Going to the court means that adoption becomes a public matter which will undergo all the legal 
steps. Then, adoptive parents will find it difficult to keep their adoption private and secret. They would 
rather look for single moms who are willing to put their babies for adoption out of the court.”  
 
This means that the private adoption agencies still believe that violating the child’s human right is a 
necessary and justifiable condition for domestic adoption. There is no state child placement service in 
Korea. All of the adoption agencies are private. 
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A. Use of Birth “Reporting” System Instead of Birth “Registration” System 
 
11. Child-selling is made possible by Korea’s voluntary birth “reporting” system, which 
takes place at city district offices. Infants born to unwed mothers may be reported as the 
biological children of adopters. This may happen when the adoption is arranged by a 
delivering doctor, and it may even happen when an adoption agency arranges the 
adoption because parents may write down whatever they want on the birth “reporting” 
form at the city office. 
 
12. Because of this system that is a “reporting” rather than a true “registration” system 
at the hospital, it is estimated that 3,014 children were adopted without an agency and 
without recognition of the child’s biological parents in 2007. This number is the 
estimated number of babies who were born to unwed mothers who then disappeared 
from the statistics. It was calculated by subtracting the number of children born to 
unwed mothers whose form of care could be accounted for (whether through an 
orphanage, domestic or intercountry adoption, or raised by mother) from the total 
number of live births to unwed mothers. 34 
 
13. This is a violation of Article 7(1) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
Article 18(2) of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, and Article 
24(2) of the International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights – all which dictate 
that children shall be registered immediately after birth.  
 
14. The CRC’s 2003 concluding observations noted that “domestic adoptions may be 
arranged without authorization or involvement of the competent authorities and that 
such arrangements do not necessarily take into account the best interests of the child.”  
 
15. The Committee’s concluding observations of 2011 again stated that “current 
legislation and practice in the State party are inadequate in providing for universal birth 
registration by the biological parents of children in all situations. In particular, the 
Committee is concerned that birth registrations can be undertaken by adoptive parents 
or persons holding public authority, resulting in the occurrence of de facto adoptions in 
absence of proper judicial oversight, including in situations concerning single 
adolescent mothers. The Committee is further concerned that birth registration is not 
practicably or consistently available for persons in refugee, asylum-seeking or irregular 
migration situations.”  
 
16. Moreover, Article 49(2)(2) of the Family Register Act requires children to be 
registered as legitimate or illegitimate, unfairly stigmatizing children born to unwed 
parents. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 

                                                
34Ibid, Lee Mi-jeong (2009) 
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• 17. The Government should ensure that birth registration is available to all 
children regardless of their parents’ legal status and/or origin, and ensure and 
verify that the registration accurately indicates the biological parents of the 
child.35 

 
• 18. Registration should be automatically done from the hospital, and the hospital 

birth certificate considered the “real” registration. This is different from the 
current system in which the hospital issues a birth certificate (sometimes without 
the child’s name), but the “real” registration is considered to be the voluntary 
report at the city’s district office.   

 
B. Failure to Regulate Adoption in Accordance with International Human Rights 
Standards 
 
Abuses in Consent and Counseling Related to CRC 
 
19. We are concerned about the section in Article 21(a) of the CRC regarding “informed 
consent” to adoption “on the basis of such counselling as may be necessary” both because 
the ROK holds a reservation to it, and also because this area has been a problem historically. 
If the reservation is withdrawn, we are concerned that because the practice of separating 
children from mothers as “social welfare” has existed as long as the ROK itself, the State 
will not adequately regulate counseling and relinquishment, nor will social workers be 
adequately trained to counsel mothers in any other way.  
 
Conflict of Interest in Counseling 
 
20. So-called counseling is done primarily by commercial enterprises that have conflicts 
of interest: They are simultaneously fee-based adoption agencies and residential care for 
pregnant women, and care facilities for babies separated from their parents during the 
period the mother is considering placing the child for adoption. 
 
21. Recognizing this, Parliament passed a law in 2011 stipulating that adoption agencies 
may not establish or run maternity homes from July 1, 2015. Unwed mothers’ homes 
currently run by adoption agencies should be closed or changed into social welfare 
facilities for one-parent families.  
 
22. However, in an effort to circumvent the spirit and purpose of the law, the adoption 
agencies are already requesting permission to continue giving “counseling” for unwed 
mothers after the law change.  
 
No Minimum Standards for Counseling 
 
23. The state has no laws or regulations that require counseling to meet minimum 
standards. These requirements might pertain to the rights of the parents and the child; 
the laws pertaining to relinquishment of parental rights, legal consequences of 

                                                
35 CRC Concluding Observations, 2011 
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relinquishment and adoption; support services (material, emotional, extended family 
counseling and mediation), etc.  
 
Withholding Essential Information or Giving False Information 
 
24. Mothers in crisis are not given necessary information or counseling: They are not 
given objective, factual, and essential information (for example, information on child-
rearing) when considering placing their babies for adoption. 
 
25. Mothers are counseled to “choose” intercountry adoption if they want an open 
adoption in which they can exchange letters and pictures with the adoptive parents and 
talk on the phone with their child. (Adult Korean intercountry adoptees and currently 
adopting parents know that such adoptions are nonexistent on a systematic level.)  
 
26. On the other hand, mothers are counseled to give their children for domestic 
adoption if they wish to never be reunited, since domestic adoptees usually do not know 
that they are adopted due to “secret adoption.” 
 
State Allows Relinquishment By Coerced Consent or No Consent 
 
27. Cases have been reported in which the parents of a minor unwed mothers release 
their grandchildren for adoption. The concluding observations of the CRC in 2011 noted, 
“The Committee also remains concerned at … The fact that the overwhelming majority 
of children born to single adolescent mothers are given up for adoption and that the 
parent(s) or legal guardian(s) of single adolescent mothers are allowed to authorise the 
release of their children for adoption in absence of their consent”.  
28. Cases have also been reported in which fathers were not notified that their child was 
relinquished by the mother for international adoption. Adoption agencies compel 
mothers to sign papers claiming they are solely responsible for their children, meaning 
agencies try to avoid the responsibility of consulting with biological fathers. This 
violates the parental rights of fathers, who may not even know the child was born.  
 
29. Mothers report that even during the first session of counseling at adoption agencies, 
social workers ask them to sign a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to relinquish 
their parental rights. Although this MOU has no legal meaning under the civil code, 
mothers are not informed that it is meaningless, and it is used to bully them if they want 
to take their children back later.  
 
Adoption Agencies Enforce Separation of Babies from Mothers 
 
30. Biological families who decide to take back children whom they initially left at 
adoption agencies are asked to pay a daily rate for childcare. Agencies want cash, not 
credit cards. If mothers do not have cash, they cannot take their children back; the 
children are therefore held like hostages until the mothers can find enough money. The 
Ministry of Heath and Welfare is aware of such cases. 
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31. One woman who stayed at an adoption-agency run unwed mother’s home reported 
to KUMFA that after she gave birth, she decided to keep her baby. To punish her for 
that decision, the agency did not allow the mother to see or nurse her baby, even though 
her breasts were painfully swollen and the baby was being held in the same building. 
 
State Does Not Provide Information on Rights or Services   
 
32. The state does not provide adequate information on rights and services through 
brochures, Web sites, or outreach. There is one Web site called “With Mom” run by the 
Ministry of Gender Equality, which provides information for single parents. However, 
adoption and child welfare is under a different ministry, the Ministry of Health and 
Welfare. There is no effort by the ministry actually responsible for child welfare to 
disseminate information.  
 
33. Therefore, the most readily available “unwed mother counseling” is performed at 
adoption agencies, who counsel vulnerable women toward adoption without giving 
information on child-rearing or alternative resources. Adoption agencies advertise 
counseling services at the street level through signboards, etc. and also online. If one 
types “unwed mother” into a Korean search engine, a page full of adoption agency-run 
unwed mother facilities comes up. This means that unwed mothers encounter adoption 
as the most obvious “choice.”  
 
Cases of Procedural Abuses Reported by Adult Adoptees 

 
34. TRACK brought a sample of cases representing abuses in Korean intercountry 
adoption procedures to the Anti-Corruption and Civil Rights Commission in 2008. 
These cases from the 1970s-1980s included examples of unclear relinquishment papers 
and forgery; kidnappings of children and relinquishment for adoption by extended 
family members without parental consent; misrepresentation of the adoptee’s social 
history to adopters; forgery of the child’s birth registration papers; identity switching, 
etc. In addition, birthparents were misled to believe that adoption was like a study 
abroad program and that children would continue to have communication with their 
families after adoption. Adoptive parents’ social backgrounds, such as their occupations, 
were misrepresented to Korean families.   
 
35. The Ministry of Health and Welfare is also aware of these abuses because they were 
the impetus for our law revision. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
The Government should: 
 
36. Set a target date to remove the reservation to the CRC Article 21(a) and take 
concrete priority measures as recommended by the Council.  
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37. “Implement measures to ensure that all adoptions, including those in an inter-
country context, are subject to authorisation by a clearly mandated central authority 
with adequate capacity to provide judicial oversight and regulation.”36 

 
38. “Ensure that the consent of single adolescent mothers is mandatory for the release of 
their children for adoption and that they are provided with conditions that ensure that 
such consent is not obtained under de facto or actual duress.”37  
 
39. Protect mothers against the forced release of their children for adoption.38 
 
40. Strictly adhere to the enforcement date of the law separating unwed mothers’ homes 
from adoption agencies, and ban adoption agencies from circumventing the spirit of the 
new law by offering “counseling.”  
 
41. Enact a transition plan to prepare for the law change 2015 that will include re-
training for adoption agency social workers in areas such as family preservation and 
support for child-rearing unwed mothers.  
 
42. Set minimum standards for counseling, and offer objective counseling independent 
from adoption agencies.  
 
43. Regulate the contractual obligations between biological parents and commercial 
enterprises (adoption agencies).  
 
44. Require both biological parents to relinquish a child for adoption, and carefully 
check their identification.  
 
45. Ban adoption agency use of an MOU of relinquishment of parental rights or require 
that the paper state clearly that it is not a legally binding contract under the civil law. 
 
46. Criminalize holding relinquished children hostage until their biological families pay 
to get them back. 
 
47. Legislate a truth and reconciliation commission to document past adoption abuses 
and habitual Korean adoption practices. A systematic and historical understanding of 
the adoption system would help the ROK to bring current practices up to international 
standards, in part by identifying practices that should be avoided in the future. In 
addition, the international community would have a better understanding of the system 
that has served as a model for all other mass intercountry adoption programs. 
 
Lack of Transparency and NGO Participation in “Competent Authority” 
 

                                                
36 CRC Concluding Observations, 2011 
37 CRC Concluding Observations, 2011 
38 The CRC Concluding Observations of 2011 refer to the forced released of the children of adolescent 

mothers. We believe this protection should also be extended to adult women.  
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48. The CRC Committee’s 2011 concluding observations expressed concern over “the 
absence of a clearly mandated central authority to provide regulatory oversight on 
adoptions and legislation codifying the obligation of the State party’s competent 
authorities to intervene in inter-country adoption procedures.”  
 
49. The legal basis for KCARE was established through an amendment to the Special 
Adoption Law, which was drafted by our coalition and was passed in June 2011. From 
August 5, 2012, it is supposed to act as the “competent authority.” However, we are 
concerned about the implementation of this law because the mandate of KCARE must 
be decided by a Presidential Decree and the Ministry of Health and Welfare. 
 
50. Our NGOs representing adult intercountry adoptees, unwed mothers, and parents 
who lost children to adoption, which could have been helpful in defining the mandate, 
were repeatedly denied access to the decision-making process on the implementation of 
our own law. We repeatedly asked KCARE, the Ministry of Health and Welfare, and 
professors who were tasked with drafting recommendations to allow our participation in 
formal decision-making processes, to no avail.  
 
51. KCARE has no adoptees, unwed mothers, or birthfamily members on its working 
staff. It has also failed to recognize that the vast majority of intercountry adoptees were 
not raised in Korean-speaking environments and therefore cannot participate in 
Government decisions about their lives without translation into English and French as a 
minimum. (At the time of adoption, the agencies provide translation into not only those 
languages, but also the Scandinavian languages, German, Dutch, etc., as well.) 
 
52. On March 9, 2012, adult adoptees were informed, along with the rest of the public, 
that we had until March 29, 2012 to respond to the “legislation notice” that was issued 
by the Health and Welfare Ministry detailing the draft of the enforcement ordinance and 
regulations. The 68-page draft in specialized legal language was issued only in Korean, 
on a Korean-language Web site, in a software file format (.hwp) that only Koreans use. 
We were informed at the time that simultaneous English-Korean interpretation would be 
provided at an information session on June 5, 2012, although at that time, the deadline 
for suggestions will have already passed. 
 
Inadequate Birthfamily Search Services 

 
53. According to the Adoption Special Law, the Government must provide support for 
birthfamily search. However, KCARE cannot effectively perform its duty as a neutral 
central authority performing birthfamily searches because it physically holds no records.  
54. Even if the records are sent electronically from the agency, we cannot be certain that 
the agency will scan all the records. Adult adoptees have experienced that agencies are 
selective and sometimes only show them parts of their records, especially when the 
mother was unwed at the time of adoption, or in cases where the relinquishment may 
have been coerced or dubious.  
 
55. As of this writing, there is only one person at KCARE working for family search. 
This one employee is the sole contact for both searching adoptees and birthparents. 
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According to the Ministry of Health and Welfare, last year, there were 3,366 visits to 
adoption agencies by adoptees, presumably for birthfamily search. It is impossible for 
KCARE to do its job of searching for birthfamilies because it is understaffed. In 
addition, conducting searches to find intercountry adoptees in Western countries on 
behalf of Korean birthfamilies requires competence in Western languages, cultures, and 
systems that the culturally Korean organization KCARE simply lacks.  
 
56. The CRC Committee’s 2011 concluding observations expressed concern over “the 
paucity of post-adoption services available, particularly for children who had been 
adopted inter-country and including with regard to addressing the linguistic difficulties 
faced by such persons seeking information on their biological origin.” 
 
Recommendations 

 
The Government should: 
 
57. Translate all documents pertaining to intercountry adoptees into the languages of the 
countries where they were sent for adoption, with English and French as a minimum. 
 
58. Include unwed mothers, adoptees, and birthparents on KCARE’s working staff. 
These parties would bring valuable knowledge and insight to the operation of KCARE 
that board members cannot, since board members are often “in name only” in Korea, 
and have no practical function. 
 
59. Adoption records should be physically kept by the neutral third party of KCARE 
and made accessible to adoptees. 
 
Improper Financial Gain  
60. Article 21(d) of the CRC guards against “improper financial gain” for those 
involved in inter-country adoption. The ROK holds no reservation against this article.  
 
61. NGOs may request information from the Government during the annual Parliament 
audit. Our groups requested information in 2008 and found various abuses ranging from 
the miscategorization of donations to the misuse of Government funds allocated for the 
living costs (food, medical care, clothing, etc.) of children being fostered before 
adoption. To our knowledge, there was no punishment for the agencies over these 
abuses.  
 
 
Recommendations 
 
The Government should: 
 
62. Annually audit the financial records of adoption agencies to enforce Article 21(d) of 
the CRC.  
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C. Non-conformance with Other Treaties 
 

The Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption 
 
63. The ROK has not announced a firm target date for ratifying the Hague Convention 
on Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption.  
 
64. The ROK stated in 2011 that before it ratifies the Hague Convention on Protection 
of Children and Cooperation in respect of Inter-country Adoption, it needs to 
“sufficiently review and seek opinions on how to manage authorization-based adoption 
and  how to deal with expected problems. To this end, the Government plans to set up 
and operate an interagency task force in the second half of 2011.”39   
 
65. It should be noted that while private adoption agencies are routinely consulted when 
the Government makes new adoption policy, our NGO groups representing people 
affected by these polices have not been consulted in this process at all. Our requests to 
participate in the task force have gone unanswered.  
 
The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child  

on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography 
 
66.  The Government ratified the OPSC on Sept. 24, 2004, but declared that it understands 
that Article 3(1)(a)(ii) is applicable only to States Parties to the Hague Convention on 
Intercountry Adoption. 
 
67. The article in question states that “improperly inducing consent, as an intermediary, for 
the adoption of a child in violation of applicable international legal instruments on 
adoption” must be fully covered under the state party’s criminal or penal law, whether 
“offences are committed domestically or transnationally or on an individual or organized 
basis.”  
 
68. The ROK is the only non-signer of the Hague convention to make such a declaration. 
 
69. In addition, the ROK is not actively carrying out its treaty obligations under of Articles 
3(5), 10(1), and 10(3) of the OPSC.  
 
Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons,  

Especially Women and Children 
 

70. The ROK has not yet ratified the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United 
Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. This was recommended in 
the concluding observations of both CRC and CEDAW in 2011. 
 

                                                
39 Written replies by the ROK Government to the List of Issues Raised by the Committee on the 

Rights of the Child, 2011. 
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Recommendations 
 
The Government should:  
 
71. Set a target date to ratify the Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption and 
undertake concrete priority measures as recommended by the Council. 

 
72. Modify its interpretation of OPSC Article 3(1)(a)(ii) and criminally punish adoption 
agency workers, lawyers, doctors, and other people who as intermediaries who improperly 
induce consent for adoption. 
 
73. Use Capacity-building and Technical Assistance from the Hague Conference / 
International Centre for Judicial Studies and Technical Assistance in order to take 
concrete steps toward implementing the Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption. 
The ROK has not yet made any requests for assistance to the Hague.  

 
74. Set a target date to ratify the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children.  

 
75. Take all appropriate legal and administrative measures to ensure that all persons 
involved in the adoption of a child act in conformity with applicable international legal 
instruments40 
 
76. Strengthen cooperation with Governmental and non-Governmental bodies to prevent, 
detect, investigate, prosecute, and punish child-selling41 

 
77. Address root causes contributing to the vulnerability of children to sale.42 
 
 
V. Main Violations of Unwed Mothers’ Rights 
 
A. Violations of Social Rights 
 
78. In January 2012, a 20-year-old woman who had been severed from her family for 
becoming pregnant out of wedlock telephoned KUMFA, the only unwed mothers’ 
group run by the unwed mothers themselves in Korea. The woman was afraid for her 
baby’s health because she had not eaten for three days, and she had no shelter. Because 
KUMFA’s shelter has space for only two unwed mothers, and those spaces were 
already taken, and because KUMFA has no funds for medical care, the only thing that 
KUMFA could do was to recommend that the woman go to the Holt adoption agency.  
 
79. South Korea ratified CEDAW in 1984. The convention binds countries to take 
measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish existing laws, regulations, customs 

                                                
40 OPSC Article 3(5) 
41 OPSC Article 10(1) 
42 OPSC Article 10(3) 
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and practices which constitute discrimination against women, and gives the same rights 
and responsibilities to parents, irrespective of their marital status. Article 12 says that 
states “shall ensure to women appropriate services in connection with pregnancy, 
confinement and the post-natal period, granting free services where necessary, as well 
as adequate nutrition during pregnancy and lactation.”  
 
80. In addition, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
states that the “widest possible protection and assistance should be accorded to the 
family, which is the natural and fundamental group unit of society.” Our groups believe 
that a single parent and a child may be considered a family unit. The ROK acceded to 
ICESCR in 1990.  
 
81. If the ROK would uphold its treaty obligations to fulfill its citizens’ social and 
economic rights by adequately providing public services to pregnant women, regardless 
of marital status, it would not be necessary for them to turn to a private, international 
adoption agency to secure the basics of life. The existing few shelters for unwed 
mothers, in particular those that provide services to help mothers raise their children, 
cannot meet the need. In addition, there has been no Government campaign to decrease 
social discrimination against unwed mothers, and therefore these women continue to 
suffer from discrimination, even from within their own families.  
 
82. In the 2011 Gender Gap Index by the World Economic Forum, South Korea ranked 
117 out of 135 countries in the category of women’s economic participation, and 107 in 
terms of gender equality overall. In the category of high-income countries, only three 
countries ranked lower than Korea. 
 
B. Discrimination Against Children Being Raised by Unwed Mothers 
83. Children face discrimination when their mothers are unmarried. For instance, at a 
Kindergarten, a member of KUMFA overheard a married mother saying that if she 
discovered that her child’s classmate was an unwed mother’s child, she would remove 
her own child from that school. She referred to the unwed mother’s child as a “thing,” 
not a person. Such prevalent attitudes are a violation of Article 2(2) of the CRC, which 
says that States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that children are 
protected against all forms of discrimination on the basis of the status or activities of 
their parents. 
 
84. Still relevant are the 2003 concluding observations of the CRC, which noted that 
“most recommendations in the concluding observations adopted following its 
consideration of the State party’s initial report have been insufficiently addressed, 
particularly those regarding … the development of public education campaigns to 
combat discriminatory attitudes towards girls, disabled children and children born out of 
wedlock.” It also noted “the limited amount of information regarding acts of 
discrimination against children from single parent families, children born out of 
wedlock, children with disabilities.  It is also concerned that the Constitution does not 
explicitly prohibit discrimination on the grounds of factors including disability, birth or 
other status, as stated in the Convention.”  
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C. Violations of Unwed Mothers’ Economic Rights 
 
85. The workplace is also a site of social and economic rights violations. After being 
interviewed in local media, one KUMFA leader was dismissed from her job. Other 
unwed mothers are cut from their jobs when their pregnancies start to show, or their 
employers refuse to renew yearly contracts with them. Mothers often fall into poverty if 
they choose to rear their children.  
 
86. This discrimination is a violation of Article 11 of CEDAW, which states that 
women may not be discriminated against on the grounds of marriage, pregnancy, 
childbirth, and childcare, and that States Parties shall prohibit dismissal on the grounds 
of pregnancy or of maternity leave and discrimination in dismissals on the basis of 
marital status. 
 
87. Under the National Basic Livelihood Security System, people may not receive 
Government support unless they have either no family or the whole family is in poverty. 
Child-rearing unwed moms often receive no support from either their family or the 
Government. Moreover, they do not systematically receive child support payments from 
their children’s fathers because laws requiring fathers to pay child support are not 
enforced by the State. Mothers are responsible for collecting money themselves, which 
may cause more conflict with the child’s father. Therefore, most unwed mothers do not 
even try to collect child support.  
 
88. Article 18 of the CRC states that parents have joint responsibility for children, and the 
2003  
concluding observations of the CRC still hold true. “The Committee is concerned at the 
high number of divorced and single parents, primarily mothers, who do not receive the 
child maintenance payments to which they are legally entitled.”  
 
89. The concluding observations of the CRC in 2011 said, “The Committee is 
concerned at the multiple forms of discrimination that continue to persist in the State 
party, children with disabilities; and, single mothers, particularly those who are 
adolescent, including with regard to their preclusion from State support measures.” 
 
90. The Government’s priorities for support are the reverse of what they should be 
under international human rights guidelines. The Government’s rate of support per 
month, per child, is as follows:  
 

Family group home facility: 1,070,000 won 
Child welfare facility (orphanage): 1,050,000 won 
Foster care: 250,000 won 
Domestic adoptive parents: 100,000 won 
Single parents, including unwed and divorced parents: 50,000 won (US$44). 

 
 
VI. Institutionalization 
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91. Lack of support for mothers can lead to the institutionalization of their children. 
According to Mission to Promote Adoption in Korea, there are about 20,000 children 
living in 280 institutions in Korea, 80% of whose parents are divorced. In order to 
facilitate the adoptions of these children, Parliament passed a law in December 2011 
that allows the automatic termination of parental rights of parents who have not 
parented their children for three years. The law will go into effect on July 1, 2013.  
 
92. The state must try harder to reunite separated families, preserve families, and 
remove financial incentives for institutionalization. Orphanages may receive a 
Government subsidy, per child, as long as the child lives there. Orphanage directors 
should be compelled to make efforts to reunite children with parents and extended 
family members.  

 
93. CRC Article 25 recognizes the “right of a child who has been placed by the 
competent authorities for the purposes of care, protection or treatment of his or her 
physical or mental health, to a periodic review of the treatment provided to the child and 
all other circumstances relevant to his or her placement.”   
 
94. In its concluding observations in 2011, the CRC Committee noted “with concern 
that the assessment of such alternative care institutions only evaluates the administrative 
management of such institutions, and does not assess the quality of care, skills and 
training of the professionals and treatment provided” and also expressed concern at “the 
absence of a tracking system for children who have lost contact with their parents.”  
 
 
Recommendations 
The Government should: 
 
95. Enforce Article 2(2) of CRC by eliminating discrimination against unwed mothers’ 
children. One way to do this is to include education on the violation of social rights 
within current campaigns against school violence.  
 
96. Uphold CRC Article 2, regarding discrimination against children and their parents; 
Article 8, regarding the preservation of identity with regard to both illegally conducted 
secret adoptions and legally conducted adoptions, in which the original identity of the 
child and the identifying information of his parents is erased; Article 9, regarding non-
separation from parents, except when necessary; Article 20, entitling children to 
protection and assistance “provided by the State” when deprived of their family 
environment; and Article 35 on the abduction, sale and trafficking of children.  
 
97. Act on the CRC Committee’s concluding observations of 2003, which expressed 
regret that “most recommendations in the concluding observations adopted following its 
consideration of the State party’s initial report have been insufficiently addressed, 
particularly those regarding: (a) The withdrawal of reservations; (b) The development of 
public education campaigns to combat discriminatory attitudes towards girls, disabled 
children and children born out of wedlock.” 
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98. Provide financial and psychological support for unwed mothers and promote 
information campaigns to combat societal prejudice against them.43 
 
99. Campaign to reduce discrimination against unwed mothers and their children. 
Budget the campaign to be at least commensurate with the Government budget for 
“Adoption Week.”  
 
100. Provide adequate support to single mothers, including those who are adolescent.44 
 
101. Perform a “periodic review of placement of children in all public and private 
institutions, that takes into account the views and best interests of the child, and, 
wherever possible, aims to reintegrate children into a family environment.”45 
 
102. Enforce “child maintenance obligations based on a court order or agreements 
between parties in a manner that does not stigmatize the child or his or her custodial 
parent … For instance, the State party might consider establishing a national fund to 
ensure payment of overdue child maintenance obligations to the custodial parent while 
enforcement measures are enacted, or introducing a system in which child support 
payments are automatically deducted from salaries of those employees with child 
maintenance obligations.” 46 
103. Strengthen the Ministry of Labor’s supervision to prohibit discrimination against 
unmarried mothers in the workplace. 47 
 
104. Amend the Single-Parent Family Welfare Act and the National Basic 
Livelihood Security Act to provide a minimum cost of living subsidy to all 
unmarried mothers.48  
 
105. Provide children in alternative care settings with adequate support for establishing 
and/or maintaining contact with their parents.49  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
43 ICESCR Recommendations, 2009 
44 CRC Concluding Observations, 2011 
45 CRC Concluding Observations, 2003 
46 CRC Concluding Observations, 2003 
47 CEDAW Shadow Report, 2011 
48 CEDAW Shadow Report, 2011 
49 CRC Concluding Observations, 2011 
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! PRI’s The World _ May 11, 2012 
 

Single Mothers in South Korea 
 

By Jason Strother 

부록 

 
언론보도 Media 
 

 
On Sunday, families across the United 
States celebrate Mother’s Day. But there 
was a special mother’s day celebration on 
Friday in South Korea, dedicated to 
women who raise children on their own. 

Being a single mom can be hard anywhere, 
but it’s especially challenging in Korea. 

Kim Jee-young, a single mother in Seoul, 
said that earlier this year she and her son 
lived in a shelter after losing their 
apartment. She said they had nowhere else 

to go. 

“It’s very difficult in Korea for an unwed mother to live with her parents,” Kim said. 
“There is a tremendous prejudice toward single mothers and it’s an embarrassment to 
the family. My parents would feel ashamed to have us living them.” 

Kim is not her real name. She asked me not to reveal her identity. 

Unwed motherhood is often kept a secret in South Korea, much like in the US more 
than 50 years ago. But on Friday, the stories of women like Kim were told at the second 
annual Single Mother’s Day ceremony in Seoul. 

It’s not just family abandonment. These women sometimes get fired from their jobs, and 
they’re treated like social outcasts, according to Choi Hyung-sook, who heads an 
advocacy group for unmarried mothers. She’s one herself. Choi said most pregnant 
single women here have only two choices. 

Jane Jeong Trenka is a Korean adoptee who advocates 
for single mothers.(Photo: Jason Strother) 
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“When I was eight months pregnant, my brother told me that I should have an 
abortion,” Choi said. “If not that, then I should put the baby up for adoption.” 

Choi said after she gave birth, she did bring her infant son to an orphanage, but quickly 
changed her mind. International adoption has long been the last resort for pregnant 
single women in Korea, who were told they were unfit to be mothers. 

It started in the 1950s, after the Korean War. Since then, at least 150,000 Korean babies 
have been sent overseas — most to the United States. Some of those adoptees have 
come back to Korea as adults, like Jane Jeong Trenka. She was born in 1972 and 
adopted with her sister by a family in Minnesota. 

Now she advocates on behalf of unwed Korean mothers. Trenka is president of TRACK, 
Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoption Community of Korea, a group that opposes 
international adoption. 
 

She said South Korean policies continue to make it financially difficult for single 
women to raise children on their own. 

“Because Korea is so prejudiced against women having children out of wedlock, they 
prioritize their money in a way that favors orphanages over being cared for by your own 
mom,” Trenka said. 

Shannon Heit, who is 30, said the way unwed mothers are still treated in Korea made 
her and other adoptees want to support them and get involved in Single Mother’s Day. 

“We imagine our own mothers, if they had such support from people like us, or from 
you know politicians or the government, maybe it could have been different” for them, 
she said. 

Heit added that she’s glad to see that these days, more single mothers, like Kim Jee-
young, are willing to keep their children. 

As for Kim, she said for now, things look pretty good. She has a part time job and she’s 
also studying to become a realtor. 

But she begins to tear-up, when she talks about her son’s future. She said she’s worried 
about when he gets older, when teachers and other 
parents find out that his mother isn’t married. 

Then he too will feel ashamed. 

Link > http://www.theworld.org/2012/05/single-mothers-south-korea/ 
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! The Korea Times _ May 1, 2012 
 

Adoptee rallies support for single mothers 
 

By Kim Young-jin 

 

Jane Jeong Trenka, president of the Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoption Community 
of Korea  

/ Courtesy of Raphael Bourgeois
   

 
 
They say an activist’s work is never done. For Jane Jeong Trenka, an advocate for 
Koreans adopted abroad, the adage couldn’t ring truer. 
 
Trenka, head of the Truth and Reconciliation for the Adoption Community of Korea 
(TRACK) and a Korean adoptee herself, is now focusing her attention on single 
mothers, who she says face societal hurdles here that push them to resort to adoption.  
 
On May 11, TRACK will co-host the second Single Moms’ Day after creating the event 
last year to “challenge” Adoption Day on the same date.  
 
In an interview, Trenka underscored the link between the welfare of single mothers and 
adoption.  
 
“The organizations that are co-hosting Single Moms’ Day are convinced that if there 
were an adequate social welfare system, most unwed moms would choose to raise their 
kids,” she said.  
 
“Since these moms have historically been shunned and denied the most basic support, it 
is extremely rare to meet adults in Korea who have been raised by unwed mothers.”  
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More than 200,000 Koreans have been adopted abroad since the end of the 1950-53 
Korean War. While the country has been held up as a model country for adoption, some 
scholars say the process was abused in the past to expedite adoptions amid the 
country’s rapid economic development. 
 
According to organization, the government gives single parents some 50,000 won per 
month in financial support while providing double that amount to adoptive parents and 
providing orphanages with heavy support.  
 
The vast majority of adoptees here are relinquished by unwed mothers ― often frowned 
upon by traditional society ― who mostly cite economic hardship as the reason they 
turned to adoption.  
 
The groups will host awareness-raising activities through the day at the National 
Assembly with participants including representatives of the Ministry of Gender 
Equality and the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child Committee. 
 
“The first Single Moms’ Day brought a general, positive message about single moms to 
society. This year, we are specifically looking at how Korea can improve its policies on 
single moms, children, and adoptees by meeting its existing U.N. human rights treaty 
obligations,” Trenka said.  
 
The campaign comes after TRACK and others last year spearheaded the passage of a 
reform bill by the National Assembly. The bill aims to improve conditions by giving 
adoptees better access to information held by adoption agencies and shift government 
focus to services to help Korean parents keep their children.  
 
If all that wasn’t enough, Trenka this week will release the Korean-language edition of 
“Outsiders Within,” a book she co-edited along with Julia Chinyere Oparah and Shin 
Sun-yung that explores the challenges faced by transnational adoptees.  
 
That the book is published in Korean implies a shift in the dialogue from adoptees to 
their families here in Korea, Trenka said.  
 
“I hope that this book gives our birth families a more realistic understanding of adoptee 
experiences, which can improve our personal relationships with them,” she said.  
 
While Trenka acknowledged that the timing of Single Mom’s Day, to coincide with 
Adoption Day, could rub some the wrong way, she stressed that a deeper look shows 
why the event is important.  
 
“Korea is not trying hard enough to prevent family separation in the first place, and 
growing up in one’s own family is really the best situation for the child in most cases.” 
 
A book release party for “Outsiders Within” will be held May 3rd, organized by 
KoRoot, a resource and housing center for adoptees. For more information, visit 
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! The Wall Street Journal _ May 7, 2012 
 

A Day For Forgotten Moms of Korean Adoptees 

www.koroot.org. 
 
The second Single Moms’ Day Conference will be held at the National Assembly on 
May 11 from 10 a.m. Visit www.justicespeaking.wordpress.com. 
 
G

LinkGeGhttp://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/special/2012/05/177_110062.html 
 

 

 

May is a month of quasi-holidays in South Korea. Saturday was Children’s Day and 
Tuesday is Parents Day. Teachers’ Day is coming up and so is Couples’ Day. 

Amid this month of days that promote Korean ideals of family life, the government in 
2006 designated May 11 as Adoption Day. The idea was to raise awareness of – and 
promote adoption by — Korean families. 

A less-talked-about element behind Adoption Day is the hope by government officials 
to reduce South Korea’s reliance on international couples to adopt children from Korean 
orphanages. 
But even less talked about than that goal is the fact that most children put up for 
adoption are the product of relationships between men and women who don’t marry. 
And the shame over that is heaped most heavily on the woman carrying the baby. 

That’s why, for the second year in a row, several groups that promote the rights and 
welfare of single moms (unwed, divorced, widowed, you name it) have banded together 
to declare that Adoption Day also be recognized as Single Mothers’ Day. 

They hope to raise awareness that the problems that lead women to give up their babies 
for adoption could be solved if the government and society in general provided more 
support to them. 

Of the children who are legally adopted domestically, about 92% are born to single 
mothers. And undocumented adoptions, which are believed to occur at three times the 
rate as official ones, virtually always occur because the child is born out of wedlock. 
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The concept of Adoption Day – while laudable in the sense of promoting a potentially 
better life for children – has been difficult for parents who give up their children and for 
the adoptees themselves. 

Jane Jeong Trenka, a Korean adoptee who grew up in the U.S. and returned to South 
Korea in 2004 and has worked here ever since, said the awkwardness came up at a 
dinner she attended a few years ago with other adoptees and advocates of single mothers. 

“The connection is the 92% of adoptees, the fact 
that most of us come from single moms,” she 
said. “So instead of celebrating the separation of 
our families, we should promote the preservation 
of our families.” 
 

Ms. Trenka is the president of Truth & 
Reconciliation for the Adoption Community of 
Korea, or TRACK, a group that advocates policy 
changes to support adoptees and the families that 
give up children for adoption. Among the groups 
that, with TRACK, are promoting Single 
Mothers’ Day is the Korean Unwed Mothers 
Support Network, whose founder Richard 
Boas discussed his goals with the Journal last 
year. 
 
At the core of the adoption debate is that South 
Korean policymakers are focused on the 

symptoms of the issue (for instance, a still-high 
rate international adoptions) rather than its causes 
(the welfare of the families putting children up 
for adoption). 

“The international community agrees that the best thing is for a child to be raised by his 
or her own family, then the second thing is domestic adoption and the third thing is 
international adoption,” Ms. Trenka says. “Korea is playing around with number 2 and 
number 3, while we’re asking that they look at number 1.” 

“If we know that, of the documented adoptions, that 92% involve single parents, then 
there’s a pattern here,” she added. “Since we agree that the best thing to do is be raised 
by mom, why don’t we do that?” 

TRACK is being joined by several other organizations in sponsoring a day-long seminar 
at the National Assembly on Friday to discuss issues faced by single mothers. 

Jane Jeong Trenka, president of Truth & 
Reconciliation for the Adoption Community of 
Korea, in Seoul. 
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The Single Mothers’ Day program comes just a week after the publication of the 
Korean-language edition of a book called “Outsiders Within,” a collection of essays 
about transnational adoptees that Ms. Trenka co-edited. 

She said a long-term goal of the groups involved in the Single Mothers’ Day is to 
change a cultural bias that says a family is only a mother and father together. 

“If you think that adoption is the right answer [for children from single mothers], then 
you assume something about the mothers,” Ms. Trenka said. “You’re assuming that she 
is incapable of caring for her own child, that she is not deserving of support and that she 
is somehow not quite fully human.” 

Link > http://blogs.wsj.com/korearealtime/2012/05/07/a-day-for-forgotten-moms-of-
korean-adoptees/tab/print/ 
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㞚㧊Ṗٻ㞚䝚₆⧒☚ٻ䞮ⳊٻṦٻ㝾⓪ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㥚䟊㍲⧒☚ڂٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䞮⓪ٻỢٻ⌁㰖ٻ㞠㞮㦚₢ٻ⓪⧑ڂ

㌳ṗ㦚ٻ㑮㠜㧊ٻ䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

䞮㰖Ⱒٻ䞮⬾ٻ㧒ὒ⯒ٻⰞ䂮ἶٻ㰧㠦ٻ㢪㦚ٻ➢ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㢏㞢㧊⯒ٻ䞮Ⳇٻ䢮䞮Ợٻ㼦┺⽊ἶٻ䔏䧞ٻ

㞚㧊Ṗڂٻ㠚Ⱎڂ⧒ἶٻ㣎䂮Ⳇٻ╂⩺✺Ⳋٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻἶ⩺䟞▮ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻ⊚⩂㤢㰚┺ٻډ

ٻ

Ṧٻ㝾⓪ٽٻ⌊Ṗٻ㤆Ⰲٻ➎㧊ٻ㠜㠞㦒Ⳋٻ㧊⽊┺ٻ▪ٻ㧮ٻ㌊ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚Ệ⧒⓪ٻ⽊㧻☚ٻ㠜⓪ٻộٻṯ┺ٻډ

㧊⩝Ợٻ 㡞㊲ٻ ➎㦚ٻ 㧛㟧㦚ٻ ⽊⌞㦒Ⳋٻ 䘟㌳䏶⪳ٻ Ⱎ㦢㠦ٻ ⋾㞚㍲ٻ ٻ▪ 䧮✺㠞㦚ٻ ộ㧊┺ٽ⧒ἶٻ

Ⱖ䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㞚㧊㠦Ợٻ⊚⩓㰖ٻ㞠㦖ٻ㠚ⰞṖٻ₆♮ٻ㥚䟊ٻṦٻ㝾⓪ڂٻ㕇⁖Ⱞٻ◆㧊ٻڂ䟟㌂㠦ٻ㺎㡂䞮ἶٻ㧞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㕇⁖Ⱞٻ◆㧊⓪ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻῢ㧻䞮₆ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㩲㩫♲ٻ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋽ٻ╖㔶ٻ㧛㟧⽊┺⓪ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ

䂲⳾ٻ 㞚⧮㠦㍲ٻ 㧦⧚ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 䢮ἓ㦚ٻ 㤆㍶ٻ Ⱒ✺㠊㭒㧦⓪ٻ 䀾㰖⪲ٻ ⹎䢒⳾ٻ ┾㼊㢖ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ

₆ὖ✺㧊ٻ㰖㩫䞲ٻ⋶㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

㢂䟊ٻ ⽊Ị⽋㰖ٻ 䐋Ἒ㠦ٻ ➆⯊Ⳋٻ ῃ⌊㧛㟧㧎ٻ 㽳ٻ ړڏڐڌ ⳛٻ 㭧ٻ ڍڐڏڌ ⳛڃ㩚㼊㦮ٻ ٻڇڄڀړډڎڔ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㦮ٻἓ㤆ٻ㽳ڑڌڔٻ ⳛٻ㭧ڋڌړٻ ⳛڄڀڏډړړڃ㧊ٻ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞڂ ◆㧊ٻ⯒ڂ 㭒㾲䞮ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ 㰧ٻ ₖ☚䡚ٻ 㤦㧻㦖ٻ ٻ㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢Ṗٽ ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ

㌂䣢㩗ٻ ゚⋲ὒٻ 䘎ἂٻڇ ἓ㩲㩗ٻ 㠊⩺㤖ٻ ٻ❇ ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ ⹎䢒⳾✺㠦ٻ 㧛㟧㦚ٻ ṫ㣪䞮ἶٻ 㧞┺ٽἶٻ

㭒㧻䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ₖٻ㤦㧻㦖ٽٻ㧛㟧ٻ㧦㼊⯒ٻ╖䞮⓪ٻỢٻ㞚┞┺ٻډ䞮㰖Ⱒٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧ٻ㑮ṖٻⰤ┺⓪ٻ㧊㥶⪲ٻῃ⌊ٻ

㧛㟧㧊ٻ╋㧎ٻộ㻮⩒ٻ㩲㔲䞮⓪ٻ㩫ٻ㩫㺛ὒٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ㔲㍶㧊ٻ㧮ⴑ♦┺ٽἶٻ㰖㩗䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ₖٻ 㤦㧻㦖ٻ ٻ䂲㌳ٽ Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ 䞾℮ٻ ㌊ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 㩫㺛㦚ٻ Ⲓ㩖ٻ ἶ⹒䞲┺Ⳋٻ 䟊㣎ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ 㑮⓪ٻ

㧦㡆㓺⩓Ợٻ㭚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞┺ٽἶٻ▽㡖┺ٻٻډ
ٻ

ړ ㌊⋲ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻ⚪ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞٻ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ㾲䡫㑯ٻ╖㣎㩫㺛䕖㧻㦖ٻ ٻ⓪⧑Ṗ㩫㧊ٻ㫡㦖ٽ

㧹╖⓪ٻ 㣎㠦㍲ٻ 㩫䞮⓪ٻ Ợٻ 㞚┞┺ٻډ ㌂⧧㦚ٻ 㭚ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 㠚Ⱎٻ 㠦㍲ٻ 䋂⓪ٻ Ợٻ 㫡㦖ٻ

Ṗ㩫㧊┺ٽⳆڂٽٻ㕇⁖Ⱞٻ◆㧊ٻڂ㧦㼊Ṗٻ䞚㣪㠜⓪ٻ⁎⩂䞲ٻ㎎㌗㧊ٻ㺔㞚㢪㦒Ⳋٻ㫡Ỷ┺ٻ⓪ٽⰦ䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڋڏڋڋڏڌڍژڳڟڤښۋێڼډےۊۃڮڊۍۆډۊھډێےۀۉۏېھۊۉډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

�

�
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ٻڸ₆㧦ٻ⧮╂㰚ٻⲎ┞䒂◆㧊ڶ

Ṗ䦪㧊ٻ㠚ⰞٻṦ㦖⋾㝾ٻ⓪ڄڑڎڃἆ䢒㦚ٻ䞮㰖ٻ㞠㞮┺ٻډ䢖⪲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤆┺⽊┞ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㞚䝢ٻ

➢Ⳋٻ⋾䘎㧊ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㠚Ⱎ✺⽊┺ٻ▪ٻ㦚ٻ☯☯ٻῂ⯎┺ٻډ

ٻ

Ṧ㝾⓪ٻ䧮✺㰖Ⱒٻ䘎ἂ㠦ٻⰴ㍲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤆⓪ٻ㭒⼖㦮ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺ὒٻ䞾℮ٻ㠊⩺㤖㦚ٻ⁏⽋䞮ἶ㧦ٻ

䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ 㤎㌆㰖ٻ╖䚲⯒ٻⰷ㞮┺ٻډ 㰖⋲ٻ ڌڌ 㧒㠦⓪ٻ 㩲ڂ ڍ 䣢ٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ٻڂ⋽

䟟㌂㠦☚ٻ㺎㡂䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ṯ㦖ٻ ٻ⋽ ㍲㤎㔲⌊ٻ 䞲䘎㠦㍲⓪ٻ Ṧ㝾㢖⓪ٻ ٻ⯎┺ ㌂㡆㦚ٻ Ṗ㰚ٻ 㠚Ⱎ✺㧊ٻ ⳾㡖┺ٻډ ٻ㧛㟧㦖ڂ

㞚⯚┺㤊ٻ☯䟟㧛┞┺ٻ⧖ڂ㩲⳿㦒⪲ٻ㡊Ⰶٻ㧛㟧㦮₆ٻ⋽ٻ⎦㔳㠦ٻ㺎㍳䞲ٻ㧛㟧Ṗ㫇✺㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ⥆㠊┺┞▮ٻ⚦ٻ 䟟㌂㧻ٻ⚦⳾ٻ ٻ⌋ٽ 㧦㔳ٽ㦚ٻ 䟻䞲ٻ ⳾㦮ٻ ㌂⧧㧊ٻṖ✳䟞㰖Ⱒٻ⚮ٻ

㌂㧊㠪ٻ䞲ٻ₊㧻Ṧ㧊ٻⱊ☢㞮┺ٻډ

ٻ

ଜٻⰞ㦢㦒⪲ٻ⌉㦖ٻ⌋ڂٻ㧦㔳ڂബബബῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㡂Ịٻ㞚㰗₢㰚ٻ

ٻ

⚮㱎ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻὋṲٻ㧛㟧䞲ٻₖ⹒㑯㝾ٻ⓪ڄڎڏڃ㻮㦢ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻ⽎ٻ㑲Ṛ㦚ٻ㧠㰖ٻⴑ䞲┺ٻډₖ㝾⓪ٻ

ٻἶٽ┺䟟⽋䞮ٻ㧞㦒Ⳋٻἶ⽊ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻṲῂ㨗㧊ٽٻⳆٽ┺㞢㞮ٻ㭚ٻ㡂㧦㞶㧎ٻ㡞ㄦ㍲ٻ㆖㟭ἶٻ⍞ⶊٽ

Ⱖ䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧛㟧Ṗ㫇✺㦖ٻ㧛㟧㞚⯒ڂٻⰞ㦢㦒⪲ٻ⌉㦖ٻ㧦㔳ڂ㧊⧒ἶٻ⯎┺ٻډ㧊✺㦖ٻ䡞㡆ὖἚṖٻ㠜㠊☚ٻ⌋ڂٻ

㧦㔳ڂ㧊⧒ἶٻ㧛㦚ٻ⳾㦒Ⳋ㍲☚ٻ㡂㩚䧞ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ䘎ἂ㠦ٻⰴ㍲⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㓓㰖ٻ㞠┺ἶٻⰦ䞲┺ٻډ

ٻ

ₖ㝾⓪ٽٻ㭒⼖㠦㍲ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ⧒⽊⓪ٻ㔲㍶㧊ٻ㾲⁒ٻⰤ㧊ٻ⋮㞚㪢┺ٽⳊ㍲☚ٽٻ㧊㩲ٻ┺㎅ٻ㌊ٻ♲ٻ

㞚㧊Ṗٻ㞴㦒⪲ٻ䞯ᾦ⯒ٻṖⳊٻ㠊⩺㤖㧊ٻ㧞㦚₢ٻệ㩫♮⓪ٻộ㦖ٻ㌂㔺ٽ㧊⧒ἶٻ㩚䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

⋺㰖ٻډ┺㧞ٻ㞠ἶٻ㰖⓮ٻ䋂Ợٻ⓪Ị㑮ٻῃ⌊㧛㟧ٻډ₢䌩㧒ٻ䘎ἂٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ⧖㧊ڂ㧦㔳ٻ㦮⋷ڂ ڌڋڋڍ ٻ⎚

ڋڒڒڌ ⳛ㠦㍲ڋڌٻ ڌڌڋڍٻ䤚㧎ٻ⎚ ړڏڐڌٻ⎚ ⳛ㦒⪲ٻ㡺䧞⩺ٻ㭚㠊✺㠞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

⡦䞲ٻ㧛㟧₆ὖٻὖἚ㧦✺㦖ٻ㡂㞚ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㘶Ⱂٻ䡚㌗㧊⋮ٻ㧻㞶㞚ٻ㧛㟧㦮ٻ㠊⩺㤖ٻڇ㭚㰖ٻ㞠⓪ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧ٻ❇㦚ٻ✺㠊ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㡂ỊٻṲ㍶㠦⓪ٻ㡂㩚䧞ٻṞٻ₎㧊ٻⲖ┺ἶٻⰦ䞲┺ٻډ

ٻ

㰖⋲䟊ٻ㦮♲ٻ㧛㟧㽟㰚ٻٻ㩞㹾㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ䔏⪖⻫ٻṲ㩫㞞㦖ٻῃ⌊㧛㟧ٻ㤆㍶ٻ㿪㰚㩲㦮ٻ⻫㩗ٻ

⁒Ệٻⳛ㔲䞮⓪ٻ❇ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㡂ỊٻṲ㍶㦚ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㔲☚㡖┺ٻډ

ٻ

ଜٻ⌋ڂٻ㧦㔳ٻ⋷ٻڂ㭒⓪ٻἶ䐋ٻἀ㰖ٻ㞠Ợٻ㌂䣢Ṗٻ☚㢖㭮㟒ٻٻ

ٻ

䞲䘎ٻ 䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ ❇㦖ٻ 㧛㟧㽟㰚⻫㠦ٻ ╖䟊ٻ Ⱒ㧊ٻ Ⱔ┺ٻډ 㞚☯㧊ٻ 㤦Ṗ㫇ٻڇ 㯟ٻ

䂲⳾㢖ٻ㌊ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ䢮ἓ㦚ٻⰢ✲⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㤆㍶㧊⧖ٻ㍺ⳛ㧊┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㧛㟧㽟㰚⻫ٻṲ㩫㠦ٻ㺎㡂䞲ٻ㾲㡗䧂ٻ⹒㭒䐋䞿╏ٻ㦮㤦㦖ٽٻ╖ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㦖ٻ㧦㔳㦚ٻ䋺㤆ἶٻ
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㕌㠊ٻ 䞲┺ٽⳆٻ ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٽ ╖䞲ٻ ㌂䣢㩗ٻ 䘎ἂὒٻ ٻ⪲⁎ 㧎䞲ٻ ἓ㩲㩗ٻ 㠊⩺㤖ٻ 䌩㠦ٻ 䙂₆䞮⓪ٻ

ἓ㤆ṖٻⰤ┺ٽἶٻ㩚䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶㧎ڐٻ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒㦚ٻ㰖⋲䟊䎆ڂٻ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ⪲ڂ⋽ٻⳛⳛ䞲ٻ㧊㥶☚ٻ㧊ٻ➢ⶎ㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

㔺㩲ٻ㧛㟧㞚☯ٻ㭧ٻ⹎䢒⳾ڃٻڄ㞚☯㧎ٻἓ㤆Ṗڌڌڋڍڃڀڒډڎڔٻ ٻ㟧㥷ٻ㽟㰚ὒٻ㧛㟧ٻ䟊╂ٻ㠦ڄ₆㭖ٻ⎚

⹎䢒⳾ٻⶎ㩲⓪ٻ₠㦖ٻ㡆ἆἶⰂ⯒ٻṬἶٻ㧞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ₖ☚䡫ٻ ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ 㰧ٻ 㤦㧻㦖ٻ ٻ㞚☯㧊ٽ 㤦Ṗ㩫㠦㍲ٻ 㧦⧚ٻ ₆䣢⯒ٻ 㾲╖䞲ٻ ⽊㧻䞮☚⪳ٻ ὖ⩾ٻ

⻫ബ㩲☚⯒ٻⰞ⩾䞮⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ䢲㎇䢪⽊┺ٻ㤆㍶ٻ♒㟒䞲┺ٽἶٻ㭒㧻䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

Ṧ㝾☚ٽٻ㡊㞛䞲ٻἓ㩲㩗ٻ㡂Ịὒٻ䢒㧦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤆⓪ٻộ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ⚦⩺㤖ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㌳ṗ䞲ٻ

㩗☚ٻ㧞┺ٽⳆٽٻ䞲ῃٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ䘎ἂٻ㏣㠦㍲ٻ䢒㧦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ⌉ἶٻ⡦ٻ⓪┺⯎₆ٻỢٻ㡂㩚䧞ٻ㓓㰖ٻ

㞠┺ٽἶٻ䎎㠊⏩㞮┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧊⹎㩫ٻ 䞲ῃ㡂㎇㩫㺛㡆ῂ㤦ٻ 㡆ῂ㥚㤦㦮ٻ ٻ⳾㟧㥷⹎䢒ڂ Ṗ㫇㦮ٻ ㌳䢲㔺䌲ٻڂ ⽊ἶ㍲㠦ٻ ➆⯊Ⳋٻ

㟧㥷⹎䢒⳾✺㦖ٻ㧚㔶㌂㔺㦚ٻ㞢Ⰶٻ䤚ٻ㰗㧻㠦㍲ٻ䟊ἶ⯒ٻ╏䞮Ệ⋮ٻῂ㰗㠦ٻ㠊⩺㤖㦚ٻἀ⓪ٻ❇ٻ

㌂䣢㩗ٻ䘎ἂ㦒⪲ٻ㧎䟊ٻἓ㩲㩗ٻ㠊⩺㤖㦚ٻ䞾℮ٻἀἶٻ㧞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ଜٻ⌋ڂٻ㧦㔳ڂ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻⰞ㦢㦖ٻ䞮⋮ബബബ㌂䣢Ṗٻ⋮㍲㟒䞶ٻ⽊㥷ⶎ㩲ٻٻ

ٻ

㧛㟧㌂㠛ὒٻ⹎䢒⳾⽋㰖㌂㠛㦚ٻ㤊㡗䞮⓪ٻ☯㌂䣢⽋㰖䣢ٻὖἚ㧦⓪ٻ ٻ⚦⳾ٻ䟟㌂ٻ⚦ٽ 㩫㢖ٻ

㌂䣢Ṗٻἓ㼃䟊㟒䞶ٻ⳿㏢Ⰲٽ⧒ἶٻⰦ䞲┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

䔏䧞ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚☯ٻ㧛㟧ὒٻὖ⩾ٽٻ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ㧛㧻ὒٻ㌳ṗ㧊₆ٻ㭖㧊ٻ♒ٻ㤦䞮⓪ٻ䟻㦒⪲ٻṞٻ㑮ٻ

㧞☚⪳ٻ⓪☫ٻỢٻ䟋㕂ٽ㧊⧒ἶٻ㍺ⳛ䟞┺ٻٻډ

㟧㥷⹎䢒⳾ٻ 㧊㔂䞮㝾ڃṖⳛٻ☚ڄ ٻ㧛㟧㠦ٽ 㢚㩚䧞ٻ ╖䞮⓪ٻ ộ㦖ٻ 㞚┞┺ٽ⧒Ⳇٻ ٻ⪲䡚㔺㩗㦒ٽ

㧛㟧㧊ٻ 䞚㣪䞲ٻ 㞚☯☚ٻ 㧞₆ٻ ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ 㧛㟧Ṗ㫇㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 䘎ἂ㦚ٻ 㠜㞶⓪ٻ 㧒⩾㦮ٻ 䢲☯☚ٻ

㧎㩫䞲┺ٽἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

⽊Ị⽋㰖ٻ 䐋Ἒ⯒ٻ ⽊Ⳋٻڇ 㰖⋲ٻ ڌڌڋڍ ٻ⎚ 䞲䟊ٻ 㣪⽊䢎㞚☯㑮⓪ٻ ڑڎڏړ ⳛ㧊㰖Ⱒٻ

ῃ⌊㧛㟧㞚☯㑮⓪ړڏڐڌٻ ⳛ㠦ٻ⁎䂲┺ٻډ㡂㩚䧞ٻⰤ㦖ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻṖ㩫㠦㍲ٻ⽊㌊䞢㦚ٻ㰖ٻⴑ䞮⓪ٻ

㌗䢿㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

☯㌂䣢⽋㰖䣢ٻὖἚ㧦⓪ٽٻ⡦䞲ٻ㥶₆㞚☯ٻڇἆ㏦Ṗ㩫㞚☯ٻ❇ٻ┺㟧䞲ٻ㧊㥶⪲ٻ䂲⳾ٻ䞾℮ٻ䞶ٻ

㑮ٻ㠜⓪ٻἓ㤆☚ٻ㧞₆ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㰖㤦ὒٻ㧛㟧ٻ䢲㎇䢪⓪ٻ䞾℮ٻ㩫㩗ٻ⏒㦮Ṗٻ䞚㣪䞲ٻ

㡗㡃ٽ㧊⧒ἶٻ▽㡖┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڌژۆۉۄۇۏېۊځڒڔڍڌڑڔڋڏڌڌڋڍڌڐڋڍڌڋڍژۊۉځڌژۀۋ۔ۏښۋۃۋډےۀۄۑۏۈڊےۀۄۑڊۍۆډۊھډۏۈډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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⹒✺⩞㠊Ⲏ┞䣢⓪ڋړۙڋڒڔڌٻ ⎚╖㠦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䟊㣎⪲ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⌎⽊ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞✺㦮ٻ⳾㧚㧊┺ڋڌٻډ 㡂ⳛ㦮ٻ

㠊Ⲏ┞✺㧊ٻ⳾㡂ڑڋڋڍٻ ڐٻ㰖⋲䟊ٻ䣢㧻㦖ٻڄڎڐڃ㭒⁞⏎ٻ㧚㦮⳾ٻ㧊ٻډ┺㫇䟞ٻ⎚ 㤪ٻತ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ

⋶ಥٻ㩲㩫ٻ㤊☯㠦ٻ㺎㡂䞮Ⳋ㍲ٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻṖ㔊ٻ㞚䝞ٻ㌂㡆㦚ٻ䎎㠊⏩㞮┺ٻٻډ

ٻ䣢㧻㦖ٻ⏎ ړڌ ㎎ٻ➢ٻ▲䄻ٻ㧚㔶㦚ٻ䟞┺ٻډ☚ٻ㭧☛㧦㡖▮ٻ

⋾䘎ٻ ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ 㧶㔲ٻ 㰧㦚ٻ ゚㤊ٻ ㌂㧊ٻ Ṗ㫇✺㦖ٻ 㞚✺㦚ٻ

⼧㤦㦒⪲ٻ ⽊⌞ἶٻڇ ⼧㤦㦖ٻ ┺㔲ٻ 㞚✺㦚ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ ₆ὖ㦒⪲ٻ

ٻ⏎ٻⴑ䞲ٻ㺔㰖ٻ㑮㏢ⶎ䟞㰖Ⱒٻ㡂₆㩖₆ٻ㺔㞚ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻډ┺⌞⽊

䣢㧻㦖ٻತ䞲ῃٻ➛ٻ㠊❮Ṗ㠦㍲ٻ㌊ἶٻ㧞Ỷ㰖ډಥ⧒ἶٻ㌳ṗ䞮Ⳇٻ

䙂₆䟊㟒ٻ䟞┺ٻ┺⩂⁎ٻډ ڏڋڋڍ ⎚㠦㟒ٻ䞲ٻ⹒Ṛ┾㼊⯒ٻ䐋䟊ٻ

㞚✺㦮ٻ㏢㔳㦚ٻ㩧䟞┺ٻډ⹎ῃ㦒⪲ٻ㧛㟧♒ٻἆ䢒₢㰖ٻ䟞▮ٻộٻډ

ڐڋڋڍ ⎚㠦⓪ٻ䞲ٻ㏷ٻ䝚⪲⁎⧾㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ㞚✺ὒٻⰢ⌂┺ٻډ㧊✺ٻ

⳾㧦㦮ٻ ㌂㡆㦖ٻ ತ⋮⯒ٻ ╄㦖ٻ 㠒Ὴಥڄڋڌڋڍڃ㧊⧒⓪ٻ

┺䊦Ⲯ䎆Ⰲ⪲ٻⰢ✺㠊㪢┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㧊ٻ ⳾㧚㠦ٻ 㺎㡂䞮⓪ٻ ٻ⯎┺ 㠊Ⲏ┞✺☚ٻ ㌂㡆㦖ٻ ゚㔍䞮┺ٻډ

㧦㔶☚ٻⴆ⧮ٻṖ㫇㧊⋮ٻ䂲㻯✺㧊ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧛㟧ٻ☚₆⌋⽊ٻ䞮ἶٻڇ

ⲏἶ㌊₆ٻ 㥚䟊ٻ ⟶☢㞚┺┞┺ٻ 㞚㧊⯒ٻ 㧙㠊⻚Ⰶٻ 㠊Ⲏ┞☚ٻ 㧞┺ٻډ ٻ⪴゚ 㧦㔶㦮ٻ ㏦㦒⪲ٻ

ٻ☚⧑▪⌞⽊⋮⟶ ⚦Ⰲ⳾ڃ⹎䢒⳾ٻ⯒ڄ ⅊㞞㰖ٻ ⴑ䞮⓪ٻ ㌂䣢㢖ٻ Ṗ⋲ٻ 䌩㠦ٻ 㠊㲪ٻ 㑮ٻ 㠜⓪ٻ

㍶䌳㧊㠞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

ٻډ┺Ⱖ䟞ٻಧἶډ┺㠜ٻ㑮ٻ㌊ٻ㌌㦚ٻ㩫㌗㩗㧎ٻ䎆➢⁎ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞✺㦖ٻ⌎⽊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⯒ದ㞚㧊ٻ䣢㧻㦖ٻ⏎

㞚㧊Ṗٻ㠎㩲✶ٻ㧦㔶㦚ٻ㺔㞚㡺Ⳋٻ㢍ٻ䞲ٻ⻢㧊⧒☚ٻ㌂ٻ㭒⩺ἶٻ⌄㠜㧊ٻ㧒㠦ٻⰺ╂Ⰲ㰖Ⱒٻڇ

㌗㻮㦖ٻⴎὒٻⰞ㦢㠦ٻ⋾㦖ٻỊٻ㰖☛䞲ٻṖ⋲㈦㧊⧒⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻ⓪⁎ٻډದ㹾⧒Ⰲٻ㞚㧊㢖ٻ䞾℮ٻ

㌊㞮┺Ⳋٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ䟟䟊㰖㰖⓪ٻ㞠㞮㦚ٻộಧ㧊⧒Ⳋ㍲ٻದ㞚㧊⯒ٻṫ㩲⪲ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⌎⽊ٻṖ㫇✺☚ٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻ ٻ⌎⽊ ộ㦚ٻ ⹎䂮☚⪳ٻ 䤚䣢䞮ἶٻ

⹎㞞䟊䞲┺ډಧἶٻ▽㡖┺ٻډ

㠊Ⲏ┞䣢ٻ 䣢㤦✺㦖ٻ 㭒⪲ٻ 䟊㣎ٻ 㧛㟧㞚✺㦮ٻ 䞲ῃٻ ⶎ㠦ٻ ὖ䞲ٻ 㩫⽊⯒ٻ Ὃ㥶䞲┺ٻډ 㞚㧊Ṗٻ

㺔㞚㢪㦚ٻ➢ٻ㫆⁞㧊⧒☚ٻ㫡㦖ٻ╖㩧㦚ٻ䟊ٻ㭒₆ٻ㥚䟊㍲┺ٻډ⡦ٻ㞚㧊㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ⁎Ⰲ㤖ὒٻ㬚㺛Ṧٻڇ

㣎⪲㤖☚ٻ䞾℮ٻٻډ┺⧲╂ٻ

ٻ

ٻ㧦ⰂṖٻ⓪㧞ٻ㑮ٻ䞾℮䞶ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞✺㧊ٻ⌎⽊ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㧛㟧㞚✺ὒٻ䟊㣎ٻộ㦖ٻ⓪⧑ٻ䣢㧻㧊ٻ⏎

Ⱎ⩾♮⓪ٻ㧒㧊┺ٻ⓪⁎ٻډದ㈢Ⰲ⯒ٻ㺔㞚ٻ䞲ῃ㠦ٻ㡾ٻ㧛㟧㞚✺㦚ٻ⽊Ⳋٻ⌋ٻ┺ٻ㞚㧊ٻṯ㦖ٻỢٻ

㠊Ⲏ┞✺㦮ٻ㕂㩫ಧ㧊⧒ἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

⚦Ⰲ⳾✺㧊ٻ▪ٻ㧊㌗ٻṖ㔊ٻ㞚䝞ٻ㧊⼚㦚ٻ䞮㰖ٻ㞠⓪ٻộ☚ٻ⏎ٻ䣢㧻㦮ٻ⧢㧊┺ٻ⓪⁎ٻډದ⌊ٻ

㞚㧊⓪ٻ⌋ٻ㏦㦒⪲ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞☚⪳ٻ⚦Ⰲ⳾㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻὖ㕂ὒٻ㰖㤦㧊ٻ䞚㣪䞮┺ډಧἶٻ

ṫ㫆䟞┺ډ� �

ٻ •

ٻ⹒✺⩞㠊Ⲏ┞䣢ٻ⏎⁞㭒ٻ

䣢㧻ٻٻ
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ٻۍۆډۊھډۇېۊۀێڛڼۍۊێٻ₆㧦ٻ⧑ₖ㏢ٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

㿲㻮ٻڎڌڋڔڋڋڌڌڐڋڍڌڋڍژڿۄښۋۃۋډےۀۄڱێےۀۉڊێےۀۉڊۍۆډۊھډۇېۊۀێډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

G
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ڢٻ㡂㰚ٻ㧎Ṛ㠦Ợٻ⓪㠜ٻ㧊⯚ٻڎڋڋڋڈڢٻڇڍڋڋڋڈڢٻڇڌڋڋڋڈڢ 䆪✲㧊┺ٻډ㧊ٻ㌂⧢㧊ٻ⼧㤦㠦ٻṖ㍲ٻ

䂮⬢⯒ٻ㦚ٻ➢ٻ㧊ڢٻ 䆪✲ٻ⻞䢎⪲ٻ㰚⬢⯒ٻ⓪┺ٻډ㧊ٻ㌂⧢㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㦮⬢₆⪳㦖ٻ㧊ڢٻ 䆪✲ٻ

⻞䢎Ṗٻ 㠊ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 㫛㧊㠦ٻ ٻډ┺♲⪴₆ ٻ⓪⋮ ⼧㤦㧊ٻ 㧊ٻ ㌂⧢㦮ٻ 㰚⬢゚⯒ٻ 㦮⬢⽊䠮Ὃ┾㠦ٻ

㼃ῂ䞮⓪㰖㦮ٻ 㡂⯒ٻ 㞢㰖ٻ ⴑ䞲┺ٻډ 㧊㸺ٻ Ⱖ䞮Ⳋٻ ☛㧦✺㦖ٻ 䞚㧦Ṗٻ Ⱖ䞮⓪ٻ 㧒㧊ٻ Ṗ㌗㧊ٻ

㞚┞⧒ٻ䡚㔺㧊⧒⓪ٻộ㦚ٻ㞢㞚㹾Ⰺٻộ㧊┺ٻډ┺⩝⁎ٻډ㧊ٻ➛㠦⓪ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻ䌲㠊⋮㍲ڢٻ 䆪✲⯒ٻ

㡂ἶڑٻ Ṳ㤪ٻ䢏㦖ڌٻ ⎚㦚ٻ㌂⓪ٻ㡗㞚✺㧊ٻ㧞┺ٻ✺⁎ڂٻډ㡃㔲ٻ㌂⧢✺㧊┺ٻ⋮⩂⁎ٻڂټ㧊⩝Ợٻ

Ⱖ䞮⓪ٻộ㧊㟒Ⱖ⪲ٻ㔺㦖ٻⳛ⺇䞲ٻⳛ㡞䥒㏦㧊Ⰲ⧒ٻډ

䠢⻫㩗ٻ㔲⹒ῢ㦚ٻ㰖┞ἶٻ㧊ٻ➛㠦ٻ㿲㌳䞮⓪ٻ㞚☯㠦Ợڢٻ 䆪✲㠦ٻ⯎➆ٻ⻞䢎⯒ٻⰺỾ㭒⓪ٻὉ㦖ٻ

㭧㞯㧛㟧㩫⽊㤦㧊┺ٻډ 㧊ٻ ➛㠦ٻ 䌲㠊⋮⓪ٻ 㞚☯㦮ٻ 㔲⹒ῢ㦮ٻ 㑮㭖㦚ٻ 㫆㩞䟊㍲ٻ 㔲⹒ῢٻ 㧊㩚ٻ

㌗䌲⪲ٻ♮☢Ⰲ⓪₆ٻ⓻㦚ٻⶦ⧒ἶٻ䟊㟒ٻ䞶₢ٻښ 㢍㠦ٻ 㰯Ợٻⶑ㠊ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ㌟㦚ٻ䌞㌟㔲䅲ٻ㭒❅ٻ

ڢ 䆪✲⯒ٻ 㡂䞮⓪ٻ ộ㦚ٻ 䐋䟊㍲ٻ 㿲㌳㠦ٻ ٻ⯎➆ ῢⰂ⯒ٻ 㧶㔲ٻ 㥶⽊㔲䋾┺⓪ٻ 㩦㠦㍲ٻ

㔲⹒ῢ㎎䌗㏢⧒ἶٻ䟊㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻộ㧒₢ٻښ㞚㧊⩂┞䞮Ợ☚ٻ㭧㞯㧛㟧㩫⽊㤦㦖ٻ㩗㠊☚ٻ㡺⓪ړٻ 㤪ٻ

ڐ 㧒₢㰖⓪ٻ⻫㩗㧎ٻ⁒Ệ☚ٻ㠜㧊ٻ㎎㤢㰚ٻ⽊Ị⽋㰖ṖٻⰢ✶ٻ㨂┾⻫㧎㧊┺ٻډ㡂₆㠦㍲ٻ㧒䞮⓪ٻ

㌂⧢✺㦖ٻὋⶊ㤦㧊ٻ㞚┞┺ٻډ㧊✺㠦ỢٻὋⶊ㤦㦒⪲㍲㦮ٻ䟟㩫ٻῢ⩻㧊ٻ㠜㦒┞ٻ⪴゚ٻڇ㩫Ṗٻ

㎎㤊₆ٻὖ㧊⧒ἶٻ䞮⋮ٻỆ㦮ٻ⹒Ṛ₆ὖ㠦ٻṖ₳┺ٻډ㩫㦮ٻ䟟㩫ٻῢ⩻㧊ٻ䞮Ⳋٻ㫖ٻἺ⧖䞲ٻ㔲⹒ῢٻ

㥶⽊ٻ㩞㹾⯒ٻ㧊ٻ⹒Ṛ₆ὖ㧊ٻ⟶ⰷἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ㎞㧊┺ٻډ⡦ٻڇ㡺⓪ړٻ 㤪ڐٻ 㧒ٻṲ㩫♲ٻ㧛㟧䔏⪖⻫㧊ٻ

䣾♲┺ἶٻ䞮▪⧒☚ٻ㧊₆ٻὖ㦖ٻ㡂㩚䧞ٻῃṖٻὋῢ⩻㦚ٻ㰖┢₆ٻὖ㧊ٻ⓪♮ٻộ㦖ٻ㞚┞┺ٻډ㰖⋲ٻ

䟊ٻ 㧊ٻ ⻫㦮ٻ Ṳ㩫㦚ٻ 㭒☚䞲ٻ ٻ㰚㔺ὒڗ 䢪䟊⯒ٻ 㥚䞲ٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎⳾㧚ڙὒٻ ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ڗ 㰧ڙ㦖ٻ

㭧㞯㧛㟧㤦㧊ٻ䟟㩫ٻῢ⩻㦚ٻṖ㰚ٻ㩫₆ٻῂṖٻ♮㠊㟒ٻ䞾㦚ٻⳝٻ㹾⪖ٻ㭒㧻䟞㰖Ⱒٻὖ㻶䞶ٻ㑮Ṗٻ

㠜㠞┺ٻډ㧊ٻ➛ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ㔲⹒ῢ㦚₆ٻ⓪⬾┺ٻῂ⯒ٻ䟟㩫ٻῢ⩻㧊ٻ㠜⓪₆ٻῂ⪲ٻ⋾Ỿٻ⓪⚦ٻ㧒㦖ٻ

✲㔲ٻ 㨂ἶ♮㠊㟒ٻ 䞶ٻ ộ㧊┺ٻډ ⡦ٻ ⁎ộ㧊ٻ 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒Ṗٻ Ṗ㧛䞮ἶ㧦ٻ 䞮⓪ٻ ٻῃ㩲Ṛ㦮ڂ

㞚☯㧛㟧㠦ٻ ὖ䞲ٻ 䠺㧊⁎䡧㟓ڂ㧊ٻ 㣪ῂ䞮⓪ٻ 㧒㧊₆☚ٻ 䞮┺ٻډ 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒Ṗٻ ڎڔڔڌ ٻ⎚ 㫆㧎䞲ٻ

ٻ㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒Ṗٻډ┺㧞ٻⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻộ㦚ٻ♶⪴❇ٻ⪲ٻἽٻ㰗䤚ٻ㿲㌳ٻ㞚☯㦖ٻ㦖ڂ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ڂ

㫆㧎䞲ٻῃ㩲⻫✺㧊ٻῃ⌊⻫ὒٻ☯㧒䞲ٻ䢏㦖ٻ┺⽊ٻ㌗㥚㩗㧎ٻ䣾⩻㦚ٻ㰖┞ἶٻ㧞㦢㠦゚ٻ㿪㠊ٻ⽒ٻ

ٻ㧊ٻ㌂㔺㌗ٻڇ➢ ڢ 䆪✲㡂㔳㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ⻪⻫䟟㥚ṖٻῃṖῢ⩻㦮ٻⶋ㧎ٻ䞮㠦ٻ㧦䟟♮ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ

㎞㧊┺ٻډ
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㧊⩝Ợٻ 䟊㍲ٻ 㭧㞯㧛㟧㩫⽊㤦㦒⪲䎆ٻ

ڢ 䆪✲⯒ٻ 㡂ٻ 㦖ٻ 㡗㞚✺㦖ٻ

ῃṖ㧎ῂ䐋Ἒ㠦ٻ 㧷䧞㰖ٻ 㞠⓪┺ٻډ ㌂㔺㌗ٻ

㌳ⶒ䞯㩗㦒⪲⓪ٻ 㿲㌳䟞㠊☚ٻ 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒㦮ٻ

㔲⹒㦒⪲㍲ٻ㌂䣢㩗ڊ⻫㩗ٻ㿲㌳㦖ٻ䞮㰖ٻ㞠㦖ٻ

㫊㨂㧊₆㠦ٻ 䢏㔲⧒☚ٻ ㌂ⰳ䞮⓪ٻ ἓ㤆Ṗٻ

㧞┺Ⳋٻ㌂ⰳ㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ☚⪴₆ٻ⋾㰖ٻ㞠⓪┺ٻډ

㌂⧢㦮ٻ 㿲㌳ὒٻ ㌂ⰳ㦚ٻ ₆㨂䞮⓪ٻ ⶎ㍲㧎ٻ

Ṗ㫇ὖἚ❇⪳㠦ٻ♲⪴❇ٻ㧒㧊ٻ㞚㡞ٻ㠜₆ٻ

➢ⶎ㧊┺ٻډ 㧊✺㦖ٻ 㭒⹒❇⪳⻞䢎☚ٻ

Ὃ㔳㩗㧎ٻ㧊⯚☚ٻ㠜㧊ڍٻ Ṳ㤪ٻ䢏㦖ڑٻ Ṳ㤪ٻ

䢏㦖ڌٻ ⎚㦚ٻ㌊┺Ṗٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ♮Ⳋ゚ٻڇ⪲㏢ٻ

㧛㟧Ṗ㩫㦒⪲䎆ٻ 㧊⯚㦚ٻ 㡂⓪┺ٻډ

╖㦮ٻἓ㤆⓪ٻ㧊ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ⌉㦖ٻ䂲㠚Ⱎ㠦ٻ

ὖ䟊㍲⓪ٻ ₆⪳♮㰖ٻ 㞠⓪┺ٻډ 㞚㧊㦮ٻ

䂲㠚ⰞṖٻ ٻ⪲➆ 㧞㦢㦚ٻ 䡖㍲ٻ

Ṗ㫇ὖἚ❇⪳㠦ٻ❇⪳䞮⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ䞿⻫㧊ἶٻ

⁎ộ㦚ٻ㧒䅂㠊ٻ 䂲㟧㧦ٻ❇⪳㧊⧒ἶٻ䞲┺ٻډ

ٻڇ⋮⩂⁎ ╖㦮ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ Ṗ㩫㦖ٻ 㧊ٻ 㧊ٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻ 䂲㌳㧦⪲ٻ ❇⪳䞲┺ٻډ 㧦₆ٻ ⌉㦖ٻ

㞚㧊Ṗٻ 㞚┞㰖Ⱒٻڇ ⌊Ṗٻ ⌉㦖ٻ 㞚㧊⧒ἶٻ

㿲㌳㔶ἶ䞮Ⳋٻ Ṗ㫇ὖἚ❇⪳㠦ٻ 䂲㌳㧦⪲ٻ

❇⪳㧊ٻډ┺♲ٻ㧊⓪ٻ䞲ٻ㧎Ṛ㦮ٻ㿲㌳㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ㰚㔺ٻڇ㧦㔶㦮ٻ㫊㨂㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ㰚㔺㦚ٻ㦖䘦䞮⓪ٻ㧎Ṛٻ

㫊㠚㎇㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ ⳾Ⳏ㧊㧦ٻ 㧦㔶㦮ٻ 㫊㨂㠦ٻ ὖ䞲ٻ 㰚㔺㦚ٻ 㞢ῢⰂ⯒ٻ 㥶Ⰶ䞮⓪ٻ 㧎ῢ䂾䟊㧊┺ٻډ

㿲㌳㦮゚ٻ⹖㦖ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ䟊㍲ٻ㌳㌆♮ἶٻڇ㎎㤪㧊ٻ䦦⯎ٻ䤚ٻڇ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㩖⎗㧊Ⳋٻ㞞㠦ٻ㞟㞚ٻ⁏㭧ٻ

㧎ⶒ㦮ٻ㿲㌳㦮゚ٻ⹖㦚ٻ㞚⓪ٻ㩚⓻㧦㦮ٻ㔲㩦㦚ٻ㰖┢ٻ㔲㼃㧦Ṗٻ⯎┺ٻډ┺♲ٻ㌂⧢㦮ٻ㿲㌳㦮ٻ

゚⹖㠦ٻ 㠓䧢ٻ 㞚䝪ὒٻ Ἲἓὒٻ 㞚㔂㞚㔂䞲ٻ ゚⹖ٻ 䙃⪲ٻ ὒ㩫㦚ٻ ➆⧒ṖⳊ㍲ٻ 㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ 㤆Ⰲ㦮ٻ

ὖ㦢㯳㦚ٻⰢ㫇㔲䋾┺ٻډ

㌂⧢✺㦖ٻ㧊ٻ㞚㧊㠦Ợٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䐋䟊㍲ٻ㩲Ὃ♮⓪ٻ⽋Ⰲ㠦゚ٻ䞮Ⳋٻڇ㧊⩆ٻ㧎ῢ䂾䟊⓪ٻ㌗╖㩗㧎ٻ

ộ㧊ἶٻ⁎ٻ⽋Ⰲ㦮ٻ䣣✳㦚ٻ㥚䟊ٻṖ䞒䞮Ợٻ䧂㌳䞶ٻ㑮㠦ٻ㠜⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㞚┞⌦ἶٻⰦ䞲┺ٻ⩊⁎ٻډ

㑮ٻ㧞㦚⓪㰖ٻ⋮⩂⁎ٻډ┺⯎⳾ٻ⁎⩝┺ἶٻ䟊㍲ٻ㧊ٻ㧎ῢ䂾䟊Ṗٻṧ㧦₆ٻ㧎ῢ䂾䟊Ṗٻ㞚┢ٻộ㦒⪲ٻ

☢⼖䞮㰖☚ٻ㞠ἶ゚ٻڇ⹖䂲㌳㧦㧛㟧㦮ٻ⻫㧊ٻὖ䟟㧊⧒ἶٻ䟊㍲ٻ䞿⻫㧊ٻ⓪♮ٻộ㦖ٻ㞚┞┺ٻډ

㤆Ⰲ㦮ٻ㧛㟧䞮⓪ٻ㌂⧧㦖ٻ㧊⩆ٻ㧎ῢ䂾䟊⋮ٻ⻫㦚ٻ䟟䞮㰖ٻ㞠㦒Ⳋٻ㔺㻲㧊ٻṖ⓻䞲ٻộ㧒₢ٻښ

ὖ䟟㧊₆ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㧊⩆ٻ⻫㦚ٻἚ㏣䟊㍲ٻ㰖㰖䟊㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻộ㧒₢ٻښ㧊ٻ➛㠦㍲ٻ㧊⯚☚ٻ

㠜ἶٻ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㩫⽊☚ٻṖ㰞ٻ䧮㧊ٻ㠜⓪ٻ㞚㧊✺ٻڇ⁎⧮㍲ڢٻ ٻ㦖⧑➆ٻ⧮㞚ٻ㧦⁖ٻ⓪⧑

㧒⩾⻞䢎⯒ٻṖ㔊㠦ٻ䛞ἶٻ㧶㧊ٻ⓪✲ٻ㞚㧊✺ٻڇ㧊ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ㧶✲⓪ٻ㑲Ṛٻ☚⋮ٻ㧊ٻ㞚㧊✺ὒٻ

ὒٻۈڦڏۙڎٻ⟾㠊㰚ٻ㠊ⓦٻὉ㠦㍲ٻ㧶㧦Ⰲ㠦ٻ✺㠊Ṛ┺ٻډ㰖㻯㦮ٻṯ㦖ٻ➛㠦ٻ❇㦚ٻ╖ἶٻ⧢ἆ㠦ٻ
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㡺Ṗ⓪ٻṯ㦖ٻὋ₆⯒ٻⰞ㔲Ⳇٻ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㑾㏢Ⰲ☚ٻἶ⯊Ợٻ㧶㦚ٻ㧪┺ٻ⌋ٻ⓪⋮ٻډ㞚⻚㰖Ṗٻ㰖㠊㭖ٻ

㧊⯚ٻڇ䡫㩲✺ὒٻ䟃⪂㦚ٻ⋮ٻ㞚⯚┺㤊ٻ㧊⯚ٻڇṖ㫇❇⪳㠦ٻ❇㨂♲ٻ㧊⯚㦚ٻṖ㰖ἶٻ㧞┺ٻډ

Ṗ㫇ὖἚ❇⪳㠦ٻ⌋ٻ♲⪴❇ٻ㧊⯚㦖ٻ⌊Ợٻ㔲⹒ῢ㦚ٻ㡂䞲┺ٻ⓪⋮ٻډ㧦₆㦮ٻ㧎ῢ㩗ٻ㫊㠚㦚ٻ

㰖䌂ٻ ῢ⓻㦚ٻ Ṗ㰚ٻ ㌂⧢㧊ٻ ٻ♲ ộ㧊┺ٻډ ٻ⁎ 㞚㧊✺㦖ٻ 㧊⯚╖㔶ٻ ڢ 䆪✲Ⱒٻ 㧞㦚ٻ ㈦㧊┺ٻډ

ڢ 䆪✲Ⱒ㦚ٻṖ㰖ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ 㧎Ṛὒٻ☯㔲╖⯒ٻ㌊ἶٻ㧞┺⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㟒Ⱒ㦮ٻ㔲╖⯒ٻ㌂⓪ٻ㧒㧊ٻ

㞚┞ἶٻⶊ㠝㧎Ṗٻډ

‖䢮㧛㟧㧎┾㼊ڗٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎⳾㧚ٻڙ╖䚲㧎ٻ⌋ٻ䂲ῂٻ㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊㢖ٻ

⪲㓺ٻ 㡺䋂⓪ٻ 㰖⋲ٻ 䟊ٻ Ṗ㦚ٻ 㧦₆✺ٻ 㭒Ⲏ┞⯒ٻ 䎎㠊ٻ 㓺㥚㓺ٻ 㩲⍺㠦ٻ ┺⎖㢪┺ٻډ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ㥚㤦䣢Ṗٻ 䞲ῃ㦮ٻ 㞚☯㧎ῢ㦚ٻ 㕂㌂䞮⓪ٻ 䣢㦮Ṗٻ 㧞㠞₆ٻ ➢ⶎ㧊㠞┺ٻډ ⚮㦖ٻ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ㥚㤦✺㦚ٻ Ṳ⼚㩗㦒⪲ٻ Ⱒ⋮ٻڇ 䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ 㿲㌳䞮⓪ٻ 㞚☯✺ٻ 㭧㠦ٻ

゚⹖䂲㌳㧦㧛㟧㦒⪲ٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻ㫊㨂㦮ٻ㰚㔺㦚ٻ㦖䘦╏䞮⓪ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ㧞㦢㦚ٻ㞢Ⰲἶٻڇ䞲ῃٻ㩫Ṗٻ

㫆㏣䧞ٻ 㞚☯㿲㌳㔶ἶ㩲⯒ٻ 㞚☯㿲㌳❇⪳㩲⪲ٻ ∎☚⪳ٻ ῢἶ䟊㭚ٻ ộ㦚ٻ 䌗䟞┺ٻډ 㞚☯㦮ٻ

㿲㌳❇⪳㦚ٻ㌆㧎ὒ⼧㤦ὒٻ㫆㌆㤦㧊ٻῂ㼃㧊⋮ٻ☯㌂ⶊ㏢㠦ٻ⪲ٻ䞮☚⪳ٻ䟊㟒ٻ䞲┺⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻډ

㞚☯㦮ٻ㿲㌳ٻ❇⪳㦚ٻ⳾㦮ٻ㧦㦮㠦ٻⰷỾٻ⚮ٻ㧒㧊ٻ㞚┞⧒ٻ㌂䣢㩗㦒⪲ٻ㺛㧚㦚ٻ㰖⓪ٻ㔲㓺䎲㦚ٻ

Ṭ㿪㠊㟒ٻ䞲┺⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻډ⹎㢖ٻ㥶⩓㦮ٻῃṖ✺ٻ╖㦖ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ⼧㦮㤦㠦㍲ٻ㿲㌳䞲ٻ䤚ٻ

ڍڒ 㔲Ṛٻ㞞㠦ٻ⼧㦮㤦㠦㍲ٻῃṖ㿲㌳❇⪳㍲㠦ٻ❇⪳䞲┺ٻډ⳾⓪ٻ┺Ⱒٻ⁎ٻὖὋ㍲⪲ٻṖ㍲ٻ

㧊⹎ٻ㿲㌳❇⪳㧊ٻ♲ٻⶎ㍲⯒ٻ㞚⽒ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚ٻ㈦㧊┺ٻډ㰖⋲ڌڌڋڍٻ ړڏڐڌٻ㞚☯㦖ٻῃ⌊㧛㟧ٻ⎚ ⳛٻڇ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㞚☯㦖ڑڌڔٻ ⳛٻڇ㧊✺ٻ㭧㠦ٻⳝ㧊ڢٻ 䆪✲㧎Ṛ㧊㠞⓪㰖⯒ٻ⓪⋮ٻ㞢㰖ٻⴑ䞲┺ٻډⳝٻ䟊ٻ

㩚㦮ٻ ῃṖ㩫㺛㦚ٻ ╊╏䞮⓪ٻ 㡆ῂ₆ὖ㦮ٻ 䞲ٻ 㡆ῂ㠦ٻ 㦮䞮Ⳋٻ ῃ⌊㧛㟧㞚☯㦮ٻ ٻṖڀڒڔ

゚⹖䂲㌳㧦㧛㟧㧊⧒ἶٻ䟞㦒┞ٻڇῃ⌊㧛㟧㞚☯㧊Ệ⋮ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㞚☯㧊Ệ⋮ٻ㧛㟧♮₆ٻ㧊㩚₢㰖ٻ

Ὃ㔳㩗㧎ٻ㧊⯚㧊ٻ㠜㧊ڢٻڇ 䆪✲Ⱒ㦚ٻ㰖⎪▮ٻ㞚☯㧊ڍٻ 㻲ⳛ㦚ٻ㌗䣢䟞㦒Ⰲ⧒⓪ٻ㰦㧧㦖ٻἆ䆪ٻ

㰖⋮䂮㰖⓪ٻ㞠㦒Ⰲ⧒ٻډ

㤆Ⰲٻ㩫Ṗڂٻ㧛㟧䢲㎇䢪ٻ⯒ڂ㥚₆㠦ٻ㻮䞲ٻ㞚☯⽋㰖㦮ٻ䟋㕂㩫㺛ٻ㭧㦮ٻ䞮⋮⪲ٻṖ㰖ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ䞲ٻڇ

⁎Ⰲἶٻ 㡺⓮ٻ ڐ 㤪ٻ ڌڌ 㧒㦚ٻ ٻ㧛㟧㦮ڂ ٻ⪲ڂ⋽ ₆Ⰲ⓪ٻ 䞲ٻڇ ⁎⧮㍲ٻ 㧛㟧䢲㎇䢪⯒ٻ 㥚䟊㍲⓪ٻ

゚⹖䂲㌳㧦㧛㟧㦮ٻὖ䟟㦚ٻ㣿㧎䟊㟒ٻ䞲┺⓪ٻ㭒㧻㧊ٻἚ㏣䟊㍲ٻ䧮㦚ٻ㠑⓪ٻ䞲ٻڇ☯㔲╖⯒ٻ㌂⓪ٻ

㧊ٻ ➛㦮ٻ ٻ⬢☯ 㧎Ṛ㠦Ợٻ ڑ Ṳ㤪㧊ἶٻ ڌ ⎚㧊ἶٻ ڢ 䆪✲Ⱒ㦚ٻ 㡂䞮⓪ٻ 㤆Ⰲ㦮ٻ Ⱒ䟟ڈ

Ὃ㩫㩫㍲㔺₆㨂㬚ڈ㦚ٻ ἶ䂮₆ٻ 㠊⩺㤎ٻ ộ㧊┺ٻډ ⁎⧮㍲ٻ 䞚㧦Ṗٻ 㤊㡗䞮⓪ٻ ٻὒڙ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ڗ

ٻ㰚㔺ὒڗ 䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧⳾㧚ڙὒٻ ٻ㢖ڙ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ڗ ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㦖ڙ䞲ῃ䞲⳾㡆䞿ڗ

㌂䣢Ṗٻ㧛㟧䢲㎇䢪⯒ٻ㥚䟊ڂٻ㧛㟧㦮ڂ⋽ٻ㦚ٻ㰖䋺₆ٻڇ⓪┺⽊ٻ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇ٻ⽊䢎㦮ٻ㩫㔶㦚ٻ䞾㟧䞮ἶٻڇ

䔏䧞ٻ㧊ٻ➛㦮ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㦮ٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻῢⰂṖٻ㧞㦢㦚ٻ㭒㧻䞮₆ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㩫Ṗٻ㩫䞲ٻ

ڐٻڂ⋽ٻ㧛㟧㦮ڂ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒㦚ڂٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⪲ڂ⋽ٻ㍶䙂䞮ἶٻ㰖䋺ἶٻ㧞┺ٻډ㧊ٻ➛㦮ٻ㞚☯㟧㥷㼊ἚṖٻ

ὒ☚䞮Ợٻ╂䞲ٻἶ㞚㤦ὒٻ㧛㟧₆ὖ㠦㍲ٻ䟊╋㦚ٻ㺔㦚ٻộ㧊ٻ㞚┞⧒ٻ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇㟧㥷ῢٻṫ䢪⯒ٻ

䐋䟊㍲ٻ㺔㞚㟒ٻ䞲┺⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ⌋ 㫡㦖ٻ 䂲ῂ✺㧎ٻ ٻ㦮ڙ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ڗ 䣢㤦㧎ٻ ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻ ٻ㎎㌗㦮ڂ ٻ✶⳾ 㠚Ⱎ✺㦖ٻ

㧦₆Ṗٻ⌉㦖ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻῢⰂṖٻ㧞┺ڂډ⧒ἶٻⰦ䞮Ⳋٻڇ⡦ٻ⌋ٻ⯎┺ٻ㫡㦖ٻ䂲ῂ✺㧎ڗٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ

䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎⳾㧚ڙ㦮ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦖ڂٻ㎎㌗㦮ٻ✶⳾ٻ㞚₆✺㦖ٻ䂲㌳⳾㦮ٻ䛞㠦㍲ٻ
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㧦⧚ٻῢⰂṖٻ㧞┺ڂډἶٻ╖╋䞲┺ٻډ⁎⩝㰖ٻ㞠㦖Ṗٻښ㤆Ⰲٻ㩫Ṗڂٻ㧛㟧䢲㎇䢪㩫㺛ڂ㦚ٻ䘦₆䞮ἶٻ

ۈڦٻⳝٻ⪴゚ٻڇ㡺Ⳋٻ㧊⋽ٻ⓪䘒䂮ٻ䧮㹾Ợٻ㦚ڂ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇⽊䢎㩫㺛ڂ 㦮ٻỆⰂ⯒ٻ⚦ἶڢٻ 䆪✲㧎Ṛٻڇ

㧊⯚ٻ㠜⓪₆ٻ䢎㧎Ṛὒٻ㤊ٻ➛ὒٻ䦦⯊⓪ٻὋ₆⯒ٻὋ㥶䟊㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㧊ٻ㟒Ⱒ㦮ٻ㔲╖⯒ٻⰞṦ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ

㧞㦒Ⰲ⧒ٻډ

ٻ

ڐٻ⓮㡺پپپ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻ㡺㩚ڋڌٻ 㔲䎆ٻ㡺䤚ڐٻ 㔲₢㰖ٻῃ䣢㦮㤦䣢ὖٻ㏢䣢㦮㔺㠦㍲ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ

㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⎦₆ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺Ṗٻ㡊Ⰶ┺ٻډⰤ㦖ٻ✺㦮ٻὖ㕂ὒٻ㺎㡂⯒₆ٻ╖䞲┺ٻٻډ

㿲㻮ٻړڎڔڋڋڌڌڌڐڋڍڌڋڍژۈېۉںۀۇھۄۏۍڼښۋێڼډۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۈۊھډۉڼۄێێۀۍۋډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

ٻ

ڐ 㤪ٻ ڌڌ 㧒㦖ٻ 㩫㠦㍲ٻ 㩫䞲ٻ ٻ㧛㟧㦮ڂ ٻډ┺㧊ڂ⋽ 䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢㢖ٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎⳾㧚ٻ ❇㦖

㰖⋲䟊䎆ٻ㧊⋶㦚ڂٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ڂ⋽ٻ㧊⧒ٻ⯊ἶٻῃ㩲ٻ䆮䗒⩆㓺⯒ٻṲ㾲䞲┺ٻٻډ

ٻٻ

㩫⓪ٻ㔲㍺㠦㍲ٻ㧦⧒⋮⓪ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㭚㧊ἶٻṖ㩫㠦㍲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧛㟧䟊ٻṖ㩫ٻ䢮ἓ㠦㍲ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㧦⧚ٻ㑮
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ٻṖ㫇㌂㰚ڂ Ṗ㪎㡺₆ٻڇڂ ٻ⚦ڂ 㧊ٻ 㧞㠊ٻ 㩫Ⱖٻ 䟟⽋䞿┞┺ٻډڂ ٻ㤆Ⰲڂ Ṗ㫇ٻ 㞚ザ㠚Ⱎ㢖ٻ ㌊㞚㣪ٻڂ

❇㧊▪⧒ٻډ㫖ٻṖ䂮㭧Ⱃ㩗ٻ䚲䡚㦚ٻ㗒㦒Ⳋٻ㠊➶㦚₢ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㞚㓂㤖㧊ٻ✺㠞┺ٻٽډ

ٻښ㠊⟺Ṗٻ⓪ὖἚٻ䞯⳾✺ὒٻ⯎┺ٻⰂἶ⁎ٻ✺㤆 ٻڇ┮䞯ᾦ㍶㌳ٻڈ

ٻ⋺㰖ٽ ڎ 㤪ٻ䞯⳾䣢⯒ٻṪ⓪◆ٻ㠊㌟䞾㧊ٻⓦ⅊㪢┺ٻډ䞯⳾䣢㠦㍲ٻ⌋ٻ㞚✺㧊ٻ⓪┞┺ٻὒٻ䤚

㑮㠛㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻ㧊㟒₆䞮⓪◆ٽٻ㩖㏢✳䂋ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊⧒ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ㌆Ⱒ䞮┺ٻ⓪⧑ٽ䚲䡚㦚ٻ㌳ṗٻ㠜㧊ٻ㝆⓪

㠚Ⱎ✺㧊ٻ㧞㠞┺ٻډ㺎ٻ㠊㧊Ṗٻ㠜㠞┺ٻډ⡦ٻ䞯ᾦ㍺ⳛ䣢⯒ٻ䞮⓪ٻ⋶㠦☚ٻᾦṦٻ㍶㌳┮㧊ٻ ⓪㌂ٻⴑٽ

㩖㏢✳䂋ٻ㞚㧊✺ٽ㧊⧒⓪ٻ䚲䡚㦚ٻ㑮㔲⪲ٻ⋾䟊㍲ٻ㺎ٻ䘎䟞┺ٻډᾦ㥷䡚㧻㠦㍲⧒☚ٻ㹾⼚㩗ٻ㣿㠊⯒

㞞ٻ㗒㦒Ⳋٻ䞲┺ٻٽډ

ٻښ⋮䘟Ṗ䞮ٻ㠊⠑Ợٻ㌗䢿㦖ٻ㰚㩚ٻ♲⩽ὖٻ㰖㢖⽋ٻ䞲╖ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ㞞☯ٻ⎚ٻⳝٻ⋺㰖ٻڈ

ڐڋڋڍٽ ٻ⎚ 㿲㌆ٻ ╏㔲㢖ٻ ゚ᾦ䟊㍶ٻ 㫡㞚㪢┺ٻډ ╏㔲㠪ٻ 㩫ٻ 㰖㤦㧊ٻ ڌ 㤦☚ٻ 㠜㠞┺ٻډ 㰖⁞㦖

㩲䞲㩗㧊㰖Ⱒٻ ₆㩖‖ٻڇ 㥶ٻ 㰖㤦㧊ٻ 㧞┺ٻډ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ 㞚㰗ٻ 㩫⓪ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợٻ ⶊ㠝㧊ٻ 䞚㣪䞲㰖

ٻ⓪⯊⳾ ộٻ ṯ┺ٻډ ⹎䢒⳾✺㦖ٻ ₆㽞㑮 㧦ٻ ㌗䌲⯒ٻ ⻭㠊⋮ἶٻ 㕌㠊ٻ 䞲┺ٻډ ٻ◆⩆⁎ 䡚㨂ٻ ⹎䢒⳾

㰖㤦㩲☚⓪ٻ 㩚ٻ 㞚┞Ⳋٻ 㩚ⶊ┺ٻډ ㍶䌳㩗ٻڇ ⰴ㿺䡫ٻ 㰖㤦㦚ٻ 䟊ٻ 㭒㠞㦒Ⳋٻ 䞲┺ٻډ㡞⯒ٻ ✺Ⳋٻڇ

㧚╖㭒䌳㧊ٻ䞚㣪䞲ٻṖ㩫ٻڇ㦮⬢゚Ṗٻ䞚㣪䞲ٻṖ㩫ٻڇᾦ㥷゚Ṗٻ䞚㣪䞲ٻṖ㩫ٻٻډ❇ٻ

▪㤇㧊ڌڌڋڍٻ ڏڍڌٻ㡞㌆㦖ٻ㡂㎇Ṗ㫇ٻὖ⩾䞲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ⎚ 㠋ٻ㤦㧊㠞⓪◆ٻ⎚⁞ٻ㡞㌆㦖ٻ㡺䧞⩺ڑړٻ 㠋

㤦㦒⪲ٻ㌃Ṧ♦┺ٻډ㡂㎇Ṗ㫇㠦㍲ٻ䞮⓪ٻⰦ㦖ٻ ڏڍ ㎎ٻ⹎Ⱒٻ㼃㏢⎚ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㥚㭒㦮ٻ㰖㤦ٻ㡞㌆㧊

ڌڌڋڍ ⎚㠦ٻ⋾㞚㍲ٻ㌃Ṧ♮㠞┺⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻ⓪⋮ٻډ㩫㠦㍲ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㰖㤦㡞㌆₆ٻ㭖㦚ٻ㠚Ⱎٻ⋮㧊㠦

ⰴ㿪㰖ٻⰦἶٻ㞚☯⋮㧊㠦ٻⰴ㿪⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ▪ٻ㩗䞿䞮┺ἶٻ㌳ṗ䞲┺ٻډ㥶㠪㞚☯㧎ῢ䡧㟓☚ٽٻ㞚☯㦚ٻ㥚䞲

㾲㍶㦮ٻ 㧊㧋㧊ٻ Ⲓ㩖ٻٽ 㧚㦚ٻ ⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ 㧞┺ٻډ 㞚☯㦮ٻ ⋮㧊㠦ٻ ⹎䢒⳾ٻ 㰖㤦㡞㌆㦚ٻ ⰴ㿪㠞┺Ⳋ

⁞⎚㡞㌆㧊ٻ㌃Ṧ♮㰖ٻ㞠㞮㦚ٻ䎦◆ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㞚㓂㤖㧊ٻ✺㠞┺ٻٽډ

ٻٽ㧦ٻⴑٻ☚㧶ٻἶ⹒㠦ٻ₢㧞㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㰖䅲㭚ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ㤆ⰂٻṖ⌋ٽ

ٻډ⧑╂ٻⰦ䟊ٻ☚㠊⩺㤖ٻڇⶊ㠝㧎Ṗٻ㦖㊾₆ٻὒ⧢⽊ٻ䋆ٻṖ㧻ٻ䋺㤆Ⳋ㍲ٻ䢒㧦ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻڈ

ٻ㌳䢲ٽ 㧦㼊㠦ٻ 㞚㧊㠦Ợٻ⓪ٻ ộ㧊ٻ 㭒⓪ٻ ộ⽊┺ٻⰤ┺ٻډ 㞚㧊Ṗٻ 㧞₆ٻ 㩚㠦⓪ٻ ٻ✶⳾ 㧒㠦ٻ ⌊Ṗ

㤆㍶㧊㠞⓪◆ٻ㰖⁞㦖ٻ㞞ٻډ┺⩝⁎ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ䄺Ṗ⓪ٻộὒٻ☯㔲㠦ٻ☚⋮ٻ䄺Ṗ⓪ٻⓦ⋢㦚ٻ⓪┺ٻډ㞚㧊⪲

㧎䟊㍲ٻ ٻ☚⋮ ㎇㧻䞲┺ٻډ ⁎⧮㍲ٻ 㞚㧊㠦Ợٻ 䟃㌗ٻ ἶⰯỢٻ ㌳ṗ䞲┺ٻډ ⌊Ṗٻ 㠒Ⱎ⋮ٻ 㧊₆㩗

㧎Ṛ㧊㠞⋮⯒ٻ㞚㧊⪲ٻ㧎䟊㍲ٻ⺆㤊┺ٻډ㞚㧊ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ⳾┮ὒٻṖ㫇㦮ٻ㏢㭧䞾ὒٻ⁎ٻ㦮⹎⯒ٻ㩞㔺䧞

䞮ἶٻ☚ἶⰯ₆ٻ䞮ἶٻ☚⹎㞞䞮₆ٻⳊ㍲⽊ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ⓪䞮⩹⺆ٻ⯒⋮ٻ◆⓪䞮ٻ䟊㟒⩹⺆ٻṖ⌋ٻډ┺⓪╁₾

ٻډ┺⩝⁎

Ṗ㧻ٻ㠊⩺㤊ٻộ㦖ٻ㭒㥚㦮ٻ㹾Ṗ㤊ٻ㔲㍶㧊┺ٻډ㻮㦢㠦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⪲₆⌋⽊ٻⰞ㦢ⲏ㦖ٻộ☚ٻ㔲Ἶ㠦

Ἒ㔲⓪ٻ⳾┮㧊ٻ㭒㥚⪲䎆ٻ㦚ٻ㕎⓮䞲ٻ㔲㍶ٻ➢ⶎ㧊㠞┺ٻډ⁎䤚ٻⰞ㦢㦚ٻ∪ٻ⳾┮ٻ╖㠦☚

㞚㧊⯒ٻ䢖⪲ٻ䋺㤶┺ٻډ⳾┮㧊ڐٻ ڐٻ㌳䤚䎆ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻډ┺Ⱒ⋮㎾ٻ㞞ٻ⯒⋮ٻ㞞☯ٻ⎚ ㌊ٻ➢₢㰖ٻ⌊

⳾┮㦮ٻ㌂⧧㦚ٻⴑٻ㞚㍲ٻ㰖⁞☚ٻṖ㔊ٻ㞚䝚┺ٻډ㞚㧊Ṗڏٻ ㌊ٻڇ➢ٻṯ㦖ٻ㠊Ⰶ㧊㰧㦚ٻ▮┞┺ٻ㞚㧊

㠚ⰞṖٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚✺㧎ٻộ㦚ٻ㞢ἶڂٻ䞲ٻὋṚ㠦ٻ䞾℮ٻ㧞⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ䇢䞮┺ڂἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻډ
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䞮⓮㧊ٻⶊ⍞㰖⓪ٻⓦ⋢㧊㠞┺ٻ➢⁎ٻډ㞚㧊㠦Ợٻ⍞ⶊٻ⹎㞞䟞ἶٽٻ⌊Ṗٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧊ٻ㎎㌗㠦㍲ٻὒ㡆

㰖䅲㭚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚₢ٻٽښἶ⹒㦒⪲ٻ䞲㑾☚ٻⴑٻ㧺┺ٻٻډ

Ṗ㧻ٻ⚦⩺㤊ٻộ㦖ٻ㫆⁎Ⱒٻ㧮ⴑ㦚ٻ䟊☚ٻ⌋ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٽٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㧦⎖┞₢ٻ⁎⩝㰖゚ٻ⓪⧑ٽ⋲㦚ٻ✹⓪

ộ㧊┺ٻډⰤ㧊ٻ₊㧻䞮Ⳋ㍲ٻ㌆┺ٻٽډ

ڐٻڈ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒ٽٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢٻ⽊䢎ٻ⓪⧑ٽ㭒㩲⪲ٻῃ䣢㠦㍲ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮⋶ٻῃ㩲䆮䗒⩆㓺Ṗ

㡊Ⰶ┺ٻډ⹎䢒⳾⪲㍲ٻ㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢ㦮ٻ⽊䢎Ṗٻ㠊ⓦٻ㩫☚ٻ㑮㭖㧊⧒ἶٻⓦ⋒⋮ٻښ

ٻ⓪㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢ٽ ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ 㠚Ⱎ⪲ٻڇ 㡂㎇㦒⪲ٻ ⡦ٻ ㌂䣢ῂ㎇㤦㦒⪲ٻ 㧎㩫䞮㰖ٻ 㞠⓪┺ٻډ ⹎䢒⳾⪲㍲

㧚㔶䞮ἶٻ㌂㍺ٻ㧛㟧┾㼊ٻ㌂䣢⽋㰖㌂㠦Ợٻ㌗╊㦚ٻ㦚ٻ⩆⁎ٻ☚➢ٻ㧎㌗㦚ٻṫ䞮Ợٻ㞮┺ٻډ⁎⧮㍲

⹎䢒⳾⪲㍲ٻ㠊⠑Ợٻ㞚₆⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚₢⯒ٻ㌗╊䟊ٻ㭒⓪ٻ╖㔶㠦ٻゾⰂٻ㧛㟧ٻ⓪⌋⽊ٻ⻫㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻڇ

⡦ٻ⹎䢒⳾⪲ٻ㌊Ⳋٻ㠒Ⱎ⋮ٻ㌌㧊ٻ㠊⪋ἶٻ㞚㧊ٻ㧎㌳㠦Ợٻ䞒䟊Ṗٻ♮⓪㰖⯒ٻ㰧㭧㩗㦒⪲ٻ㞢⩺ٻ㭒㠞┺ٻډ

⁎✺㦖ٻ䂲ῢ䙂₆㍲㢖ٻ 㧛㟧☯㦮㍲㠦ٻ ㍲ⳛ䞶ٻ ộ㦚ٻ ῢ㧻䟞┺ٻډ⌊Ṗٻ Ệ₆㠦ٻ ㍲ⳛ䞮ἶٻ ㌞⼓ٻ ڍ 㔲

ڒڏ 㠦ٻ㿲㌆䟞⓪◆ڐٻ 㔲Ṛٻ䤚㧎ٻ㞚䂾ړٻ 㔲㠦ٻ㢖㍲ٻ䞲Ⱎ❪ٻⰦ☚ٻ㠜㧊ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ◆⩺Ṫ┺ٻ⁎ٻډ┺㦢

㞞ٻ㧞㠊㍲ٻⶎ㩲Ṗٻ䟟㩫㌗ٽٻ䞮Ⳇٻ㩫㌟㦚ٻ䞮㧦ٻἶ⧑╂⩹☢ٻ⯒㞚₆ٻ㺔㞚Ṗ㍲ٻ㔲┺ٻ∎ἶٻⰞ㦢㦚ٻ⋽

ڍٻ㠦⊲ٻ㌂㩫䞲ٻ⪴☚♮ٻ㧊ٻ㏦㧊ٻ㞠ἶٻ䙂₆䞮㰖ٻ☚⧮⁎ٻډ┺䟞ٻἶٽ┺♲ 㭒ٻ䤚㠦ٻṚ㔶䧞ٻ㞚₆⯒

☢⩺㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㠞┺ٻډ㰖⁞☚ڍٻ➢⁎ٻ 㭒Ṛٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻⴑٻ⽎ٻộ㦚ٻ㌳ṗ䞮Ⳋٻ㞚㧊ٻ㠒Ὴ㦚ٻ⽒ٻⳊ⳿㧊

㠜┺ٻٻٽډ

ٻډ◆䎦ٻ㧞㦚ٻ㩦㧊ٻ⓪⋒ⓦٻⰢ⋮Ⳋ㍲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦚ٻڈ

ٻ⋷ٽ ṯ㰖ٻ 㞠ἶٻ Ṗ㫇ٻ ṯ┺ٻ☚⋮ٻډ 㩚㠦⓪ٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㦚ٻ 㫡Ợٻ ㌳ṗ䟞┺ٻډ ٻ◆⩆⁎ ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧㠦㍲

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦚ٻ Ⱔ㧊ٻ Ⱒ⋮Ⳇٻ ⁎✺㧊ٻ 䘟㌳ٻ 㦖ٻ ㌗㻮Ṗٻ ⌊Ṗٻ ㌗㌗䞮⓪ٻ ộٻ 㧊㌗㧊⧒⓪ٻ Ỏ

㩞Ṧ䟞┺ٻٽډ

ٻډⶊ㠝㧎Ṗٻộ㦖ٻ䞚㣪䞲ٻṲ㍶㧊ٻṖ㧻ٻὖ⩾䞮㡂ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻڈ

㧎㩫䞮㰖ٻ⪲㠚Ⱎٻ⯒⳾⹎䢒ٻ⓪㌂䣢ٻ㤆Ⰲٻډ┺䞚㣪䞮ٻ㧎㔳Ṳ㍶㧊ٻ䘎ἂὒٻ䞲╖ٻ㞚☯㠦ٻ⁎ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٽ

㞠⓪ٻộٻṯ┺ٻډ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䢣⽊䞮ἶٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䞲ٻ⳾㠦Ợٻ㌗㧻ὒٻ㌗䕾⯒ٻ㭖┺ٻډ䣾㧦䣾㌗☚ٻ㭖┺ٻډ

㔶╖ٻ㌗䕾ٻ⋮㌗㧻㧊ٻ⓪⹎䢒⳾✺㠦Ợٻ⓪䋺㤆ٻ䞮Ợ∡∡ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ㠜㧊ٻ㤖☚ٻ㭒㥚㦮ٻ⋮㞚ザٻ◆⩆⁎

䘎ἂὒٻ㹾⼚㧊ٻ☢㞚㡾┺ٻ⓪⋮ٻډ㩫㠦㍲ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㤆㑮㌂⪖☚ٻῊ䞮㡂ٻ㌗㦚ٻ㭒ἶٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮

ῂ㎇㤦㦒⪲ٻ 㞚✺㡂㟒ٻ 䞲┺ἶٻ ㌳ṗ䞲┺ٻډ ⳾Ṗٻ 㠊⠑Ịٻڇ 㞚ザṖٻ 㧞Ịٻ 㠜Ịٻ 㞚㧊⓪ٻ 㞚㧊㧒

㈦㧊ἶٻ㞚㧊ٻ⁎ٻ㧦㼊⪲㍲ٻ㫊㭧ἶٻ⽊䢎㞚㟒ٻ䞲┺ٻډ㠚Ⱎ☚ٻⰞ㺂Ṗ㰖┺ٻډ

⁎⧮㍲ٻ䞯ᾦ㠦㍲☚ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㧦⎖⯒ٻ㹾⼚䞮㰖ٻ㞠ἶٻ䘎ἂ㦚ٻṬ㰖ٻ㞠☚⪳ٻ䞮⓪ٻᾦ㥷㧊ٻ䞚㣪䞮┺ٻډ

┺ⶎ䢪Ṗ㩫ٻڇ䘎⳾Ṗ㩫ٻ❇ٻ┺㟧䞲ٻ⳾㔋㦮ٻṖ㫇䡫䌲㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲☚ٻṖ⯊䂮ἶٻ㫊㭧䞮☚⪳ٻ䞯㌳✺㠦Ợ

Ṗ⯊䂮⓪ٻộ㧊ٻἽٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㠊⯎✺㧊ٻ䞶ٻ㧒㧊┺ٻٻٻډ

⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ⁎ٻ㧦⎖⓪ٻ⻪㬚㧎㧊ٻ㞚┞┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢⯒ٻ㧊⬾⓪ٻ╏╏䞲ٻῂ㎇㤦㧊┺ٻډ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ⁎

㧦⎖Ṗٻ 㧦㡆㓺⩓Ợٻڇ ⊚⩓Ợٻ ㌳ṗ䞮㰖ٻ 㞠ἶٻڇ 㞚ⶊ⩝㰖☚ٻ 㞠Ợٻڇ 㥚㿫♮㰖ٻ 㞠ἶٻ ㌊ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞⓪

⁎⋶㧊ٻゾⰂٻ㢪㦒Ⳋٻ㫡Ỷ┺ٻٽډ

ٻ

▽㧊⓪ٻۗٻ⁖ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⎦₆ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲䄾䗒⩆㓺Ṗڐٻ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻ㡺㩚ڋڌٻ 㔲ٻῃ䣢㦮㤦䣢ὖ

㏢䣢㦮㔺㠦㍲ٽٻ㌞⫃Ợٻ㝆⓪ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢٽ㧊⧒⓪ٻ㭒㩲⪲ٻ㡊Ⱃ┞┺ٻډⰤ㦖ٻ㺎㡂⯒ٻ⧣┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڋڑڔڔڍڒڌڋڋڋڜژڟڞںکگکڞښۓۋێڼډۂۋںۏڼڊےۀۄۑڊڽۀڲںڮڲکڊۈۊھډێےۀۉ۔ۈۃۊډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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ڌڌٻڸ₆㧦ٻ㟧㰖ژ⽊㻲㰖㧒ڶ 㧒ٻ㡺㩚ٻ㍲㤎ٻ㡗❇䙂ῂٻ㡂㦮☚☯ٻῃ䣢㦮㤦䣢ὖ㠦㍲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ

⽊䢎┾㼊ٻತ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ಥٻ㭒㾲⪲ٻತ㩲 ٻٻډ┺♦Ṳ㾲ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺ಥṖٻῃ㩲ٻ⋽ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ䣢ڍ

ٻ

㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚㦮ٻ㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻ㌂ⶊ㽳㧻㦖ٻ䢮㡗㌂㠦㍲ٻದ⳾✶ٻ

㧛㟧㦖ٻ 㤦ٻ Ṗ㫇㦒⪲䎆ٻ 㞚㧊⯒ٻ Ⰲ䞮⓪ٻ ộ㠦㍲ٻ 㔲㧧♲┺ಧἶٻ 㰖㩗䞮Ⳇٻ ದ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻ

㩗Ợ⋮Ⱎٻ 䧮㦚ٻ 㡂ἶٻ 㧦㔶㦮ٻ 㧦⎖⯒ٻ 䋺㤎ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞┺Ⳋٻ 㧛㟧㦖ٻ 㧦㡆䧞ٻ 㭚㠊✺Ợٻ ٻ♶

ộಧ㧊⧒ἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㩫ٻ㌂ⶊ㽳㧻㦖ٻದ䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ㌳䞮⓪ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻṫ㣪ٻڇ㞫ٻڇ㰖㤦ٻ㫇ٻ❇ὒٻ䞾℮ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ

㞚㧊✺㧊ٻⰂ♲ٻἆὒಧ⧒Ⳇٻದ㩫Ṗٻ㧛㟧₆ὖ㦮ٻ⹒Ṛ㌂㠛㦚ٻ㧻⩺䞮㡂ٻತ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶ಥ㦚ٻ

Ⱒ✺ἶٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㽟㰚䞮⓪ٻ䟟㌂⯒ٻ䞮⓪ٻộ㦖ٻ㩗㩞䞮┺ಧἶٻṫ㫆䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㿫㌂㢖ٻ 䞾℮ٻ 㰚䟟♲ٻ ╖╊㠦㍲ٻ 㾲㡗䧂ٻ 㡂㎇Ṗ㫇㥚㤦㧻㦖ٻ ದ䝚⧧㓺㦮ٻ 䞲ٻ ⏎㩦ٻ ㌗㧎㧊ٻ

䝚⧧㓺⪲ٻ 㧛㟧♲ٻ 䞲ῃ㧎㧊ٻ 㹾⼚ἶٻ ἶ㌳䞮⓪ٻ ộ㦚ٻ ⽊Ⳇٻ ತ䞲ῃ㠦㍲⓪ٻ 㢲ٻ ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ

㰖㤦䞮㰖ٻ 㞠ⓦ⌦ಥἶٻ ゚䕦䞮Ⳇٻ ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ 㰖㤦䞮₆ٻ 㥚䞲ٻ ⳾⁞㤊☯㦚ٻ 䟊ٻ 㡺ἶٻ 㧞┺⓪ٻ
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㧊㟒₆⯒ٻ✺㠞┺ಧἶٻ㏢Ṳ䞮Ⳇٻದ㧊ٻ㧒㦖ٻ㰖⁞ٻ㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒Ṗٻ䟊㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㧒㧊⧒⓪ٻ㌳ṗ㧊ٻ✺㠊ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧ٻ╖㤊☯㦚ٻ㔲㧧䞮Ợٻ♦┺ಧἶٻ䡪┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

䞲ῃ㡂㎇ἓ㩲㧎䡧䣢ٻ ㍲㤎㰖䣢ٻ ₖ㡗㧦ٻ 䣢㧻㦖ٻ ದ㧊⻞ٻ 䄾䗒⩆㓺Ṗٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ⽊䢎㢖ٻ 㰖㤦ٻ

㩲☚⯒ٻῂ㼊䢪䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㰖⩱╖Ṗٻ⯒₆♮ٻ⧖┺ಧἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㧊⻞ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺⯒ٻ㭒㾲䞲ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ٻῢ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻㦖ٻದ㧛㟧㧎㦖ٻ⌊Ợٻ㧦₆⯒ٻ⌉㞚ٻ㭖ٻ㠚Ⱎ㢖ٻ

ṯ㧊ٻ㌊ٻῢⰂṖٻ㧞┺ἶٻⰦ䞮ἶٻڇ⹎䢒⳾✺㦚ٻⰢ⋮Ⳋٻ⁎✺㦖ٻ⌊Ợٻ㧦₆Ṗٻ⌉㦖ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ

ῢⰂṖٻ 㧞┺ἶٻ Ⱖ䞲┺ಧⳆٻ ದ㧛㟧㧊⧒⓪ٻ 䔖ٻ 㞚⧮ٻ 㞚㧊Ṗٻ 㧦㔶㦮ٻ 䂲⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻ 㟧㥷♶ٻ

ῢⰂṖٻ䥒㏦♮⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ䡚㨂㦮ٻ㌗䢿ಧ㧊⧒ἶٻↂ㰧㠞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㧊㠊ٻದⰺ⎚ٻ ڐ 㤪ٻ ڌڌ 㧒㧊ٻ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⪲⋽ٻ㩲㩫♒ٻⰤ㦖ٻ㌂⧢✺㧊₆ٻ⎦䞮ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ㌗䢿㠦㍲ٻ

㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻṞٻ₎㧎㰖ٻڇ㞚┞Ⳋٻ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ㢉㦖ٻ₎㧎㰖㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻ䏶⪶䞮ἶٻ

⏒㦮䞮㧦⓪ٻⰞ㦢㦒⪲ٻ㡺⓮㦚ٻತ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶ಥ⪲₆ٻ⎦䞮Ợٻ♦┺ಧἶٻ䡪┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

䞲䘎ٻ 㧊⋶ٻ 䄾䗒⩆㓺㠦⓪ٻ 㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ㥚㤦䣢ٻ 㧻ٻ 㩖Ⱎ䕊ٻ 㥚㤦㧻ὒٻ 㥶⩓㡆䞿ٻ 㡂㎇ῢⰂ㢖ٻ

㎇䘟❇㥚㤦䣢ٻ ⧒ٻ Ⱎ䔎⧒ٻ 㦮㧻㧊ٻ 㡗㌗㦒⪲ٻ 㿫㌂⯒ٻ 㩚䟞ἶٻڇ 㫊ٻ ㌂Ṗٻ 㥶⩓ٻ 㡆䞿ٻ

㩫䂮㍳ṖṖٻ㺎㍳䟊ٻ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ٻ❇ٻῃ㩲䡧㟓㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ⽎ٻ㥶⩓㦮ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧ٻ䡫䌲㠦ٻ

╖䞲ٻ ₆㫆㡆㍺㦚ٻ 䟞┺ٻډ 㧊ٻ 㣎㠦☚ٻ ⁞㭚ٻ ㎎⩞⳾┞ٻڇ 䅖㧋ٻ 䄺䕛ٻڇ 䞯㑶ٻ ㎎㎮ٻ ٻ❇ ┺㟧䞲ٻ

䝚⪲⁎⧾㧊ٻ㰚䟟♦┺ٻډ

㿲㻮ٻڌڔڒڌڎڌژۊۉۓڿۄښۇۈۏۃډےۀۄڱۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊێےۀۉڊۈۊھډۅھێےۀۉډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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㰖⋲ٻ ڐ 㤪ٻ ڌڌ 㧒ٻ ῃ䣢㦮㤦䣢ὖٻ ㏢䣢㦮㔺ڃ㭧ṫ╏ڄ㠦㍲⓪ٻ 㩲ڂ ڍ 䣢ٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ٻ⋽ ٻ⎦₆

ῃ㩲䄾䗒⩆㓺ٻڂṖ㡊⪎┺ٻډ㧊ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺⓪ڋڐڌٻ 㡂ⳛ㦮ٻῃ⌊㣎㺎Ṗ㧦✺㧊ٻ䞾℮ٻ䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧊ٻ 㧦Ⰲ㠦㍲ٻ 䞲ῃٻ ㌂䣢㦮ٻ 㞚☯ٻ 㟧㥷ٻ 㼊Ἒ⯒ٻ 㧛㟧㧊⋮ٻ ⽊㥷㤦ٻ 㭧㕂㦮ٻ 䟊ἆ㺛㧊ٻ 㞚┢ٻ

䂲㌳Ṗ㫇ٻ ⽊䢎⪲ٻ 㩫㺛㦮ٻ 䟻㦚ٻ 㧷㞚㟒䞲┺⓪ٻ 㩦ٻڇ 䔏䧞ٻ ῃ⌊㣎㧛㟧㞚☯㦮ٻ ٻ㧊㌗㧊ڀڋڔ

⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ 㞚☯㧎ٻ 㩦㦚ٻ 㥶⎦䟊㍲ٻڇ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㠦㍲☚ٻ ㌂䣢㩗㦒⪲ٻ Ṗ㧻ٻ 㟓㧦㦮ٻ 㥚䂮㠦ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ

⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ 㟧㥷ῢ㦚ٻ ⽊䢎䞮ἶٻ 㰖㤦䞮⓪ٻ ộ㦚ٻ 䐋䟊ٻ 㤆Ⰲٻ ㌂䣢㦮ٻ 㨂㌳㌆㼊㩲㦮ٻ 㩫㌗䢪⯒ٻ

☚⳾䞶ٻộٻ❇㧊ٻ⏒㦮♦┺ٻٻډ
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Ṗ㤊◆㍲ٻ㩚Ṳ♮ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ㞚☯ٻ㟧㥷ٻ䢏㦖ٻ㨂㌳㌆ٻ㼊㩲㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㎇㺆㠦ٻ☚㤖㧊ٻ

ٻ䘎㰧㧦ٻډ┺⓪㞠ٻ⧒Ⱎ㰖ٻ⯒₆♮

㩲ٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ ٻ䢮㡗㌂ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺ٻῃ㩲ٻ⎦₆ٻ⋽ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ䣢ڍ

ٻ

ٻ䚲╖ٻڄڦڞڜڭگڃ㰚㔺ὒ䢪䟊⯒㥚䞲䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎⳾㧚ٻڊڄڼۆۉۀۍگٻۂۉۊۀڥٻۀۉڼڥڃ㩲㧎㩫䔎⩢䃊ٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻ

ٻ㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻ㝾ٻགྷ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ٻ

ٻ

㩲ڂ ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⎦₆ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺ٻڇ㌞⫃Ợٻ㝆⓪ٻ䞲ῃ㦮ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢٻڕ㧛㟧㦚ٻ

⍮㠊ٻ㕇⁖ⰮٻṖ㫇ٻῢⰂٻ⽊䢎⪲ڂټ㠦ٻ㡂⩂ٻ⯒⚦⳾ٻⰴ㧊䞮Ợٻ♲ٻộ㦚ٻ㡗ὧ㦒⪲ٻ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺ٻډ

㩖㦮ٻ⧢㦖ٻڇ㡺⓮㧊ٻ䣢㦮㔺㦚ٻ⋽⟶ٻ➢₢㰖ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ⳾⚦Ṗٻⶊ㠎Ṗ⯒ٻ₾╁ἶٻ䞲ῃٻ⹎䢒⳾✺ὒٻ

ٻ㔲┺ٻ⯒⪲㓺㓺ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ䒂㨗㠦ٻ㰖㏣㩗㧎ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㔲⹒ῢ㦚ٻڇ㌂䣢ῢٻڇἓ㩲ῢٻڇ㧎ῢٻ㧦⎖✺㦮ٻ⁎

㧦Ⰲٻⰺₖ䞮⓪ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

ڐڋڋڍ ٻډ┺┞㢪㔋⋮ٻ㰞ⶎ㧊ٻ⩆㧊ٻڇ➢✺Ⱒٻ㩫㺛㦚ٻ⓪㧻⩺䞮ٻῃ⌊㧛㟧㦚ٻỊ⽋㰖㠦㍲⽊ٻ⎚

ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ⌋ῃٽٻ㦖╋ٻⰆ⌋ٻỊ⽋㰖Ṗ⽊ٻٽښ₢䟊㟒䞶ٻ㠊⠑Ợٻ㭚㧊⩺Ⳋٻ⯒㑮ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㞚☯㦮ٽ

㽟㰚㔲䋺㧦ٽټ㡖㔋┞┺ٻ⁎ٻډἆὒڑڋڋڍٻڇ ⎚䎆ٻⰺ⎚ڐٻ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒Ⱎ┺ٻ㩫⓪ڂٻ㧛㟧㦮⋶ڂ㦚ٻ

₆⎦䞮ⓦ⧒ٻ╏㧒ٻ䞮⬾ٻ㠦㟓ڌٻ 㠋㤦㦮ٻ☞㦚ٻ㗒㔋┞┺ٻډ
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ٻډ┺┞♿㔲㧧ٻộ㠦㍲ٻ⓪Ⰲ䞮ٻ㞚㧊✺㦚ٻ㤦Ṗ㫇㦒⪲䎆ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻ✶⳾ ڌڌڋڍ ⎚㠦ٻ䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ

䟊㣎⪲ٻ㧛㟧♲ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ ٻ㠦⪴₆ٻὖ䞲ٻῃ⌊㧛㟧㞚☯㠦ٻډ┺┞䌲㠊⌂㔋ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻṖڀڏډړړ

➆⯊Ⳋٻ ٻṖڀړډڎڔ ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ 㧦⎖㧛┞┺ٻډ ┺㔲Ⱖ䟊ٻڇ ₆⪳㧊ٻ ⋾㞚㧞⓪ٻ 㽳㧛㟧㧎ٻ ڏڑڏڍ ⳛ㭧ٻ

ڍڋڍ ⳛⰢ㧊ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻ 䌲㠊⋮㰖ٻ 㞠㞮㔋┞┺ٻډ ⽋䞮㧦Ⳋٻڇ 㩚㼊ٻ 㧛㟧㧎ٻ 㭧㠦㍲ٻ 㡺㰗ٻ

ٻⰢ㧊ڀړ ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㩫㣎㦮ٻ Ṗ㫇䡫䌲ٻ 㞞㠦㍲ٻ 䌲㠊⌂㔋┞┺ٻډ 㯟ٻ ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻ 㩗Ợ⋮Ⱎٻ 䧮㦚ٻ

㡂ἶٻ㧦㔶✺㦮ٻ㧦⎖⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㠞┺Ⳋٻ⓪ڀڍڔٻ㧛㟧㦚ٽٻ䞚㣪⪲䞮㰖ٻٽ㞠㞮㦚ộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

Ⱒ㧒ٻ ⽊Ị⽋㰖Ṗٻ ٻ㦚ڂ⋽㧛㟧㧎㦮ڂ Ⱒ✺㠊ٻ 㧛㟧㧎✺㦚ٻ 㿫⽋䞮ἶٻ 㤆Ⰲٻ 㧛㟧㧎䄺ⷺ┞䕆⯒ٻ

㌂䣢㩗㦒⪲ٻ▪ٻ㧮ٻ㧊䟊㔲䋺ἶ㧦䟞┺Ⳋٻ㞚Ⱎ☚ٻ㤆Ⰲ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦖ٻ⁎✺ὒ䞾℮ڐٻ 㤪 ڌڌ 㧒㦚ٻ

㧛㟧㦮⋶⪲ٻ ₆⎦䟞㦚ٻ ộ㧛┞┺ٻډ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ 㧛㟧㦮ٻ ⋶㦖ٻ 㡺䧞⩺ٻ 㧛㟧㦮ٻ 㔺㻲㦚ٻ 㿫䞮䞮⓪ٻ

⋶㧛┞┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ㧊⯒ٻ⯒➆ٻ㑮ٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻډ㢲⌦䞮Ⳋٻ䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ㌳䞮⓪ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻṫ㣪ٻڇ㞫ٻڇ

㩗㩞䞲ٻ㰖㤦㦮ٻ㫇ὒ䞾℮ٻ⁎Ṛٻ⽊Ị⽋㰖㦮ٻⶊὖ㕂㦮ٻἆὒٻ䟊ἆ♮㰖ٻⴑ䞲ٻ㕂ṗ䞲ٻ㹾⼚㦚ٻ

₆㦒⪲ٻڇῂ㫆㩗㦒⪲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖㞚㧊✺㧊ٻⰂ♲ٻἆὒ㧊₆ٻ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺ٻډ

㩫Ṗٻ㔲⹒✺㦮ٻ㌂䣢⽋㰖⯒ٻ㺛㧚㰖⓪ٻ㌗䢿㠦㍲ٻ㌂㍺㧛㟧₆ὖ㦮ٻ⹒Ṛ㌂㠛㦚ٻ㧻⩺䞮⓪ٻộ㦖ٻ

㩗㩞䞿┞┺ٻډ㡂㎇ὒ㞚㧊✺㦮ٻ㧎ῢ䂾䟊㢖ٻ⹖㩧䞮Ợٻ㡆ἆ♲ٻὖ䟟㦚ٻ㰖㰖䞮⓪ٻộ㦖ٻ㧮ⴑ♲ٻ

ộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ڇ㡂㎇㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ✶⳾ٻ䡫䌲㦮㹾⼚ٻ㻶䘦㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ㡂㎇㹾⼚㻶䘦ῃ㩲䡧㟓ὒٻṯ㧊ٻ

䞲ῃ㧊ٻ㧊⹎ٻ㔏㧎䞲㧞⓪ٻ䡧㩫✺ὒ㧎ῢ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㧎㔳㦮ٻ䔖⽊┺ٻڇ䟊㣎⪲ٻ㧛㟧♮⓪ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ

㑮㠦₆ٻ䟊ٻῃṖṖٻ㧛㟧㩫㺛㦚ٻ㿪㰚䞮┺┞ٻڇ╏䢏㓺⩂㤎ٻⰢ䋒ٻ㑲㰚䞲ٻ㩧⁒㧛┞┺ٻډ

⽊Ị⽋㰖⓪ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ㰞ⶎ䟞㔋┞┺ٽٻډ䟊㣎㧛㟧㦚ٻ㭚㧊⩺Ⳋٻ㠊⠑Ợٻ䟊㟒䞶₢ٻٻٽښ㧊ộ㦖ٻ㧮ⴑٻ

ٻ♲ 㰞ⶎ㧛┞┺ٻډ ٻ⓪┺⽊⁎ ٻ㞚㧊✺㦚ٽ 㧮ٻ ⽊㌊䞒⩺Ⳋٻ 㠊⠑Ợٻ 䟊㟒䞶₢ٻ⓪⧑ٽښ 㰞ⶎ㧊ٻ ٻ▪

㩗㩞䞮┺ἶٻ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺ٻډ ⁎Ⰲἶٻ 㧊ٻ 㰞ⶎ㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ ⳛ䞲ٻ ╋㦖ٻ ٻ㞚㧊✺㦮ٽ Ṗ㫇㦚ٻ

㰖㤦䞮㧦ٽډ㧛┞┺ٻډⰢ㟓ٻṖ㫇ٻⰂ㠦ٻ䀾㟓䞲ٻⰤ㦖ٻ㞚☯✺㧊ٻ㕇⁖⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻ䌲㠊⌂┺Ⳋٻ

㕇⁖ⰮٻṖ㫇㦚ٻ㰖㤦䞿㔲┺ٻډ

㩲Ṗ䞮ἶٻ 㕌㰖ٻ 㞠㦖ٻ Ⱖ㦖ٻڇ ٻ⯒⳾⹎䢒ٽ ☫㧦ٻٽډ ⡦⓪ٻ ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٽ 䌲㠊⋲ٻ 㞚㧊✺㦚ٻ

☚㢖㭒㎎㣪ٽډ㧛┞┺ٻډ ٻ⁎ 㧊㥶⓪ٻ 㠊ⓦٻ ῂ☚ٻ 䞮䟻㔳㧦㍶ٻۉےۊڿڈۋۊۏڃ ٻ㦮ڄ۔ۏۄۍڼۃھ 㑮䡲㧦Ṗٻ

♮ἶٻ㕌㰖ٻ㞠₆ٻ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺ٻٻډ

㤆ⰂṖٻ㰖䟻䞮ἶ㧦䞮⓪ٻộ㦖ٻ✶⳾ٻ㧎ٻ⮮㢖㔲⹒㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻῢⰂ⯒ٻ㔺䡚䞮₆ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䒂㨗ٻ㞞㠦㍲㦮ٻ

☯❇䞲ٻ ☯㧦ٻ ὖἚ㧛┞┺ٻډ 㧊ộ㦖ٻ 㧦㍶㧊ٻ 㞚┢ٻ ῢⰂ㢖㩫㦮㠦ٻ ὖ䞲ٻ ộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

ٻڇⶎ㩲㧊㰖ٻ㔳㧊ٻ⓪䞮╖ٻ⯒⳾⹎䢒ٻ㌂䣢Ṗٻډ┺┞㠊㧛┾ٻ㩗㩞䞲ٻ⓪㣿㠊ٻ⓪⧑ڂ⹎䢒⳾ⶎ㩲ڂ

⹎䢒⳾ٻ⁎ٻ㧦㼊Ṗٻⶎ㩲㧎ٻộ㦖ٻ㞚┯┞┺ٻډ

㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ⼖䢪⯒ٻⰢ✺㠊ٻ⌒ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲٻ⚦⳾ٻ㡆㭧⌊⌊ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㦮ٻ䂲ῂ㧊㧦ٻڇ⬢☯ٻ

䒂㨗㦮ٻ 㰖㰖㧦⪲ٻ 䞾℮䞮₆⪲ٻ ┺㰦䞿㔲┺ٻډ 㤆Ⰲٻ ⳾⚦Ṗٻ 㡺⓮ٻڇ ⌊㭒ٻڇ ٻڇ╂⌋ ⌊⎚㠦☚ٻ

䞾℮䞮Ⳇٻ㍲⪲㦮ٻ㫊㨂⪲䎆ٻỿ⩺ἶٻ▪ٻṫ䟊㰖₆⯒ٻ⧣┞┺ٻډ
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㩲ٻ 䞲ῃṖ㫇㦖ٻ ┺㎅㞚㧊⯒ٻ 䟊㣎⪲ٻ 㧛㟧⽊⌞㔋┞┺ٻډ 䟊㣎⪲ٻ 㧛㟧⽊⌊㰚ٻ ┺㎅㞚㧊✺ٻ 㭧ٻ

䞲ⳛ㦒⪲ٻ䌲㠊⋲ٻ㩖⓪ٻ㤆Ⰲ⯒ٻ⌎⽊⋮⟶ٻ㩫㦮ٻ㭧㕂ٻ㭧㦮ٻ䞮⋮㧎ٻ㧊Ὁٻῃ䣢㠦ٻ㍲Ợ♲ٻ

ộ㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻ₠㧊ٻṦ㌂㦮ٻ⦑㦚ٻ㩚䞿┞┺ٻډ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾✺ὒ㦮ٻ㡆╖㏣㠦㍲ٻڇ⁎Ⰲἶٻ㧊ٻ㧦Ⰲ㠦ٻ

䞾℮ٻ 䟊㭒㔶ٻ 㡂⩂✺ὒٻ 䞾℮ٻ 䦿㠊㰚ٻ ٻ✶⳾ 㧛㟧㧎Ṗ㫇✺㦮㨂䣢⯒ٻ ∞∎Ⳇٻ 㧊ٻ 㧦Ⰲ㠦㍲ٻ

㩲 ڍ 䣢㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮₆ٻ⋽ٻ⎦ῃ㩲䄾䗒⩆㓺⯒ٻ㔲㧧䞮Ợ♲ٻộ㦚ٻ㡗ὧ㓺⩓Ợٻ㌳ṗ䞮ⳆٻṦ㌂✲Ⱃ┞┺ٻډ

㧊ٻ➛㦮ٻ✶⳾ٻ㡂㎇✺㧊ٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻἆ䢒ٻ㡂⋮ٻ㔶㦮ٻ⏨ἶٻ⌄㦢㠦ٻ㌗ὖ㠜㧊ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻ⌉㦖ٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻῢⰂ⯒ٻ㺔㞚Ṗ⓪ٻ㧒㠦ٻ☯㺎䞮㕃㔲┺ٻډ

㧊ٻ➛㠦ٻ䌲㠊⋮⓪ٻ✶⳾ٻ㞚㧊✺㠦Ợ⓪ٻ䂲㌳ٻṖ㫇㦮ٻ䛞㠦㍲ٻ㧦⧚ٻῢⰂṖٻ㧞㦢㦚ٻ䢫㧎䞮ἶٻ

㤆Ⰲٻ⚦⳾ٻ䞾℮ٻⰞ㦢㦚ٻ⳾㦒㕃㔲┺ٻډṦ㌂䞿┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

གྷ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻړڌڑڐڒڌڒڌڐڋڍڌڋڍژۈېۉںۀۇھۄۏۍڼښۋێڼډۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۈۊھډۉڼۄێێۀۍۋډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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ڐ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒㦖ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㧊┺ٻډ㩫Ṗٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㦚ٻ㭚㧊ἶٻῃ⌊㧛㟧㦚ٻ㽟㰚䞮ἶ㧦ٻ

Ⱒ✶ٻತ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶ಥ㠦ٻ╖䟃䞮ἶ㧦ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻڇ䞲⳾ٻڇ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ❇㦮ٻ╏㌂㧦ٻ┾㼊✺㧊ٻ⳾㡂ٻ

㰖⋲䟊ٻ㻮㦢ٻ㍶䙂䞲ٻ⋶㧊┺ٻډ㞚☯⽋㰖ٻⶎ㩲㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ⽎⁒ٻ╖㺛ٻ㠜㧊ٻ┾㑲䧞ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㦚ٻ

ῃ⌊㧛㟧㦒⪲ٻ㩚䢮䞲ٻ㩫ٻ㩫㺛㦚゚ٻ䕦䞮Ⳇٻ㔲㧧♦┺ٻډ㰖⋲ٻ㩲 ڌ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㠦⓪ٻ㧛㟧ٻ

㞚☯㦮ٻ ٻṖ⨟㧊ڀڋڔ ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ 㧦⎖⧒⓪ٻ 㩦㠦㍲ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ ⋯㧎ὒٻ 㹾⼚㦚ٻ 㩲Ệ䞮ἶٻڇ

ἓ㩲㩗ബ㌂䣢㩗ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻṖ㫇ὒٻἆ⼚䞮⓪ٻộ㦚ٻⰟ㧦ἶٻ㭒㧻䟞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧊⻞ٻ 㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ⋶㦖ٻ ತ㞚☯㦮ٻ 㧎ῢὒٻ ⽋㰖ಥ㠦ٻ 㽞㩦㦚ٻ ⰴ䀚┺ٻډ 㞚☯㧎ῢ㦚ٻ

⽊䢎䞮⩺Ⳋٻ⁎✺㦚ٻ㰖䌂ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞✺㦮ٻ㧎ῢ㦚ٻ⽊䢎䟊㟒ٻ䞮Ⳇٻ⁎ٻڇ㞚☯㧊ٻ㏣䞲ٻ䀾㟓ٻ

Ἒ䂋㦮ٻṖ㫇㦚ٻ㰖㤦䟊㟒ٻ䞲┺ἶٻ㽟ῂ䟞┺ٻډ㧒㩗㧎ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㧻⩺㦮ٻ⁒Ệ⓪ٻತ㞚☯⽋㰖ಥ┺ٻډ

ٻ⋮⩂⁎ ㏢㥚ٻ ತ㞞㩫㩗㧊ἶٻ 㡗ῂ㩗㧎ٻ Ṗ㫇ಥ㦚ٻ 㺔㞚ٻ ٻ⋺⟶ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺ٻ 㭧㠪ٻ 㟧⳾㦮ٻ

㧊䢒㦒⪲ٻ㧎䞲ٻṖ㫇ٻ䟊㼊⋮ٻṖ㫇ٻ⌊㠦㍲㦮ٻ㹾⼚ٻڇ䞯╖⯒ٻἓ䠮䞮⓪ٻἓ㤆ṖٻⰤ┺ٻډ㕂㰖㠊ٻ

㔲⹒ῢ㦚ٻ 䣣✳䞮㰖ٻ ⴑ䟊ٻ ᾦ㥷ὒٻ 㧒㧦Ⰲٻ ₆䣢⯒ٻ 㠑㰖ٻ ⴑ䞮ἶٻ ㌊㞚Ṗ⓪ٻ ἓ㤆☚ٻ 㧞┺ٻډ

㧎㫛㹾⼚㠦ٻ ㌗㻮㧛ἶٻڇ 㩫㼊㎇ٻ 䢒⧖㦒⪲ٻ 䢿䞮⓪ٻ ㌂⪖☚ٻ Ⱔ┺ٻډ ⁎Ṛٻ 㧛㟧ٻ ὒ㩫㠦㍲ٻ

ῃ㩲䡧㟓㠦ٻⳛ㔲♲ٻ㞚☯㧎ῢὒٻ⽋㰖㦮ٻ㾲㤆㍶ٻἶ⩺ٻ㤦䂯㧊ٻ㰖䅲㪢⓪㰖ٻ㦮ⶎ㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧛㟧㦖ٻ ⳾Ṗٻ ٻ⚦⳾ 㧞ἶٻڇ ἓ㩲㩗㦒⪲☚ٻ 䛣㣪⪲㤊ٻ 㩚䡫㩗㧎ٻ 㭧㌆䂋ٻ 䟋Ṗ㫇㠦ٻ 㞚☯㦚ٻ

㥚䂮㔲䌊㦒⪲㖾ٻ ತ㩫㌗Ṗ㫇ٻ 㧊◆㢂⪲₆ಥ⯒ٻ 㨂㌳㌆䞲┺ٻډ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ 㭧㣪䞲ٻ ộ㦖ٻ ٻ⁎

㧊◆㢂⪲₆⪲䎆ٻ⻭㠊⋲ٻ⯎┺ٻ䡫䌲㦮ٻṖ㫇☚ٻ㹾⼚㰖ٻ㞠ἶٻ㞚☯㦚ٻ㟧㥷䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞☚⪳ٻ⓪☫ٻ

ộ㧊┺ٻډ㞚☯ٻ㧎ῢ㦚ٻ㰖䋺ἶٻ⁎✺㠦Ợٻ▪ٻ⋮㦖ٻ⽋㰖⯒ٻ㩲Ὃ䞮⩺Ⳋٻ㧛㟧ٻ㩫㺛⽊┺ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

Ṗ㫇ٻڇ䞲⳾ٻṖ㫇ٻڇ㫆㏦ٻṖ㫇ٻڇ㩖㏢✳ٻἚ䂋ٻ❇ٻ㞚☯ٻ㟧㥷㠦ٻ䀾㟓䞲ٻṖ㫇㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㰖㤦㧊ٻ

㤆㍶㧊┺ٻډ

ٻ

㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ⋶㦖ٻ ತ㰚㔺ὒٻ 䢪䟊⯒ٻ 㥚䞲ٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ ⳾㧚ڄڦڞڜڭگڃಥ㦮ٻ 㩲㞞㦒⪲ٻ 㔲㧧♦┺ٻډ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㦖ٻ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ⽊Ⳇٻ㠊Ⲏ┞㦮ٻὒỆ⯒ٻ⽊ἶٻڇ⹎䢒⳾⓪ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ㧦⎖✺㦮ٻ

⹎⧮⯒ٻ ⽎┺ἶ✺ٻ Ⱖ䞲┺ٻډ Ⱔ㦖ٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦖ٻ 㧛㟧♲ٻ 䤚ٻ ἀ㦖ٻ 㡂⩂ٻ ἓ䠮㧊ٻ 㧦㔶㦮ٻ

㠊Ⲏ┞✺㦚ٻ Ṗ㫇ٻڇ Ὃ☯㼊ٻڇ ㌂䣢ٻڇ ῃṖṖٻ 㣎Ⳋ䞲ٻ ἆὒ㧚㦚ٻ 㞢ἶٻ 㧞┺ٻډ ⁎⧮㍲ٻ 䞲ῃ㦮ٻ

⹎䢒⳾✺㦚ٻ 㰖㤦䞮ἶٻ ㌂䣢⽋㰖㼊Ἒ⯒ٻ ṫ䢪㔲䋺⓪ٻ ộ㧊ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ ⶎ㩲㦮ٻ ٻ⽎⁒ 䟊ἆ㺛㧊⧒⓪ٻ

䢫㔶㦚ٻṬἶٻ⹎䢒⳾✺ὒٻ㡆╖䞮ἶٻ㧞┺ٻډ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㦖ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞὒٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㧊ٻ㏦㦚ٻ㧷ἶٻ

䞾℮ٻⰢ✺㠊Ṗ⓪ٻ㏢㭧䞲₆ٻ⎦㧒㧊₆☚ٻ䞮┺ٻډ

ٻ

ڐ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒㧊ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㧚㦚₆ٻ㠋䞮ἶٻڇ㌂䣢㩗ٻ㹾⼚ὒٻ䘎ἂ㠦☚ٻῂ䞮ἶٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ

㰖䅲⌎ٻ㣿₆ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞὒٻ⁎✺㦮ٻ㧦⎖✺㦚ٻ䞾℮ٻ㿫⽋䞮Ⳇٻڇ⁎✺㠦Ợٻ䧮㦚ٻ⽊䌺ٻộ㦚ٻ

┺㰦䞮⓪ٻ⋶㧊ٻ♮㠞㦒Ⳋٻ䞲┺ٻډ

ٻ㩫㺛₆䣣䕖㧻ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㎒䎆ٻڊٻₖ⚦㡆ٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڎڐڏڎڐڊێےۀۉڊۍۆډۊھډێےۀۉۉۀۈۊےډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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㧛㟧㧎ബ⹎䢒⳾ٻῃ㩲䆮䗒⩆㓺ٻ╖╊㧦ٻⰞ㧊䋊ٻⶎബ㾲䡫㑯㝾ٻ

㰖⁞₢㰖ٻ㩫Ṗٻ㰧Ἒ䞲ٻῃ㣎ٻ㧛㟧ٻ䞲ῃ㧎㦖ڑڌٻ Ⱒ ڍڌڑڏ ⳛٻډⰞ㧊䋊ٻⶎڐڎڃബ㌂㰚ٻ㣒㴓ٻ⁎ٻ☚ڄ

䞲ⳛ㧊┺ٻډ䞲ῃٻ㧊⯚ٻṫ㣿ⶎٻڇ⹎ῃٻ㧊⯚ٻ䔎⧮゚㓺ٻⰞ㧊䋊ٻ▪✺Ⰲٻ⚦ٻډṲ㦮ٻ㎇㧊ٻ㧞㰖Ⱒٻڇ

䞲ῃٻ㧊⯚ٻತⶎಥ㧦⯒ٻ➆㢖㍲ٻ㧊⯚Ⱒٻ㍲⪲ٻ㡖┺ٻډ䂲㢖ٻ㟧ٻ⚦⳾ٻ㎇㝾⯒ٻⶒ⩺㮂㰖Ⱒٻڇ

㡾㩚䞲ٻṖ㫇㦚ٻ㭒㰚ٻⴑ䟞┺ٻډ⁎Ṗٻ㞚⻚㰖✺㦮ٻ㎇㝾⯒ٻ⻚Ⰶٻ㧊㥶┺ٻٻډ

㾲䡫㑯ڔڎڃബ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㩫䡧䣢₆ٻ䣣䢣⽊䕖㧻ബ㡺⯎㴓ڄ㝾⓪ٻ䢖⪲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ⓪⯊₆ٻ⹎䢒⳾┺ٻډ

ڐڋڋڍ ٻ⎚ ړ 㤪ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻ⌉ἶٻῃ㣎ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻῢ㥶㞚ٻ⪲ٻ㧛㟧₆ὖ㠦ٻ⽊⌞┺Ṗٻڇ䞮⭑Ⱒ㠦ٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻ ♮㺔₆⪲ٻ Ⱎ㦢ⲏ㠞┺ٻډ 㧛㟧₆ὖ㦮ٻ Ⱒ⮮⪲ٻ ڏڌ 㧒ٻ Ⱒ㠦ٻ Ỿ㤆ٻ 㞚㧊⯒ٻ ◆⩺㢖ٻ

⳾㧦㤦㠦㍲ٻ䞾℮ٻ㌊㞚㢪┺ٻډ䡚㨂ړٻ ㌊㧎ٻ㞚㧊⓪ٻ⏎⧮㧦⧧㠦㍲ٻٻ╖䚲Ṗٻ♶ٻ㩫☚⪲ٻỢٻ

㧦⧦┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

Ⱎ㧊䋊ٻⶎڐڎڃബῃ㣎ٻ㧛㟧ٻ䞲ῃ㧎ബ㣒㴓ٻڄ㾲䡫㑯ڔڎڃബ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㩫䡧䣢ٻ

₆䣣䢣⽊䕖㧻ബ㡺⯎㴓ٻڄ

ٻ
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ತ㩲ٻ㌂⧢㦖ٻ⚦ ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶ಥڃὋ㔳ٻⳛ䃃㦖ٻತ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶ಥڄ㧎ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻ㡺㩚ڋڌٻ 㔲ٻῃ䣢ٻ

㦮㤦䣢ὖٻ㏢䣢㦮㔺㠦㍲ٻತ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ಥὒٻತ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ಥ㧊ٻ㡂⓪ٻ

ῃ㩲ٻ 䆮䗒⩆㓺㠦㍲ٻ ╖╊㧦⪲ٻ ⋮㍶┺ٻډ 㧛㟧⽊┺ٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞബ㞚☯㦮ٻ 㧎ῢὒٻ ⽋㰖Ṗٻ 㞴㍲㟒ٻ

䞲┺⓪ٻ䟟㌂ٻ䀾㰖㠦ٻὋṦ䟞₆ٻ➢ⶎ㧊┺ٻٻډ

Ⱎ㧊䋊㦖ڑٻ ㌊ٻ➢ٻ㕣⚻㧊ٻ䡫㩲ബ㡂☯㌳ὒٻ䞾℮ٻ⹎ῃٻ䆲⪲⧒☚ٻ⪲⻚◊ٻ㧛㟧♦㰖Ⱒٻ⳾㠦Ợٻ

㎇㩗ബٻ㥷㼊㩗ٻᾊ⫃䧮㦚ٻ╏䞮┺ڌٻ ⩻㧎㫛㹾⼚ബ䙃ٻډ┺♦㨂㧛㟧ٻ⪲Ⱎ㧊㞶⹎ٻ♒ῂ㫆ٻⰢ㠦ٻ⎚

ബ⋯㧎㠦ٻ㔲╂Ⰶٻ⊳㠦ٻ⳾Ⱎ㩖ٻ㧊䢒䟊ٻ⋾ⰺ⓪ٻ䦿㠊㪢┺ڑڌٻډ ㌊ٻ➢ٻ㰧㦚ٻ⋮㢖ٻⰟ⏎☯䕦ٻ

㧒㣿㰗㦚ٻ㩚㩚䞮Ⳇٻ䧮Ỿ㤊ٻ㌌㦚ٻ㧊㠊㢪┺ٻډ㕣⚻㧊ٻ䡫㦖ٻ⏎㑯㧎㧊ٻ♦ἶٻڇ㡂☯㌳㦖ڑڋڋڍٻ ٻ⎚

㧚㔶ڑٻ Ṳ㤪ٻ➢ٻᾦ䐋㌂ἶ⪲ٻ㎎㌗㦚ٻ⠊┺ٻٻډ

ದ䞲ῃ㠦ٻ㢖ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ ٻῃ㣎ٻډ┺┞㔋♦ٻ㞢Ợٻ☚ộٻ⓪㹾㰖䞮ٻ⯒ڀڋڔ

㧛㟧㧊ٻ ⍞ⶊٻ 㓂㤢㍲㬶ٻډ 㩫㦮ٻ ὖⰂṦ☛ٻ ㏢䢖ٻ 䌩㧊ٻ 䋓┞┺ٻډ 㩖⓪ٻ 䞲ῃ㦚ٻ 㫡㞚䞮ἶٻڇ

ἓ㩲㩚☚ٻ ⏨㧊ٻ ㌂ἶٻ Ṧ䌚䞿┞┺ٻډ ⁎㠦ٻ ỎⰴỢٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞὒٻ ٻ⁎ 㧦⎖✺㦮ٻ 㧎ῢ㦚ٻ ⽊䢎䞶ٻ

ῃṖ㦮ٻ㦮ⶊ⯒ٻ㧊䟟䞮ἶٻತṖ㫇ٻ⽊㫊ಥ㦚ٻ㰖㤦䟊ٻῃỿ㦚ٻ⏨㧊₆ٻ⧣┞┺ډಧڃⰞ㧊䋊ٻⶎٻٻڄ

㾲㝾⓪ٻ 㞚✺㦚ٻ 㰗㩧ٻ 䋺㤆₆ٻ 㥚䟊ٻ 㭒㥚ٻ ㌂⧢✺ὒٻ ತ 䒂 㨗 ಥ 㦚 ٻ ⻢㡂㟒Ⱒٻ 䟞┺ٻډ 㞚㧊ٻ

㞚ザ㠦Ợ⓪ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻⰢ⋮㭚ٻộ㦚ٻ㣪ῂ䟞ἶٻڇ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ⺆㩲䞮ἶٻⰂ㔲䋺⓪ٻ㰖㡃ὒٻ䞯ᾦٻ❇㠦ٻ

ⰺ㑲Ṛٻ㡾䧮㦒⪲ٻⰴ㍲Ⳇٻ㌊㞚㢪┺ٻٻډ

㾲㝾⓪ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤢⽊┞ٻ⁎⩝Ợٻ⚦⩺㤊ٻ㧒㧊ٻ㞚┞⧒ἶٻ䟞┺ٻٻډ

ದ㩖⓪ٻ㠚Ⱎ⪲ٻ㌊ἶٻ㕌㔋┞┺ٻ◆⩆⁎ٻډ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ⳾㎇㦖ٻⶊ㔲䟊㣪ٻډ㩠ἶٻ㡊㕂䧞ٻ㧒䞮⓪◆ٻڇ

⳾㎇㦮ٻ 㣫ῂ⯒ٻ Ṗ㰖Ⳋٻ 㞞ٻ ٻ⓪♮ 㰧┾㧊⧒ٻ ㌳ṗ䞮⓪ٻ ộٻ 㧦㼊Ṗٻ 㧮ⴑ㧛┞┺ٻډ ῃṖṖٻ

㕇⁖Ⱞ㠦Ợٻ Ṳ㧛䟊ٻ 㧚㔶ٻ ➢䎆ٻ ⯎ٻ ㍶䌳㦚ٻ ☫ἶٻ ㌗╊ബ㟧㥷ٻ 㰖㤦㦚ٻ 䟊㭮㟒ٻ 䞿┞┺ٻډ

㞚㧊⓪ٻ⌉㦖ٻ㌂⧢㧊ٻ䋺㤆⓪ٻỢٻṖ㧻ٻ㫡㦖ٻỆ㧬㞚㣪ډಧٻٻ

⁖ബ㌂㰚ٻ㧊㥶㰚₆ٻ㧦ٻٻۍۆډۊھډۄۉڼۃڛۂۊۍہٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻۇۈۏۃډڑړڍڍڎڐڊێۏۃۂۄۍڊ۔ۏۀۄھۊێڊۄۏۍڼڊۍۆډۊھډۄۉڼۃډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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G
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ٻ

ದ㧊㩲ړٻ ㌊㧊ٻ♲ٻ㞚✺㦖ٻ㢲ٻ㞚ザٻ㠜㧊ٻ⚮㧊ٻ㌂⌦ἶٻⶑ⓪┺ٻډ⡦ٻ⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻⶦ⌦ἶٻⶑ⓪┺ٻډ

㠊ⓦٻ⋶㦖ٻ㞚✺㧊ڐٻ ㌊㧊⧒ἶٻ㏣㧊ἶٻ䞾℮ٻ⳿㣫䌫㠦ٻ✺㠊Ṗ⩺┺ٻⴑٻ✺㠊Ṗ㧦ٻ㞚✺㦖ٻ㠚ⰞṖٻ

㞚ザ⧧ٻ㞞ٻ㌊㞚㍲ٻ⳿㣫䌫㦚ٻⴑٻṚٻỆ⧒ἶٻ₎ỆⰂ㠦㍲ٻ䗧䗧ٻ㤊┺ٻډ⁎⩂┺Ṗ☚ٻⶊỆ㤊ٻ㰦㦚ٻ

✺ἶٻἚ┾㦚ٻ㡺⯊Ⳋٻ㞚✺㧊ٻತ㠚Ⱎٻڇ㠚Ⱎ䞮₆ٻ䧮✺㰖ښಥ⧒ἶٻ⯒⋮ٻ䏶┻㧎┺ٻډ䐋䐋䞲ٻ⽒㦚ٻ

ٻ⌋ 㠒Ὴ㠦ٻ Ṭ┺ٻ ╖Ⳇٻ ತ㠚Ⱎٻ ㌂⧧䟊ಥ⧒ἶٻ Ⱖ䞮ἶٻ ἶ㌂Ⰲٻ ㏦㦒⪲ٻ ㋦⣺ヒ⣺ٻ

ತ⋮㞚ڃ⌉㞚ڄ㭒㔲ἶٻ₎⩂㭒㎪㍲ٻṦ㌂䞿┞┺ಥ⧒ἶٻ䘎㰖⯒ٻ㭖┺ٻډⰺ㑲Ṛٻ⓮ٻⰞ㦢㧊ٻ㞚䝚Ⳋ㍲ٻ

䟟⽋䞮┺ڃٻډ㟧㥷ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㾲䡫㑯㝾ٻڄ

ದ⋮⓪ٻ ٻ⚦ ٻ⻞ 㧛㟧♦㰖Ⱒٻ Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ 㠜┺ٻډ 㼁ٻ ⻞㱎ٻ Ṗ㫇㠦Ợٻ ڌ ٻ⎚ ☯㞞ٻ 䞯╖⯒ٻ ╏䞮┺ٻ

ῂ㿲♦┺ٻ⚦ٻ⋮⩂⁎ٻډ⻞㱎ٻ㧛㟧ٻṖ㫇☚ٻ䋂Ợٻ┺⯊㰖ٻ㞠㞮┺ڑڌٻډ ㌊㧊ٻ♮㠊ٻ㓺㓺⪲ٻ㌊₆ٻ
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㥚䟊ٻ☚ⰳ㼺┺ٻډ⹎ῃٻ㠊❪⯒ٻṖ☚ٻ㰧㧊ٻ㠜㠞ἶٻ㧎㫛㹾⼚㠦ٻ┻㼺┺ڋړڔڌٻډ ٻ⪲⹎ῃ㦒ٻ╖⎚

䞾℮ٻ㧛㟧♲ٻ㡂☯㌳㦖ٻⳝٻ⎚ٻ㩚ٻ⹎ῃ㠦㍲ٻ㧚㔶ڑٻ Ṳ㤪㦮ٻⴎ㦒⪲ٻᾦ䐋㌂ἶ⯒ٻ╏䟊ٻ㌂ⰳ䟞ἶٻڇ

㕣⚻㧊ٻ⋾☯㌳㦖ٻ⹎ῃ㠦㍲ٻⰞ㟓㭧☛㧦⪲ٻỆⰂٻ㌳䢲㦚ٻ䞮ἶٻ㧞┺ډಧڃ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻⰞ㧊䋊ٻⶎٻٻڄ

㕇⁖Ⱞٻڇ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㦖ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻἀ㦖ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ㹾⼚ٻڇ㌗㻮㢖ٻἶ䐋ٻڇ㎇㑯ٻ❇㦚ٻ╊㦖ٻ㌌㦮ٻ

㧊㟒₆⯒ٻℒ⌞┺ٻډ㧊✺㦖ٻ㌊㞚㧞⓪ٻತ㺛ಥ㧊ٻ♮㠊ٻ╖㭧ὒٻⰞ㭒䞮⓪ٻತ㧎Ṛٻ☚㍲ὖಥٻ㧦Ⰲ⯒ٻ

Ⱎ⩾䟊ٻ䧮✺㰖Ⱒٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤆⓪ٻڇ⧢⽊ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻἀ㦖ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㦮ٻ䘦䟊⯒ٻↂ㰧㠞┺ٻډ

ತ㧎Ṛٻ☚㍲ὖಥ㧊ٻ㡊ⰆٻὉ㦖ٻ㰖⋲ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⎦₆ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ䆮䗒⩆㓺ٻ䡚㧻㧊┺ٻډ

㢂䟊ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻ䟟㌂⓪ٻತ㌞⫃Ợٻ㝆⓪ٻ䞲ῃ㦮ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢٻڕ㧛㟧㦚ٻ⍮㠊ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞٻ

Ṗ㫇ٻ ῢⰂٻ ⽊䢎⪲ټಥ⧒⓪ٻ 㭒㩲⪲ٻ Ṳ㾲♦┺ٻډ 㧊⻞ٻ 䆮䗒⩆㓺⓪ٻ 㰚㔺ὒٻ 䢪䟊⯒ٻ 㥚䞲ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ٻڇڄڦڞڜڭگڃ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻڇ䞲ῃ䞲⳾㡆䞿ٻڇ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧㧊ٻὋ☯ٻ㭒㾲䟞┺ٻډ

㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㦖ٻ㰖⋲䟊ڐٻ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻ㔲㧧♦┺ٻډ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㦚ٻ㰖㤦䞮⓪ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻₖ☚䡚ٻ⳿㌂⓪ٻ

ದ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ䘎ἂὒٻ⋯㧎㦚ٻ㠜㞶ἶٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻṖ㫇㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻṫ䢪䟊ٻ

㧛㟧㦚ٻ 㭚㧊ἶٻ ῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧㩫㺛㦮ٻ ⼖䢪⯒ٻ 㧊⊢ἶ㧦ٻ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ⋶㦚ٻ 㩲㩫䟞┺ಧἶٻ 䟞┺ٻډ

㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㧊ٻ㩲㩫♲ٻ㰖ڌٻ ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻದ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻ⓪䚲╖ٻ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻἓ䢪⳿ٻډ⎚

䢒㧦ٻ䋺㤆Ỷ┺ἶٻ䞮Ⳋٻ㌂䣢⓪ٻ⋯䌲ٻ㞚┞Ⳋٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻῢ䟞┺ಧⳆٻದ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋶㧊ٻ㌳₊ٻộٻ

㧦㼊⪲ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㦮ٻ㧦㫊Ṧ㧊ٻ⏨㞚㪢┺ಧἶٻ㩚䟞┺ٻډ

㺎㍳㧦✺㦖ٻὋṲ㩗㦒⪲ٻತ⁞㭚ಥ㦚ٻ╂㞚ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㠦㍲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ㞚₆⯒ٻ䢮㡗䞮⓪ٻ㦮⹎⯒ٻ

㩚╂䟞┺ٻډṦ㦖⋾ٻ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ㤎㌆㰖ٻ╖䚲⓪ٻದ㤆Ⰲ⓪ٻ⡦ٻ䞮⋮㦮ٻṖ㫇㧊㰖ٻ㩞╖ٻ

㑾Ỿ㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㧊✺㧊ٻ㞚┞┺ಧⳆٻದ㿲㌆㦚ٻ㞴⚪ٻತ⹎㓺Ⱞಥ✺㦖ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㩞╖ٻ䙂₆䞮㰖ٻⰦἶٻ

㿫⽋ٻ㞚㟒ٻ䞶ٻ㌳ⳛٻ䌚㌳㦮ٻ㑲Ṛ㦚ٻ㑾₆㰖ٻ㞠㞮㦒Ⳋٻ㫡Ỷ┺ٻډ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ㌊㞚Ṟٻ⌊㧒㦚ٻ㥚䟊ٻ

⠉⠉䞮Ợٻ⁞㭚㦚ٻ⌊Ỏٻ⋶㧊ٻ㡺☚⪳ٻ⏎⩻䞮㧦ಧἶٻⰦ䟞┺ٻٻډ

㧊⻞ٻ 䆮䗒⩆㓺㠦㍲ٻ 䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢⓪ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ 㞚☯㦮ٻ ῢⰂ㍶㠎㦚ٻ 䚲䟞┺ٻډ

ῢⰂ㍶㠎㠦⓪ٻ㠚Ⱎ⪲㍲ٻ㧦⎖⯒ٻ㰖䌂ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ⳾㎇ῢٻ⽊㧻ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ㿲㌆䦊Ṗ㢖ٻ㥷㞚䦊㰗ٻ

㧊㣿ٻ䡚㔺䢪ٻڇ㞚☯ٻῢⰂ⽊㧻㦚ٻ㥚䞲゚ٻ㟧㥷ٻ⹎䢒㦮ٻ⻫㩗ٻ㺛㧚ٻṫ䢪ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾ٻ䘎ἂٻᾦ㥷ٻ

㔺㔲⪲ٻ㧎㔳ٻṲ㍶ٻ❇㦮ٻ⌊㣿㧊ٻ╊ἒ┺ٻډ

䞲䘎ٻತ㧛㟧䔏⪖⻫ಥٻṲ㩫㦚ٻ㭒☚䟞▮ٻ㾲㡗䧂ٻῃ䣢ٻ㡂㎇Ṗ㫇㥚㤦㧻㧊ٻ㧚₆⯒ٻⰞ䂮㧦ٻ㧎㨂⁒ٻ

ڔڌ ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧ٻ㺔₆㢖ٻῢⰂٻ㕇⁖Ⱞٻ㧊㠊㞚ٻ㡃䞶㦚ٻ▮䞮ٻ㦮㤦㧊ٻದ㾲ٻ⓪㍶㧦╏ٻῃ䣢㦮㤦ٻ╖

ⶎ㩲ٻ䟊ἆ㦚ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㞶㝆Ỷ┺ಧἶٻ䡪┺ٻٻډ

ٻٻ

ₖ䧂㍶₆ٻ㧦ٻڄۍۆډۊھډێےۀۉۉۀۈۊےڛڒڋڎۈۄۆێۃڃٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڐڒڐڎڐڊێےۀۉڊۍۆډۊھډێےۀۉۉۀۈۊےډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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�㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻ㧧Ṗٻ

㰖⋲ڐٻ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻῃ䣢㦮㤦䣢ὖٻ㏢䣢㦮㔺㠦㍲ٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺Ṗٻ㡊⪎┺ٻډ
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㌳ⳛ䌚㌳㦚ٻ㿫䞮䞮ἶٻ䢮㡗䞮Ⳇٻἓ㣎䟞▮ٻ㧊ٻ⁞㭚Ỏ₆㦮ٻ㌗㰫㩗ٻ䟟㥚ٻ㞞㠦ٻ 㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ

㨂㌳㌆㼊Ἒ⓪ٻἶ㧊ٻṚ㰗♮㠊ٻ㢪┺ἶٻ䞶ٻộ㧊┺ٻډ䠞⋮ٻڐڍډڑٻ䤚ٻ㡺⓮㠦ٻ㧊⯊₆₢㰖ٻ䟊㣎⪲ٻ
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ỎⰂ㰖ٻⴑ䟞┺ٻډ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻ㭖゚㥚㤦䣢⓪ٻ㧊⩆ٻ㦮⹎㠦㍲ڂٻ⁞㭚Ỏ₆ٻ㎎⩂Ⲏ┞ٻ⯒ڂ
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㞚⧮㦮₆ٻἶⶎڂٻ⁞㭚㦖ٻ╏㔶㠦Ợ⪲ٻṖ⓪ٻ₎㧛┞┺ٻ⓪ڂ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ㧧Ṗٻ㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊Ṗٻ㧊ٻ

㎎⩞Ⲏ┞⯒ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㝊ٻ⌃☛ⶎ㧊┺ٻډ㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊⓪ٻ㧊ٻ㰽㦖ٻⶎ䞯㩗ٻ㧧㠛㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧ὒٻ
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䔎⩢䃊Ṗٻ㡗ⶎ㦒⪲ٻ㝊ٻ⁖㦚ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ٻ㧦㤦䢲☯Ṗ㧎ٻ㾲㤆㍳ٻ㝾Ṗٻ⻞㡃䟞┺ٻډ䘎㰧㧦ٻ

㌳㧒㧊⧖ٻộ㧊ٻڇ㍶ⶒ㦚ٻἶٻ䅖㧊䋂⯒ٻⲏ⓪ٻộٻ㧊㌗㦮ٻ㦮⹎⧒⓪ٻộ㦚ٻ㧊䟊䞮₆ٻ㔲㧧䞲ٻ
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㌳㧒㧊ٻ㰚㰲ٻ㩲Ṗٻ䌲㠊⋲ٻ⋶㧎㰖ٻ㞚┢㰖㫆㹾ٻ⳾⯛┞┺ٻډ
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㡂Ỿ㪢┺ἶٻⰦ㝖䞮㔺ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻډ
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⁎⎖Ṗٻ㌂⓪ٻⰞ㦚㠦㍲ٻṫ㦚ٻ䟻䟊ٻỎ㠞┺ἶٻⰦ䟊㭚ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻډ㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ㧊⳾㦮ٻ㰧㠦ٻṪ㦒⋮ٻ

㧊⳾⓪ٻ㧊⳾ṖٻἽٻ㰧㠦ٻ☚㹿䞶ٻộ㧊⧒ἶٻⰦ䞮Ⳇٻ㩲ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⯒ٻ䘦ṖṖٻ♮㠊⻚Ⰶٻ㡺⚦Ⱏ㠦ٻ
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㞠㞮㔋┞┺ٻډ䞮㰖Ⱒٻ㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ㩲ٻ㠒Ὴ㦚ٻ㻮㦢ٻ⽺㦚ٻڇ➢ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ㩲Ṗٻ㡞㊮ἶٻ㌂⧧㓺⩂㤊ٻ

㞚₆⧒⓪ٻộ㦚ٻ㞢Ợٻ♮㠞㔋┞┺ٻډ㠊Ⲏ┞㦮ٻ㏢㭧䞲ٻ㞚₆ٻډ㧊ٻ㎎㌗㠦㍲ٻ㩖⓪ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⯒ٻ㌂⧧䞲ٻ

㡺㰗ٻ䞲ٻ㌂⧢㧊㠞㔋┞┺ٻډ㩖⓪ٻ㩫Ⱖٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⯒ٻ㌂⧧䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ㩫Ⱖٻ㫡㞚䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ

⋮㦮ٻ㩚㡖㔋┞┺ٻډ
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▲ 㥐㢬 㥉 䏬⣐㾨 ཱྀ⫠㢌 㬅 

 
The Geumjul is a Path to You 

 
Script by Jane Jeong Trenka on the occassion of the 2nd Single Moms' Day 

 
 

From the time that I have understood that the meaning of a birthday is more than 
receiving gifts and eating cake, I have never liked to celebrate my birthday. Actually, I 
don't even know if my passport birthday is the day I was really born. 
 
The adoption agency says that the police box where I was found has moved, and all the 
records from that time were lost. They say that the addresses of the streets have changed. 
My parents' names are unknown, though they say my mother was unmarried. 
 
So I have no story of the day I was born; it is a day that no one I know remembers. All I 
have remaining of that day is my navel. They say that my umbilical cord was still 
attached when I was found, so that is how they estimated my birthday. 
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My estimated birthday. My friends want to take me out on that day. They want to eat 
samgyupsal and soju together, then go clubbing in Hongdae. But for me, my birthday is 
a day not for celebration. It's a day for reflection. These days, I spend my birthday 
walking. 
 
In the morning, I put on my most comfortable shoes. I lock the door behind me, and just 
start walking. I am walking to find the place where I was born, even though I don't 
know exactly where it is. I don't listen to music because I am listening for my mother's 
whisper, telling me where to find her. 
 
Sometimes I ride a bus and get off at any stop. I go inside a restaurant and order a meal, 
and I watch the ajumma cooking and wiping tables. I wonder if she is my mother. But 
there is no sign of recognition. I watch TV with the ajumma while I eat, pretending for a 
few minutes that this little restaurant is my mother's kitchen, and this ajumma is my 
mother, ignoring me now because she is so used to my daily presence. After awhile, I 
go outside again, and walk. 
 
I take a crowded subway. I let a pretty young woman carrying her baby take my seat. I 
pretend that this baby is me, and the pretty young woman is my mother. My head is 
resting on her chest, where I can hear her heart, and I can smell the traces of her milk 
from the last time I fed. Even though I have already been born and live outside my 
mother, she is still making me. How amazing my mother is. She will tell me stories of 
the day I was born until I am an adult, and when I have my own babies, she will tell her 
grandchildren the stories again. 
 
I like to imagine this, but this woman is a woman my own age. She is not my mother. 
And I am not her baby. At the next stop, the door opens, and I get off the subway. I go 
up the stairs, onto the street, and start walking. 
 
I like to imagine that on the day of my birth, my mother is also thinking of me, and she 
is also walking. I like to imagine that our bodies are ringing like bells, at the same 
frequency, and we just have to listen to the song coming from our own bodies. If we 
find the song that matches, we will one day walk to each other, meeting at the place 
where I was born. 
 
When I walk to my mother, I might walk out of Seoul into the countryside, past fields 
and rivers and into a starry night. My mother will be waiting for me, inside a small 
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farmer's shack, and she will tell me all about the day that I was born. 
 
She will tell me that on that day, she was not allowed inside her family's home, nor 
anyone else's home. She was considered to be an immoral and bad woman. I was 
considered to be the worthless offspring of a man in whom no one could find any value, 
except my mother, in the times when he was around. 
 
She will tell me that on the winter day I was born, she had walked up the river from her 
village, the back of her skirt soaking wet from her water that had broken. She came to 
the home of her aunt. Her aunt said her husband would be home soon, so she hid my 
mother in a farmer's shack that had been abandoned. No one wants to see the labor pains 
of a corrupted woman giving birth to a worthless child. But when my mother saw my 
face for the first time, she knew I was a pretty and lovable baby. Her own precious baby. 
In the whole world, I was the only person who loved her. I did; I adored her. She was 
my whole world. 
 
We stayed together in the shack for two days, she holding me next to her body to keep 
me warm. Another crystal clear night came, and gradually she became crazy from fear 
that I would die from the cold. Then, she did not so much make a decision as an act of 
survival. 
 
She swaddled me in her scarf and started walking toward the next village. She counted 
the stars out loud with each step, to force herself to keep walking. One step, two steps, 
three. Under the blanket of night, she placed me near the door of a police box, and then 
hid herself behind a wall on the other side of the street to watch. It was not long before I 
cried. A policeman came out, then carried me inside. 
 
Dear umma, on the day that I was born, no one was happy. No grandmother cut my 
umbilical cord. No grandfather gave me a name. No one made miyeok guk for you. No 
one hung a geumjul for me, announcing that I exist, declaring your motherhood. 
 
So I will now hang a geumjul for both of us. One end is the place where I started 
walking, and the other is the place where you started walking. Let us meet in the middle 
of this geumjul, and together give birth to a new relationship as mother and daughter. I 
exist! I am your daughter! And you are my beloved mother! 
 
When we meet in the little shack, you might say to me, "You were the only person who 
loved me, but I knew that someone better than me could love you. I was just a woman 
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with nothing to give, and nowhere to go." 
 
I will reply to you, "No, umma you are wrong. No one is better than you. No one could 
love me more than you. And how much I still love you -- you who have never stopped 
being my mother."  
 

㿲㻮ٻڌڋڏڋڌڌڒڋڑڋڍڌڋڍژۈېۉںۀۇھۄۏۍڼښۋێڼډۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۀۇھۄۏۍڼڊۈۊھډۉڼۄێێۀۍۋډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ
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㭧㠦㍲ڒڌڌٻ 㥚ٻڇ㩚㼊㩗ٻ㟧㎇䘟‶㰖㑮㠦㍲ڒڋڌٻ 㥚⯒ٻ㹾㰖䟞㔋┞┺ٻډἶ㑮㧛ٻῃṖٻ⻪㭒㠦㍲ٻڇ

┾㰖ڎٻ ṲῃⰢٻ䞲ῃ⽊┺ٻ⌄㦖ٻ㩦㑮⯒₆ٻ⪳䟞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻ⓪⯊₆ٻ㞚☯㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㹾⼚ٻ

⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚☯☚ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ㹾⼚㠦ٻ㰗Ⳋ䟊ٻ㧞╋┞┺ٻډ㩲ٻ䂲ῂ㧎ٻ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢㦮ٻ䞲ٻ䣢㤦㦖ٻ䞲

₆䢒㡂㎇㧊ٻ㥶䂮㤦㠦㍲ٻ㧊⩆ٻⰦ㦚ٻ䞮⓪ٻộ㦚ٻ✺㠞╋┞┺ٽٻډⰢ㟓ٻ⌋ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ⹎䢒⳾ڂٻộڂὒ

ṯ㦖ٻ䞯ᾦ⯒ٻṖⳊٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ⯎┺ٻ䞯ᾦ㠦ٻ⌒⽊ٻỆ㟒ٻٽډ⁎⩂Ⳋ㍲₆ٻ⁎ٻ䢒㡂㎇㦖ٻ⹎䢒⳾

㞚☯㦚ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㞚┢ڂٻộڂ㦒⪲ٻ⩖╋┞┺ٻډ㧊⩂䞲ٻ㹾⼚ٻ䌲☚⓪ٻ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ڍٻ 㫆ڍٻ 䟃

㥚㧊Ⳇٻ㧊ٻ䡧㟓ڍٻ 㫆⓪ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ದ゚㭖ῃ㦖ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ⳾㦮ٻ䟟㥚⋮ٻ㰖㥚㢖ٻⶊὖ䞮Ợٻ✶⳾ٻ䡫䌲㦮ٻ㹾⼚⪲䎆ٻ⽊䢎㦚ٻ㑮

㧞☚⪳ٻ✶⳾ٻ㩗㩞䞲ٻ㞞㦚ٻṫῂ䟊㟒ٻ䞲┺ٻٻٽډ

ڎڋڋڍ 㧞┺ἶٻὖἚṖٻ☚⁞㰖ٻ⓪ἂ䟊ٻ㾲㫛ٻṯ㦖ٻ㦢ὒ┺ٻ㦖⏩⌋ٻ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㥚㤦䣢Ṗٻ⎚

䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻڇ㡂㧦㞚㧊ٻ䔏⼚䧞ٻډ┺㠞⬾┺ٻ㫇䞮Ợٻ⓪ἶ㍲⽊ٻڄ䞲ῃ㩫ڃ䡧㟓╏㌂ῃٻ䟊╖ٻῢἶ㠦ٻ╖ٽ

㧻㞶㞚ٻڇ ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚☯㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ 㹾⼚㦚ٻ㥚䞲ٻὋ㩗ᾦ㥷ὒٻ䃶䗮㧎㧊ٻ㫇䞮┺ٻډ ⡦䞲ٻ⹎䢒⳾

㞚☯ὒٻ 㧻㞶㞚☯㦮ٻ 㹾⼚㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㩫⽊Ṗٻ 㩲䞲㩗㧊┺ٻډ ⡦䞲ٻ ╖䞲⹒ῃ㦮ٻ 䠢⻫㧊

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㠦㍲ٻⳛ㔲䞲ٻ㧻㞶㞚㢖ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ㿲㌳ٻ⡦⓪ٻ㔶㦒⪲ٻ㧎䞲ٻ㹾⼚㦚ٻⳛ㔲㩗㦒⪲

⁞㰖䞮㰖ٻ㞠ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻộ㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻ㤆⩺⯒ٻ䚲ⳛ䞲┺ٻٻٽډ

⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻἓ㩲㩗ٻῢⰂ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㥚ٻ

䞲ῃ㦮ٻ㰗㧻☚ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㹾⼚㧊ٻ⻢㠊㰖ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻὉ㧛┞┺ٻډ㩲Ṗٻ㞚⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧㦮

䣢㤦㧎ٻ 䞲ٻ 㡂㎇㦖ٻ 㠎⪶ὒٻ 㧎䎆う⯒ٻ 䞲ٻ 䤚ٻ ٻ▮┞┺ 㰗㧻㠦㍲ٻ 䟊ἶٻ ♮㠞㔋┞┺ٻډ ┺⯎

⹎䢒⳾✺☚ٻ㧚㔶ٻ㌂㔺㧊ٻ㞢⩺㰖Ⳋٻἶ㣿㭒Ṗٻ㨂Ἒ㟓㦚ٻ㞞ٻ䞮ἶٻ䟊ἶٻ䞮⓪ٻἓ㤆Ṗٻ㧞╋┞┺ٻډ

➢ⶎ㠦ٻ㓺㓺⪲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤆⩺ἶٻ䞮⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻゞἺ㌗䌲㠦ٻ⏩㧊Ợٻ⓪♮ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻٻډ

㧊⩂䞲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㹾⼚㦖ٻ㡂㎇㹾⼚㻶䘦ῃ㩲䡧㟓ڌڌٻ 㫆⯒ٻ㥚ٻ䞲ٻộ㦒⪲ڌڌٻ 㫆⓪ٻ㧊⩝Ợ
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ⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

㹾⼚㦚ٻ㧞㠊㍲㦮ٻ䟊ἶ㠦ٻ䞲ٻ⪲Ệ⁒ٻ⯒㡂ٻ䢒㧎ٻٻ䟊ἶٻ䞲ٻ⪲㧊㥶ٻ⯒㿲㌆䦊Ṗٻ⓪⡦ٻ㧚㔶ٽ

⁞㰖䞮ἶٻ㥚ٻ㔲ٻ㩲㨂⯒ٻṖ䞲┺ٻٽډ

䞲ῃ㦮ٻ ῃ⹒₆㽞㌳䢲⽊㧻㩲☚㠦ٻ ➆⯊Ⳋٻڇ Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ 㠜Ệ⋮ٻ 㩚ٻ Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ ゞἺ㌗䌲Ṗٻ 㞚┞Ⳋ

ῃṖ㦮ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻ㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㠜Ợٻ♮㠊㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ⁎⧮㍲ٻ㞚☯㦚ٻ㟧㥷䞮⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾⓪ٻ㫛㫛ٻṖ㫇ὒ

㩫⪲䎆ٻ 㞚ⶊ⩆ٻ 㰖㤦㦚ٻ ⴑٻ 㔋┞┺ٻډ ▪ῂ⋮ٻ 㧊⩆ٻ ⹎䢒⳾✺㦖ٻ 㞚㧊ٻ 㞚ザ⪲䎆☚

㼊Ἒ㩗㦒⪲ٻ 㰖㤦㦚ٻ ⴑٻ ἶٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ 㢲⌦䞮Ⳋٻ 㞚㧊ٻ 㞚ザṖٻ 㟧㥷゚⯒ٻ ٻ⪴☚⌋ ⻫㦒⪲

ṫ㩲䞮㰖ٻ㞠ἶٻ㧞₆ٻ➢ⶎ㧛┞┺ٻډⶒ⪶ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㧦㔶㧊ٻ㟧㥷゚⯒ٻ㰖㤦⓪◆ٻ㩗⁏㩗㧊㠊㟒

䞮㰖Ⱒٻڇ㧊ٻὒ㩫㠦㍲ٻ㞚㧊ٻ㞚ザ㢖㦮ٻṞ❇㧊ٻ▪㤇ٻ㕂䢪♮ἶٻڇ䞯╖Ṗٻ㧒㠊⋶ٻ㑮☚ٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

⁎⧮㍲ٻ╖┺㑮ٻ⹎䢒⳾⓪ٻ㞚㧊ٻ㞚ザ㠦ỢٻṦ䧞ٻ㟧㥷゚⯒ٻ㰖㤦ٻ㦒⩺ἶٻ䞮㰖ٻ㞠㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ٻ ړڌ 㫆⓪ٻ ⳾Ṗٻ 㞚☯㠦ٻ ╖䟊ٻ Ὃ☯㺛㧚㧊ٻ 㧞┺ἶٻ ⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

⁎⧮㍲ڎڋڋڍٻ 㰚㔺㦚ٻ⁎ٻ☚⁞㰖ٻ⓪ἂ䟊ٻ㾲㫛ٻ⌎⽊ٻ䞲ῃ㩫㠦ٻ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㥚㤦䣢Ṗٻ⎚

╊ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ㤆Ⰲٽ 㥚㤦䣢⓪ٻ 䞲ῃ㦮ٻ Ⱔ㦖ٻ 㑮㦮ٻ 㧊䢒⳾㢖ٻ ⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻ ⻫㩗㦒⪲ٻ ⽊㧻♲ٻ 㟧㥷゚⯒ٻ 㰖

ⴑ䞮⓪ٻộ㠦ٻ╖䟊ٻ㤆⩺䞮ἶٻ㧞┺ٻٻٻٽډ

ڌڌڋڍ ٻٻډ┺┞╋ⳛ㔲䟞ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ⯒㾲㫛ἂ䟊ٻ⁎ٻ⓪㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㥚㤦䣢ٻ⎚

ٻ䞲╖ٻ㧻㞶㞚☯㠦ٻ⓪㤆Ⰲ㥚㤦䣢ٽ ╏㌂ῃڃ䞲ῃڄ㦮ٻ 㰖㏣㩗㧊ἶٻ┺㟧䞲ٻ䡫䌲㦮ٻ㹾⼚㠦ٻ╖䟊

㤆⩺ٻ䞲┺ٻډ⹎䢒⳾ٻڇ䔏⼚䧞ڋڌٻ ٻٽډ┺㧞ٻ㩲㣎♮㠊ٻῃṖ㰖㤦㼊Ἒ㠦㍲ٻ⓪ἓ㤆ٻڇ⳾⹎䢒ٻ╖

ῃ㩲㧎ῢ㰖䂾㠦ٻ ٻ⧑➆ 䞲ῃ㩫㦮ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ ٻ⁎ 㞚☯㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㰖㤦⁞㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㤆㍶㑲㥚⓪

䡚㨂㢖ٻỆ∎⪲ٻ♮㠊㟒ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ䡚㨂ٻ㩫㦮ٻ㞚☯ٻ╏ٻ䞲ٻ╂ٻ㰖㤦⁞ٻ㑲㍲⓪ٻ㞚⧮㢖ٻṯ㔋┞┺ٻډ

Ṗ㫇㰧┾Ṗ㩫㔲㍺ڒڋڌٻ Ⱒٻ㤦ٻڇἶ㞚㔲㍺ڐڋڌٻ Ⱒٻ㤦ٻڇ㟧㥷㔲㍺ڐڍٻ Ⱒٻ㤦ٻڇῃ⌊㧛㟧⳾ڋڌٻ Ⱒ

㤦ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾⋮ٻ㧊䢒⳾ڐٻ Ⱒٻ㤦ٻٻډ

㯟ٻ䡚㨂ٻ䞲ῃٻ㩫⓪ٻ䂲㠚ⰞṖٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㰗㩧ٻ䋺㤎ٻ➢ٻ㰖㤦⁞㦚ٻṖ㧻ٻ㩗Ợٻ㭒ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

Ⳋ㠦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㌳䢲ἶ⪲ٻ䂲㠚ⰞṖٻⴑٻ䋺㤆ἶٻἶ㞚㤦㧊⋮ٻ㰧┾㔲㍺㠦ٻṬ┺ٻ㭒Ⳋٻ䂲㠚ⰞṖ

㰗㩧ٻ 䋺㤆⓪ٻ ộ⽊┺ٻ ڋڍ ٻ⺆ 㧊㌗ٻ 㰖㤦⁞㦚ٻ 㭒ἶٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ 㧊ộ㦖ٻ 㧮ⴑ♲ٻ 㧒㧛┞┺ٻډ

Ṗ⋲䞮▪⧒☚ٻ 㞚₆⓪ٻ 䂲㠚Ⱎٻ 䛞㠦㍲ٻ 㧦⧚ٻ ➢Ṗٻ Ṗ㧻ٻ 䟟⽋䞮┺⓪ٻ ộ㦚ٻ 䞲ῃ㧎✺㦖

⳾⯊㔲⋮㣪ٻ◆⩆⁎ٻښ䡚㨂ٻ䞲ῃ㩫㦮ٻ㰖㤦⁞ٻῂ㫆⓪ٻ㞚₆⯒ٻ㠚Ⱎٻ䛞㦒⪲ٻヒ㞭㞚㍲ٻ㔲㍺㠦

Ṭ┺ٻ㭒☚⪳ٻṫ㩲䞮⓪ٻῂ㫆㧛┞┺ٻډ㩫Ⱖٻ⍞ⶊٻ䞮㰖ٻ㞠⋮㣪ٻښ

㔲㍺㠦ٻ⽊⌊㰖⓪ٻ㞚㧊✺ٻ

㧊⩝Ợٻ 䂲㠚Ⱎ㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㩫㦮ٻ 㰖㤦ٻ 㫇㦖ٻ 㞚☯㦚ٻ 㔲㍺㠦ٻ ٻ⓪⌋⽊ ἆὒ⯒ٻ 㽞⧮䞿┞┺ٻډ

䞲ῃ㧛㟧䢣⽊䣢㠦ٻ➆⯊Ⳋٻ䞲ῃ㠦⓪ٻ㟓ڍٻ Ⱒٻⳛ㦮ٻ㞚☯㧊ڋړڍٻ Ṳٻ㔲㍺㠦㍲ٻ㌊ἶٻ㧞ἶٻ㧊ٻ㞚☯

⳾㦮ٻ 㰖⋲䟊ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㽟㰚㔲䋺₆ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ⓪䞲ῃῃ䣢ٻ◆⩆⁎ٻډ┺┞╋㧊䢒䟞ٻ⓪ڀڋړ

ڍڌ 㤪ٻ㞚☯㦚ٻ ڎ 㦖⻫ٻ㧊ٻډ┺┞㫛⬢㔲䆆㔋ٻ☯㧦ٻ䂲ῢ㦚ٻ⳾㦮ٻ㞠㦖ٻ㟧㥷䞮㰖ٻ㞞☯ٻ⎚

ڎڌڋڍ ڒٻ⎚ 㤪ڌٻ 㧒⪲ٻ䣾⩻㦚ٻ㌳䞿┞┺ٻٻٻډ

₆⩂⁎ٻډ┺┞䞿ٻ䟊㟒┺ٻ㦚⩻⏎ٻ⪴☚㧞ٻ㑮ٻ㌊ٻ℮䞾ٻ㨂䣢䞮㡂ٻṖ㫇㧊ٻ㧊⼚䞲ٻ⓪㩫ٻ⋮⩂⁎

㥚䟊㍶ٻ㔲㍺㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㨂㩫㰖㤦⽊┺⓪ٻṖ㫇㥶㰖⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㨂㩫㰖㤦㦚ٻ⓮⩺㟒ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ㞚☯㧊

㔲㍺㠦ٻ㌊ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ䞲ٻ㔲㍺㦖ٻⰟ╖䞲ٻ㩫㰖㤦⁞㦚ٻ㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻ⩆⁎ٻډ㌗䢿㠦㍲ٻὒ㡆
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㔲㍺㦮ٻ 㤦㧻┮✺㧊ٻ ٻ⁎ 㞚☯㧊ٻ ⳾⋮ٻ Ṗ㫇ὒٻ 㨂䣢䞮㡂ٻ 䞾℮ٻ ㌊ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞☚⪳ٻ ⏎⩻㦚

₆㤎㧒₢㣪ٻٻښ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ڐڍٻ 㫆⓪ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

♲㰖㩫ٻ㟧㥷ٻ㦮䟊ٻὖἚ╏ῃ㠦ٻ⪲㩗㦒⳿ٻ䂮⬢㦮ٻ㩫㔶㩗ٻڇ㔶㼊㩗ٻ⋮䢎⽊ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ㌂ῃ㦖╏ٽ

ἓ㤆ٻ䟊╏㞚☯㦖ٻ䂮⬢ٻ㌗䢿㦚゚ٻ⫅䟊ٻ㟧㥷ٻ㰖㩫ὒٻὖ⩾♲ٻ✶⳾ٻ㌗䢿㦚ٻ㩫₆㩗㦒⪲ٻ㕂㌂

㦚ٻῢⰂ⯒ٻṖ㰦㦚ٻ㧎㩫䞲┺ٻٽډ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ٻ㥚㤦䣢⓪ڌڌڋڍٻ 㫆䂮㠦ٻ䞲ῃ㩫ٻὖ⩾䞲ٻ䡧㟓ὒٻ㥚ٻ䐋䟊ٻ⯒㾲㫛ἂ䟊ٻ⎚

╖䞮㡂ٽٻ㔲㍺㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ䘟ṖṖٻ䟟㩫ٻὖⰂⰢٻ㧞ἶٻ㟧㥷㦮ٻ㰞₆ٻڇ㑶ٻڇ㩚ⶎṖٻ䤞⩾ٻڇ㞚☯㠦ٻ╖䞲

╖㤆⯒ٻ䘟Ṗ䞮㰖ٻ㞠⓪ٻộ㦚ٻ㤆⩺ٻ䞲┺ٽⳆٽٻ⳾㢖ٻ㡆⧓㧊ٻ₊⊠ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ⳾ٻ㺔₆ٻ㩲☚Ṗ

ἆ㡂ٻ♲ٻộٽ㠦ٻ㤆⩺⯒ٻ䚲ⳛٻ䟞╋┞┺ٻډ

㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓ڍٻ 㫆ڍٻ 䟃㦖ٻ⹎䢒⳾㞚☯㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㹾⼚㻶䘦⯒ٻⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ㧊⩂䞲

㹾⼚㦚ٻ㻶䘦ٻ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㞞㦮ٻ䞮⋮⪲ٻ㩖⓪ٻ䡚㨂㦮ٻ䞯ᾦ䙃⩻╖ٻ䃶䗮㧎㠦ٻ㌂䣢ῢⰂ䂾䟊㠦

ὖ䞲ٻᾦ㥷⌊㣿㦚ٻ䙂䞾ٻ㔲䌂ٻộ㦚ٻ㩲㞞䞿┞┺ٻډ䞯㌳✺㠦Ợٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㧦⎖☚ٻ㹾⼚䟊㍲⓪ٻ㞞

ٻٻډ┺┞䞿ٻṖ⯊㼦㟒ٻộ㦚ٻ⓪┺♲

㩖⓪ٻ㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㦮ٻ┺㦢ٻ㫆䟃㦚ٻ䞲ῃٻ䞯ᾦ㠦㍲ٻ䞯㌳✺㠦ỢٻṖ⯊䂮ἶٻ㠊⯎✺㦖ٻ㰖䅲㟒

䞲┺ἶٻ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺ٻډ ڍ 㫆ٻ 㞚☯ὒٻ ٻ⁎ ⳾㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㹾⼚ٻ ╖ٻ ڒ 㫆ٻ 㞚☯㦮ٻ ῢⰂ㢖

⳾⪲䎆ٻ☢⽚㦚ٻ㦚ٻῢⰂٻړ 㫆ٻ⻫゚ٻ⹖㧛㟧ὒٻ䞿⻫㩗ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⚦ٻἓ㤆ٻ┺ٻ㞚☯ὒٻ⁎

䂲⳾㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㤦⧮ٻ 㩫⽊Ṗٻ ㌃㩲♮㰖ٻ 㞠ἶٻ ⽊㫊♮☚⪳ٻ 䞶ٻ ộٻڔ 㫆ٻ 䞚㣪䞲ٻ ἓ㤆⯒

㩲㣎䞮ἶ⓪ٻ⳾⪲䎆ٻⰂ♮㰖ٻ㞠㦚ٻῢⰂٻڋڍ 㫆ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻṖ㫇ὒٻ䞾℮ٻ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻῢⰂ⯒

䌞╏䟞㦚ٻ➢ٻῃṖ⪲䎆ٻ⽊䢎ἶٻ⽊㫆ٻ㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻῢⰂٻڐڎ 㫆ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ⋿䂮ٻڇⰺⰺٻڇ

⹖ⰺ⪲䎆ٻ⽊䢎ٻ㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻῢⰂٻ❇㧊ٻ⁎ộ㧛┞┺ٻٻډ

ڎڋڋڍ ٻ⎚ 㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㥚㤦䣢⓪ٻ 㾲㫛ἂ䟊⯒ٻ 䐋䟊ٻ 䞲ῃ㩫㠦ٻ ┺㦢ὒٻ ṯ㦖ٻ 㥶Ṧ㦚

䚲ⳛ䟞╋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ㤆Ⰲٽ 㥚㤦䣢Ṗٻ 䞲ῃ⽊ἶ㍲⯒ٻ Ỗ䏶ٻ 䤚ٻ 㾲㫛ἂ䟊⪲ٻ 㩲₆䞲ٻ ῢἶ⓪ٻ 䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ 㫇䞮Ợ

┺⬾㠊㪢┺ٻډ䔏⼚䧞゚ٻڄڼڃٻ㭖㥶⽊㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㻶䣢ٻڄڽڃٻ㡂㞚ٻڇ㧻㞶㞚ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㞚☯㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㹾⼚

㰖⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻὋὋᾦ㥷ٻ䃶䗮㧎ٻ㩚ٻ㫇ٻٽډ

㩖⓪ٻ䞲ῃ㩫Ṗٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợٻ㨂㩫㩗ٻڇ㕂Ⰲ㩗ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻ䟊㭒㠊㟒ٻ䞮ἶٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㌂䣢㩗

䘎ἂ㦚ٻ 㠜㞶⓪ٻ 䃶䗮㧎㦚ٻ 䟊㟒ٻ 䞲┺ἶٻ ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺ٻډ 㧊ộ㦖ٻ 䞲ῃٻ 㩫Ṗٻ 㧊⹎ٻ ゚㭖䞲

㥶㠪ἓ㩲㩗ബ㌂䣢㩗ബⶎ䢪㩗ٻῢⰂ㥚㤦䣢㦮ڔڋڋڍٻ ٻٻډ┺┞䞿ٻ☚ῢἶ㧊₆ٻ⎚

䞲ῃ㦮ٻ 㧛㟧䔏⪖⻫ٻ ڐ 䟃☚ٻ ٻ⓪㩫ٽ ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ ٻ⁎ 㞚☯㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 䘎ἂ㦚ٻ Ṧ㏢㔲䋺₆ٻ 㥚䞲

䃶䗮㧎㦚ٻ⻢㠊㟒ٻ䞮ἶڂٻ㧛㟧㭒Ṛڂ㠦ٻ㏢゚䞮⓪ٻ㩫㡞㌆Ⱒ䋒ٻ㧊⩂䞲ٻ䃶䗮㧎㦚ٻ㥚䟊ٻ㌂㣿䟊㟒

䞲┺ٽἶٻ ⳛ㔲䞮ἶٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ ڌڌڋڍ ٻ⎚ 㥶㠪㞚☯ῢⰂ䡧㟓㥚㤦䣢☚ٻ 䞲ῃ㩫㠦Ợٻ ⽊⌊⓪

㾲㫛ἂ䟊⯒ٻ䐋䟊ڋڌٽٻ 㽟ῂ䞮ἶٻἶٽ┺䞲ٻ䟊㟒ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻ㩗䞿䞲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợٻ䙂䞾䞲ٻ⯒⳾㧚㔶ٻ╖

㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

㰗㧻㠦㍲ٻ ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ 㹾⼚㦚ٻ ⁞㰖㔲䋺₆ٻ 㥚䟊㍲☚ٻ 㩫⓪ٻ ⏎☯㦮ٻ Ṧ☛₆⓻㦚

ṫ䢪㔲䅲㟒ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ㞚㤎⩂ٻ䘎⳾Ṗ㫇⽋㰖⻫ὒٻῃ⹒₆⽎㌳䢲⽊㧻⻫㦖ٻ✶⳾ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㠦Ợ

㾲㏢ٻ㌳䢲゚⯒ٻ㩲Ὃٻ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞☚⪳ٻṲ㩫♮㠊㟒ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډⶎⳛῃ㦖₆╖ٻ㠛Ⱒٻ㧮㌂⓪ٻ⋮⧒Ṗ

㞚┯┞┺ٻډⶎⳛῃ㦖ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢ㧊ٻ䂾䟊㰖ٻ㞠ἶٻ⽊䢎⓪ٻ⋮⧒㧛┞┺ٻډ㩖⓪ٻ䞲ῃ㧊

㰖㩗䞲ٻῃ㩲䡧㟓㧊ٻ☚㧎ῢ㠦㍲ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ㡂㎇ὒٻỎⰴỢٻⶎ䢪㠦ٻ㺂⧖䞲ٻ㡃㌂㢖ٻ⎚Ⱒٻ⁎
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ῢἶ⯒ٻ㰖䋺⓪ٻ⩆⁎ٻῃỿٻ㧞⓪ٻ⋮⧒Ṗ₆ٻ⯒₆♮ٻ㤦䞿┞┺ٻٻډ
ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڙٻ

ٻڌڋڋڋګژڟڞںگګڨڞځڔڏڎڔڍڒڌڋڋڋڜژڟڞںکگکڞښۓۋێڼډۂۋںۏڼڊےۀۄڱڊڽۀڲںڮڲکڊۈۊھډێےۀۉ۔ۈۃۊډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃ

 

�

㟋䄺ٻ ٻڕ ತ㧛㟧ಥٻ㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢Ṗٻ㌂⧧㦚ٻṖ㰖ἶٻ

∎㭖䧞ٻὖ㕂㦚ٻṖ㪎㟒ٻ䞮⓪ٻ㧎◆㣪ٻډ ㌂㔺ٻ

㧛㟧♶ٻ㞚㧊✺㦚ٻ㔺㩲ٻ⳾✺㧊ٻ㰗㩧ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮Ⱒٻ

㧞┺Ⳋٻ 㠒Ⱎ⋮ٻ 㫡㦚₢㣪ٻښ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ 㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢ٻ

䡚㔺㦖ٻ⁎⩝Ợٻ䞮₆㠦⓪ٻ⍞ⶊ⋮ٻⰤ㦖ٻ㠊⩺㤖㧊ٻ

㧞┺ἶٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧦Ṗٻ䀾㨂䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ

₆㧦ٻ ٻڕ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㧊㧦ٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚㦮ٻ╖䚲⪲ٻ䢲☯䞮ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ㩲㧎ٻ

㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻڇ ڔڌ ㌊ٻ➢ٻ㟧㞚⻚㰖㠦Ợٻ㌊䟊♶ٻㄪٻ

䟞▮ٻ ٻ⓪⎖⁎ 㧊䤚ٻ 㧦㞚㠦ٻ ╖䞲ٻ ₠㦖ٻ ㎇㺆ὒٻ

䞾℮ٻ 㧛㟧㧎✺㦮ٻ 㧎ῢٻ ⽊䢎⯒ٻ 㥚䞲ٻ ㌌㦚ٻ

ἆ㕂䞮ἶٻڇ⁎✺㦮ٻ㌌㠦ٻ㦚ٻ☢Ⰲ₆ٻ㔲㧧䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ

㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻڊٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ٻڄڦڞڜڭگڃ╖䚲ٻ

㧒㩗㦒⪲ٻ㧛㟧㧎✺㦖ٻ✺⁎ٻṖ㫇ὒٻ㩲╖⪲ٻ㦋䢪♮㰖ٻⴑ䞲┺⓪ٻ㩦㦚ٻ䧮✺㠊ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ⡦䞲ٻ

㟧⳾㦮ٻ䙃⩻㦒⪲ٻ㧎䟊ٻ㔶㼊㩗ٻ㞞㩚㠦ٻ㥚䡧㦚ٻ⓪ٻἓ㤆☚ٻⰤ㬶ٻډ

㰖⋲ٻ 䟊ٻ 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒㠦㍲ٻ 䟊㣎⪲ٻ 㧛㟧♲ٻ 㞚₆⓪ٻ 㟓ٻ ڋڋڔ 㡂ⳛٻڇ 㑮⎚㱎ٻ ٻڟڞڠڪ ῃṖٻ 㭧ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㞚☯ٻ㑮ٻ ڌ 㥚⧒⓪ٻ╖䞲⹒ῃ㦮ٻ⊚⩂㤊ٻ䡚㔺㧛┞┺ٻډⶊ㠝⽊┺ٻ䂲㌳Ṗ㫇ٻ⽊䢎Ṗٻ

㭧㕂㧊ٻ㞚┢ٻ㞚☯⽊䢎₆ὖὒٻ㧛㟧ٻ㭧㕂㦮ٻ㩫ٻ㰖㤦㧊ٻⶎ㩲⧒⓪ٻ㰖㩗㦮ٻ⳿㏢ⰂṖٻ⏨㔋┞┺ٻډ

ₖ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻ٻڊٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻ

䂲㌳Ṗ㫇ٻ ⽊䢎ٻ 㤖㰗㧚㦖ٻ 㰖⋲ٻ ڒڋڋڍ ٻ⎚ ڦڞڜڭگ ὒٻ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㎒䎆ٻ ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻڇ

䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ❇㧊ٻ 䞾℮ٻ䞮Ⳋ㍲ٻ⽎ỿ䢪♦㔋┞┺ٻډ 㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻ 䟟㌂⯒ٻṲ㾲䞮⓪Ṗٻ

䞮Ⳋٻ㧛㟧ٻ㽟㰚㧊ٻ㭧㕂㧊㠞▮ٻὖ⩾ٻ⻫⮶㦚ٻṲ㩫䞮₆ٻ㥚䟊ٻٻ⻭ἶٻ⋮㍲ٻ㦮⹎㧞⓪ٻ㎇ὒ⯒ٻ

Ệ⚦₆☚ٻ䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ䞮㰖Ⱒٻ㌂䣢㧎㔳ٻ⼖䢪㢖ٻ㫇䞲ٻὖ㕂ٻ❇ٻṖ㟒䞶ٻ₎㧊ٻⲖἶ☚ٻ䠮䞿┞┺ٻډ

ٻ
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ₖ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻ٻڊٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻ

㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻڊٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ٻڄڦڞڜڭگڃ╖䚲ٻ

ٻⶊ㠝㧊ٻ┺⽊ὖ㕂ٻ䞲╖ٻ㒁㧦㠦ٻ㧛㟧㞚㦮ٻ⡦䞲ٻډ㫡Ỷ㠊㣪ٻ㧞㠞㦒Ⳋٻ䢪Ṗ⼖ٻ㩫㺛㩗ٻⰤ㦖ٻ▪

㞚㧊✺㦚ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㾲㍶㦮ٻ㍶䌳㧎㰖㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻὖ㕂㧊ٻⰤ㞚㰖₎ٻ⧣┞┺ٻډ

ٻڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈ

㟋䄺ٻ ٻ䡚㔺ὒٻὖ䞲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦ٻ㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢㦮ٻڇ䡚㔺ٻ⓪ⴑ䞮ٻ㟧㥷䞮㰖ٻ⪲㏦㦒ٻ⌋ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ⌋ٻڕ

╖㞞㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲ٻ㫖ٻ▪ٻ㞢㞚⽊Ỷ㔋┞┺ٻډ㓺䓲❪㡺㠦ٻ䀾㨂₆㧦ٻ⋮㢖㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧦ٻڇ

㞴㍲ٻ㏢Ṳ䞲ٻộ㻮⩒ٻ㡂⩂ٻ┾㼊✺㦮ٻ⏎⩻㦒⪲ٻ☚⮶⻫ٻṲ㩫♦┺ἶٻ䟞⓪◆ٻ㠊⟺ٻ⌊㣿㧎Ṗ㣪ٻښ

₆㧦ٻ ٻڕ ⍺ٻډ ⪲ٻತ㧛㟧ٻٻ㩞㹾㠦ٻὖ䞲ٻ䔏⪖⻫ಥ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㧎◆㣪ٻډ 㧊ٻṲ㩫㧧㠛㦖ٻ

ړڋڋڍ ٻ⩻⏎ٻ⧲㡺ٻỆ㼦ٻ⯒㕂㦮ٻڇ㦮ٻṲ㩫㞞ٻὋ㼃䣢㢖ٻ㞞☯ٻ⁎ٻډ┺┞㢪㔋ٻ♒㰚䟟ٻṖ㦚䎆ٻ⎚

⊳㠦ٻ㡺⓪ړٻ 㤪ٻ䣾⯒ٻ㞴⚦ἶٻ㧞⓪◆㣪ٻډ䟋㕂㦖ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㽟㰚䞮⓪ٻộ㧊ٻ㭧㕂㧊㠞▮ٻộ㠦㍲ٻ

㧛㟧㦚ٻ┺⽊ٻ㕂㌂㑯ἶ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞☚⪳ٻ㩲☚䢪䟞┺⓪ٻ㩦㧛┞┺ٻډ㭒⳿䞶ٻ㩦ٻ㭧㠦ٻ䞮⋮⓪ٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ

䟟㩫₆ὖٻ㔶ἶ㩲Ṗٻ㞚┢ٻṖ㩫⻫㤦ٻ䠞Ṗ㩲⪲ٻ⼖ἓ♮Ⳋ㍲ٻῃ⌊㣎⯒ٻⰟ⪶䞮ἶٻ㧛㟧䠞Ṗٻ㕂Ⰲ⯒ٻ

㥚䟊ٻ ⻫㤦㠦ٻ ㍲⮮⯒ٻ 㩲㿲䞮☚⪳ٻ 䞲ٻ ộ㧛┞┺ٻډ ⳾㎇㦮ٻ ῢⰂٻ ⽊㧻☚ٻ 㧊⭚㪢⓪◆㣪ٻډ

㧛㟧㑯⩺㩲⯒ٻ☚㧛䟊㍲ٻ㌆⳾Ṗٻ㩫㍲㩗㦒⪲ٻ㞞䞲ٻ㌗䌲㠦㍲ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻἆ㩫䞮㰖ٻ㞠☚⪳ٻ㿲㌆ٻ

䤚ڒٻ 㧒ٻ☯㞞㦖ٻ㧛㟧䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㠜☚⪳ٻ䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ⡦ٻ⁎☯㞞ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ⌎⽊ٻ䂲㌳⳾㦮ٻ㌂㌳䢲ٻ

䂾䟊㢖ٻ㿿☢䟞▮ٻ㔶㌗㩫⽊ٻὋṲ㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲☚ٻ㧛㟧㧎㧊ٻ㭧╖䞲ٻ㰞⼧㠦ٻỎⰂỆ⋮ٻ䂲㌳⳾㦮ٻ

㌳ⶒ䞯㩗ٻ㩫⽊Ṗٻἆ㩫㩗㦒⪲ٻ䞚㣪䞶ٻ⓪➢ٻ㧛㟧⳾㦮ٻ☯㦮㠜㧊ٻ㩫⽊ٻ㡊⧢㧊ٻṖ⓻䞮☚⪳ٻ

⼖ἓ♦㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ₖ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻ٻڊٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻ

ٻ┺Ṳ㩫㧊㠞ٻ⻫ٻ⓪㦮⹎㧞ٻⰺ㤆ٻ₆㡂䞲ٻډډډ

㟋䄺ٻڕٻṲ㩫㞞㦚ٻ₢┞⽊ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ㧎ῢ☚ٻ⽊䢎䞮ἶٻῃṖ㦮ٻ㺛㧚☚ٻ㫖ٻ▪ٻṫ䢪♶ٻộٻṯ⍺㣪ٻډ

₆㧦ٻ ٻڕ ⁎⩝㔋┞┺ٻډ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ 㧒ṗ㠦㍲⓪ٻ 㧊⻞ٻ Ṳ㩫㞞㧊ٻ 㴓ٻ 㰲Ⰲٻ ╖㺛㧊⧒⓪ٻ 㰖㩗☚ٻ

㧞⓪◆㣪ٻ⁎ٻډ㧊㥶⓪ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㌳⳾㦮ڀڍڔٻ㠦ٻ╂䞮⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㧦䢲╖㺛㧊ٻ㠜┺⓪ٻ㩦㧛┞┺ٻډ

⽊Ị⽋㰖Ṗ㫇ٻ㩫㺛⽊ἶ㍲㠦ٻ➆⯊Ⳋٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㧊ٻἀ⓪ٻ㠊⩺㤖㦚ٻⶑ⓪ٻ㍺ⶎ㫆㌂㠦㍲ٻ⯒ڀړډڍڑٻ

㹾㰖䞲ٻ ộ㧊ٻ ⪲ٻ ἓ㩲㩗ٻ ⶎ㩲㧎◆㣪ٻډ 㧊✺㧊ٻ ╏Ⳋ䞮ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 䡚㔺㦖ٻ 㠊⟺㰖ٻ 㰗㩧ٻ

㺔㞚Ṗ⽺㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

⹎䢒⳾ٻ㧦䢲╖㺛㦖ٻ⹎゚ٻ

ٻڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈ

㰖⋲ڔڋڋڍٻ ٻ⓪㌳ٻ▮䟞ٻ㧦ἶ⯊₆ٻ℮䞾ٻ㞚⌈ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ㽞₆ٻ㧚㔶ٻڇ⹎㡆㝾ٻ㿲㌆䞲ٻ㞚✺㦚ٻ⎚

㿲㌆ٻ ڒ Ṳ㤪ٻ Ⱒ㠦ٻ Ⱎ㦢㦚ٻ ∾㔋┞┺ٻډ 㰗㠛☚ٻ 㧞ἶٻڇ 㰧☚ٻ 㧞┺▮ٻ ㌳㦮ٻ Ⱖ㦖ٻ ٻ⚦⳾

Ệ㰩Ⱖ⪲ٻ✺䐋⌂ἶٻڇ㠊⪋Ợٻ㺔㞚Ṛٻ㔲㞚⻚㰖⓪ٻ⪲╖⻫ٻ䞮ἶٻ㕌㦒Ⳋٻ䞮⧒Ⳇٻ㌳䢲゚ٻ㰖㤦㦚ٻ
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Ệ䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ 䞮⬾ٻ 㞚䂾㠦ٻ ⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻ ♒⻚Ⰶٻ ⹎㡆㝾㠦Ợٻ ٻ▪ 䋆ٻ ㌗㻮Ṗٻ ٻ▮♦ Ịٻ 㭒⼖ٻ

㌂⧢✺㦮ٻ╂⧒㰚ٻ䌲☚㡖㔋┞┺ٻډ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

⁎⩝Ợٻ䂲㻯✺㧊ٻ❇㦚ٻ☢Ⰺ㰖ٻⴆ⧦ἶٻڇ䂲ῂ✺㧊ٻ⋮䞲䎢ٻ㡆⧓㦚ٻ㞞ٻ䞶㰖☚ٻⴆ⧦ἶٻ◆⁒ٻڇ

⁎⩝Ợٻ♮▪⧒ἶ㣪ٻٻډ

⳾㧦ٻ ⽊䢎㔲㍺㠦㍲ٻ Ệ㭒䞮ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ ⹎㡆㝾㠦Ợٻ 㰖 ♮⓪ٻ 㩫ٻ 㰖㤦⁞㦖ٻ 㤪ٻ ڎڎ Ⱒ㤦ٻڇ

⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻ㟧㥷㦚ٻ䙂₆䞲ٻ㺚ٻἶ㞚㤦㠦ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ⽊⌞㦚ٻ➢ٻ㩫Ṗڐڋڌٻ Ⱒ㤦㦚ٻ㰖㤦䞮⓪ٻộ㠦ٻ

゚䞮Ⳋٻڎڊڌٻ㑮㭖㠦ٻὒ䞿┞┺ٻٻډ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

₆ὖ㴓㠦ٻ㭒⓪ٻ⁞㞷㦚ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㟧㥷䞮⓪ٻ㠚Ⱎ✺䞲䎢ٻ㰖㤦䟊㭖┺Ⳋٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ▪ٻἶٻ㡞㊮Ợٻڇ

㧮ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚䎦◆ٻ⩆⁎ٻ㧊ٻⰤ㧊ٻ㞚㓂㤢㣪ٻډ

䒂ⳛ䞲ٻἆὒ⯒ٻ⏩ἶڌٻ ڑٻ⎚ Ṳ㤪㱎ٻ㰚䟟㭧㧎ٻ㌳㢖㦮ٻ㟧㥷゚ٻ⻫⮶㏢㏷㦖ٻ⹎㡆㝾⯒ٻ▪㤇ٻ

㰖䂮Ợٻ 䞶ٻ ㈦㧛┞┺ٻډ ῂₖ㠜㧊ٻ 㧦⧒㭒⓪ٻ ⍺ٻ ㌊⺆₆ٻ 㞚✺㧊ٻ ㌌㦮ٻ 䧂ⰳ㧊⧒⓪ٻ ٻ⓪⎖⁎

ⶊ㠝⽊┺ٻ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ⧒⽊⓪ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ⋶䃊⪲㤊ٻ㧊ٻ㫆⁞ٻ▪ٻ✲⩂㤢㰖₆⯒ٻ⧒ἶٻ

㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

ٻ⚦⳾ 㧎㔳㦮ٻ 㹾㧊㧬㞚㣪ٻډ ٻڄ㠚Ⱎ⪲㍲ڃ 㟧㥷㦚ٻ 䟊㟒ٻ 䞮⓪ٻ 㦚ٻ ╏㡆䧞ٻ 㺛㧚㰖ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ

Ệ┞₢ٻ⁎⌻ٻ㩖䧂⯒ٻತ⹎䢒⳾ಥ⧒⓪ٻ㠊⟺ٻ㭒䢣⁖㝾㻮⩒ٻ✶⳾ٻڇ㺛㧚㦚ٻ㰠㠊㪎㟒ٻ⓪♮ٻ╖㌗㧊ٻ

㞚┞⧒ٻ✲⩓ἶٻ㧦㡆㓺⩓Ợٻ⧒⽦㮂㦒Ⳋٻ㫡Ỷ㠊㣪ٻډ

ٻڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈ

㌳⓪ٻỆ㰩Ⱖٻڇ㔲㞚⻚㰖⓪ٻⶎ㩚╖ٻ

㭒⼖㧎✺ٻ䌲☚⼖䢪㠦ٻ▪ٻ䋆ٻ㌗㻮ٻ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

⁎⩝Ợٻ䂲㻯✺㧊ٻ❇㦚ٻ☢Ⰺ㰖ٻⴆ⧦ἶٻڇ䂲ῂ✺㧊ٻ⋮䞲䎢ٻ㡆⧓㦚ٻ㞞ٻ䞶㰖☚ٻⴆ⧦ἶٻ◆⁒ٻڇ

⁎⩝Ợٻ♮▪⧒ἶ㣪ٻٻډ

㩫ٻ㰖㤦₆ٻڇὖ㧛㟧㠦ٻ㰧㭧ٻ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

₆ὖ㴓㠦ٻ㭒⓪ٻ⁞㞷㦚ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㟧㥷䞮⓪ٻ㠚Ⱎ✺䞲䎢ٻ㰖㤦䟊㭖┺Ⳋٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ▪ٻἶٻ㡞㊮Ợٻڇ

㧮ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㦚䎦◆ٻ⩆⁎ٻ㧊ٻⰤ㧊ٻ㞚㓂㤢㣪ٻډ

㰖㡆♮⓪ٻ⮶⻫ٻ㏢㏷ٻ☚㤖㞞ٻ♒ٻ

㡗㌗䀾㨂ٻ㩚㌗⹒ٻ

ₖ⹎㡆ڃṖⳛٻڊٻڄ⹎䢒⳾ٻ

ٻ⚦⳾ 㧎㔳㦮ٻ 㹾㧊㧬㞚㣪ٻډ ٻڄ㠚Ⱎ⪲㍲ڃ 㟧㥷㦚ٻ 䟊㟒ٻ 䞮⓪ٻ 㦚ٻ ╏㡆䧞ٻ 㺛㧚㰖ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ
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Ệ┞₢ٻ⁎⌻ٻ㩖䧂⯒ٻತ⹎䢒⳾ಥ⧒⓪ٻ㠊⟺ٻ㭒䢣⁖㝾㻮⩒ٻ✶⳾ٻڇ㺛㧚㦚ٻ㰠㠊㪎㟒ٻ⓪♮ٻ╖㌗㧊ٻ

㞚┞⧒ٻ✲⩓ἶٻ㧦㡆㓺⩓Ợٻ⧒⽦㮂㦒Ⳋٻ㫡Ỷ㠊㣪ٻډ

ٻڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈڈ

㟋䄺ٻ ٻڕ ㌂⪖⯒ٻ 㩧䞮ἶٻ₢┞⽊ٻ㧊ٻ㔲╖㦮ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ✺㧊ٻ䠺㼦⋮Ṗ㟒ٻ䞶ٻⶎ㩲✺㧊ٻ㩫Ⱖٻ䞲ٻ

⚦Ṗ㰖Ṗٻ㞚┞⍺㣪ٻډ

₆㧦ٻڕٻ⍺ٻڇ⽊㔶ٻộ㻮⩒ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㩫㦮ٻ㡊㞛䞲ٻ㨂㩫㰖㤦☚ٻⶎ㩲㰖Ⱒٻ㟧㥷㦚ٻ䞾℮ٻ

䟊⋮Ṗ㟒ٻ䞶ٻ㌳㠦Ợٻṫ䞮Ợٻ㺛㧚㦚ٻⶑ㰖ٻⴑ䞮⓪ٻ䡚㔺☚ٻⶎ㪃┞┺ٻډ㞴ٻ㍶ٻ㌂⪖㢖ٻṯ㧊ٻ

⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻڇڀڏډڐړٻ㡊ⳛٻ㭧ړٻ ⳛٻ㧊㌗㧊ٻ㞚㧊㦮ٻ㌳㠦Ợٻ㟧㥷゚⯒ٻ㰖ٻⴑ䞮ἶٻ㧞⓪◆㣪ٻډ

㏢㏷ٻ 㩞㹾㦮ٻṚ㏢䢪㢖ٻῢἶṖٻ㞚┢ٻṫ⩻䞲ٻ㩲㨂ٻ䡫㔳㦒⪲㍲㦮ٻ㟧㥷゚ٻ㼃ῂṖٻ㧊⭚㪎㟒ٻ

䞲┺⓪ٻ㩦☚ٻὒ㪃┞┺ٻډ

⹎䢒⳾ٻڀڏډڐړٻ㟧㥷゚ٻⴑٻ㞚ٻ

㟋䄺ٻڕٻ⁎⩝ῆ㣪ٻډ㧊⩆ٻ䡚㔺ٻṖ㤊◆ٻ䞲ῃᾦ䣢Ṗٻ㰖㤦䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ⻫㦖ٻ㠜㦚₢㣪ٻښ

₆㧦ٻ ٻڕ ⶒ⪶ٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ 䡚㨂ٻ 㤊㡗♮ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ ڐڎ Ṳ㦮ٻ ⹎䢒⳾ٻ 㰖㤦㔲㍺ٻ 㭧㠦ٻ ڒڌ ṲṖٻ

㧛㟧₆ὖ㧊ٻ㭒㼊Ṗٻ♮㠊ٻ㤊㡗♮ἶٻ㧞⓪◆㣪ٻډ㾲⁒ٻṲ㩫♲ٻ⻫㞞㠦ٻ➆⯊Ⳋڐڌڋڍٻ ⎚䎆ٻ䟊╏ٻ

ڒڌ Ṳٻ㔲㍺㦖ٻ㧛㟧₆ὖٻ㧊㣎㦮ٻ⯎┺ٻ㭒㼊Ṗٻ㤊㡗䞮㰖ٻ㞠㦒Ⳋٻ㔲㍺㦚ٻ㤊㡗㦚ٻ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻډ

㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻₖ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻㦖ٻ䞲ῃᾦ䣢Ṗٻ⋮㍲㍲ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㰖㤦ٻ㔲㍺㦮ٻ㭒㼊Ṗٻ♒ٻ㭖┺Ⳋٻ⌄㦖ٻ

㧦㦮ٻⰞ㦢㦒⪲ٻ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ㌗㻮⯒ٻ◄㠊㭒⓪ٻ╖㞞㧊ٻ♶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞┺ἶٻⰦ䞿┞┺ٻډ

㧛㟧₆ὖٻڇ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㔲㍺ٻ㤊㡗ٻⴑ䟊ٻ

ₖ☚䡚ٻ㤦㧻ٻڊٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮㰧ٻٻ

ٻٻỆ㡞㣪ٻṚ㩞䞲ٻ⍞ⶊٻ⧢㧊ٻ⓪┺㫡Ỷٻ㰠㠊㪎㮂㦒Ⳋٻ㰦㦚ٻ⁎ٻṖ㰖ἶٻ㯦Ệ㤖㦚ٻډډډ

₆㧦ٻڕٻ㾲⁒ٻⳝٻ⎚ٻ㌂㧊ٻ㿲㌆㦚ٻ㧻⩺䞮⓪ٻṗ㫛ٻ㩫㺛ὒٻ㌂䣢ٻ㥚₆Ṗٻ㧊㠊㰖ἶٻ㧞⓪◆㣪ٻډ

ٻ䋆ٻ㡂㩚䧞ٻ䡚㔺㦖ٻ⓪┺㫇䞮ٻ㰖㤦㧊ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻộ㠦ٻ⓪䋺㤆ٻ⪲㏦㦒ٻ⌋ٻ⯒㞚㧊ٻ㦖⌈ٻ⪲ⴎ㦒ٻ⌋

㞚㓂㤖㦒⪲ٻ⋾㞚㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㟋䄺ٻ ٻڕ ╖䞲⹒ῃ㦮ٻ ٻ✶⳾ 㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ 㠚Ⱎٻڇ 㞚ザ㦮ٻ ➆⦑䞲ٻ 䛞㠦㍲ٻ 㧦⧒⋶ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞₆⯒ٻ

₆╖䟊⽛┞┺ٻډ㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧦ٻ㑮ἶ䞮㎾㔋┞┺ٻډ

㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧦ٻٻٻ

㿲㻮ڔڐڒڐڎڌژڟڤګڟځړڑڎګژڟڤګښۋێڼډےۀۄۑںێےۀۉڊێےۀۉڊۑۏډێۏھډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ�
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ٻ

㟋䄺ٻ ٻڕ 㡺⓮㦖ٻ 㩲ٻ ڒ 䣢ٻ 㧛㟧㦮ٻ ⋶㧎◆㣪ٻډ

㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶㦮ٻⰴ㞚ٻ㧛㟧㦮ٻ╏㥚㎇ὒٻ䞾℮ٻ⌉㦖

㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ㧦㔳㦚ٻ㰗㩧ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㌂䣢㩗㧎

㡂Ị㦚ٻ Ⱒ✺㠊ٻ ⽊㧦⓪ٻ 㤖㰗㧚☚ٻ 㢫㎇䟊ٻ 㰖ἶ

㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㟋䄺ٻ ٻڕ 㧊⩂䞲ٻ 㥚₆ٻ ㏣㠦㍲ٻ 㤆Ⰲ㌂䣢

㕇⁖Ⱞ㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻὖ㕂ὒٻ㧎㔳ٻṲ㍶㦚ٻ㥚䞲

㧦ⰂṖٻⰞ⩾♦㔋┞┺ٻډ㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧷┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

G

Ṧ㦖⋾ٻڊٻ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ㤎㌆㰖ٻ╖䚲ٻ

㤆Ⰶٻ ⡦ٻ 䞮⋮㦮ٻ Ṗ㫇㧊㰖ٻ 㩞╖ٻ 㑾Ỿ㟒ٻ 䞮⓪ٻ 㧊✺㧊ٻ 㞚┯┞┺ٻډ 㞴㦒⪲㦮ٻ 㿲㌆㦚ٻ 㞴⚪

⹎䢒⳾✺㦖ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㩞╖ٻ䙂₆䟊㍲☚ٻ㞞ٻ♮ἶٻ㌳ⳛ䌚㌳㦮ٻ㿫⽋㦚ٻ㑾₆㰖☚ٻ㞠㞚㟒ٻ䞿┞┺ډ

㌆ἶ㦮ٻ㞚䝪㦚ٻ㥚⪲䞮ἶٻ㌳ⳛٻ 䌚㌳㦚ٻ㿫⽋䞮⓪ٻ⁞㭚㧊ٻṖ㟒⁞ٻ㡆㭒㠦ٻⰴ䀆ٻ ╖ⶎ₆⚻㠦

ỎⰓ┞┺ٻډ㿫䞮ٻ䞲ٻ⻞ٻ㞚⽊㰖ٻⴑ䞲ٻ㧊ٻ➛㦮ٻ⹎䢒⳾㢖ٻ㟧㥷㞚☯㦚ٻ㥚䟊㎃┞┺ٻٻډ

ڐ 㤪ڌڌٻ 㧒㦚ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮₆ٻ⪲⋽ٻ⎦䞮ἶٻڇ㧦₆㦮ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧦㔶㦮ٻ㏦㦒⪲ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㌂䣢⯒

㦧㤦䞮⓪ٻ㌂⧢✺㧊ٻ⳾㡖㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻڊٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ٻڄڦڞڜڭگڃ╖䚲ٻ

㌂䣢Ṗٻ⹎䢒⳾⯒ٻ╖䞮⓪ٻ㔳㧊ٻⶎ㩲㧊㰖ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾ٻ⁎ٻ㧦㼊Ṗٻⶎ㩲㧎ٻộ㦖ٻ㞚┯┞┺ٻډ㤆Ⰲ⓪

⼖䢪⯒ٻⰢ✺㠊⌒ٻ㑮ٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ 㤆Ⰲٻ ٻڇ⬢☯ٻ䂲ῂ㧊㧦ٻ⹎䢒⳾✺㦮ٻ⚦⳾ 䒂㨗㦮ٻ 㰖㰖㧦⪲

䞾℮䞮₆⪲ٻ┺㰦䞿㔲┺ٻډ

ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㎒䎆ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ٻ㭒㾲⪲ٻ㡊Ⰶٻ㩲 ڍ 䣢ٻ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ䄾䗒⩆㓺㠦⓪ٻ㡂㎇┾㼊㢖

㞚㧊⯒ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⌎⽊ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞ٻڇῃ⌊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㧎ڋڐڌٻ❇ٻ 㡂ⳛ㧊ٻ㺎Ṗ䟊ٻ⳾㎇ῢὒٻ㞚☯㧎ῢ㠦ٻ╖䞲

㰚㰖䞲ٻ⏒㦮⯒ٻ䘒㼺㔋┞┺ٻډ䄾䗒⩆㓺㠦㍲⓪ٻ㟧㥷⹎䢒⳾ٻṖ㫇㦮ٻ㌳䢲㔺䌲㢖ٻ㧦⎖㦮ٻ㧎ῢ㦚

㥚䞲ٻ㩫㺛ٻ䟻ٻڇ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ㧎㔳ٻṲ㍶ٻ❇ٻ⩻⏎ٻ㔺㰞㩗㧎ٻ⻫✺㧊ٻ⳾㌟♦㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㾲䡫㑯ٻ䕖㧻ٻڊٻ䞲ῃ⹎䢒⳾Ṗ㫇䡧䣢ٻ

㎇䙃⩻ٻ㡞ٻᾦ㥷㦚ٻ䞮⓪ٻộ㻮⩒ٻ䞲⳾ٻṖ㩫㧊⋮ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻṖ㩫㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ䘎ἂٻᾦ㥷㧊ٻↃ

䞚㣪䞮┺ἶٻ㌳ṗ䞿┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧊㢖䞾℮ٻ 㧛㟧㧎✺㧊ٻ ٻ⯎┺ 㧎㫛ٻ ㌂䣢㠦㍲ٻ ㌊Ⳋ㍲ٻ ἀ㠊㟒ٻ 䟞▮ٻ 㹾⼚ὒٻ ἶ䐋㦚ٻ ⁎✺㦮

⳿㏢Ⰲ⯒ٻ䐋䟊ٻ✺㡂┺ٻ⓪⽊ٻ㺛☚ٻṚ♦㔋┞┺ٻډ䟊㣎⪲ٻ㧛㟧♲ڐڍٻ ⳛὒٻὖ⩾ٻ䞯㧦ڏٻ ⳛ㦮

㌳㌳䞲ٻ㧊㟒₆⯒ٻ╊㦖ٻ ٻ㧎㫛ڂ Ṛٻ 㧛㟧㦮ٻ㌂䣢䞯ڂ㦖ٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ㧦゚⪲㤊ٻ㍶䟟㧊⧒⓪ٻ䁷ⳊⰢ

ṫ㫆♒㢪▮ٻ㰖⋲⋶㦚ٻ☢㞚⽊ἶٻڇ㧎㔳Ṳ㍶㦮ٻ㔺ⰞⰂ⯒ٻ▮㪎㭒ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ
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㩲㧎ٻ㩫ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻڊٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ䢪䟊⯒ٻ㥚䞲ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ⳾㧚ٻڄڦڞڜڭگڃ╖䚲ٻ

䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎✺㧊ٻ䞲ῃ㦒⪲ٻ☢㞚㢖ٻ䂲㌳ٻṖ㫇ὒٻ㨂䣢䞶ٻ⁎ٻ➢ٻὒ㩫㧊ٻ䟃㌗ٻ㑲㫆⪲㤊ٻộ㦖

㞚┯┞┺ٻډ㺛ٻṚ㦖ٻ㍶䠮㧦✺㦮ٻἓ䠮㦚ٻ⋮⓪ٻ⻫㧊ٻ♶ٻ㈦Ⱒٻ㞚┞⧒ٻ㧊ٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ㧎㔳㦚

Ṳ㍶䞮⓪ٻ◆ٻ☚㤖㦚ٻ㭚ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

Ṗ㫇㦮ٻ䟊㼊㢖ٻ㌗㔺㦮ٻ㞚䝪㦚ٻ㭚㡂⋮Ṗ㧦⓪ٻ䧂ⰳ㦮ٻ⳿㏢ⰂṖٻῃṖ㢖ٻ㌂䣢㠦ٻṖ㫇㦮ٻ䛞ṯ㦖

➆⦑䞲ٻ㔲㍶㦚ٻ㣪㼃䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻڮگڞٻډ㾲₆㡗㧛┞┺ٻٻډ

㾲₆㡗₆ٻ㧦ٻٻ

㿲㻮ٻڏڏړڐڎڌژڟڤګڟځړڑڎګژڟڤګښۋێڼډےۀۄۑںێےۀۉڊێےۀۉڊۑۏډێۏھډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

ٻ

㞪㤎䟞▮ٻ㔲㩞㧎ٻ ڍڒڔڌ ٻ㌳䤚ٻ⓪ڄڋڏڃ䔎⩢䃊ٻ㩫ٻ㩲㧎ٻ⎚ ڑ Ṳ㤪ٻⰢ㠦ٻ㠎┞㢖ٻ䞾℮ٻ⹎ῃ㠦ٻ

㧛㟧♦┺ٻډṖ㩫䙃⩻㠦ٻ㔲╂Ⰲ▮ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ㧦㔳✺㠦Ợٻṯ㦖ٻἶ䐋㦚ٻἀỢٻ䞮ἶٻ㕌㰖ٻ㞠㞮┺ٻډ

㩫ἓ㞚⧒⓪ٻ䞲ῃٻ㧊⯚㦖ٻⳝٻ⻞ٻⰂ㰖☚ٻⴑ䞲ٻ㺚ٻ㰖㤢㪢┺ٻډ

㧛㟧ٻ ₆ὖ㦖ٻ 㠊Ⲏ┞㠦Ợٻ ದ⼖䢎㌂ٻ 㰧㞞㠦㍲ٻ 㥶⽋䞮Ợٻ 㧦⧚ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞┺ډಧἶٻ 䟞┺ٻډ

Ệ㰩Ⱖ㧊㠞┺ٻډ ⹎ῃ㧎ٻ 㟧㞚⻚㰖⓪ٻ ⹎⍺㏢䌖㦮ٻ ⁞㏣Ὃ㧻㠦ٻ ٻ⓪┞┺ 㰖☛䞲ٻ

㧎㫛㹾⼚㭒㦮㧦㡖┺ٻډ 㟧㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ Ṗ⊪㝿ٻ Ὃ㧻㠦ٻ ⋮ṖỆ⋮ٻ ゚㍲㧒㦚ٻ 䟞┺ٻډ ⶊ㠝⽊┺ٻ

㟧⳾⓪ٻ㧛㟧♲ٻ➎㦮ٻ㈢ⰂṖٻ䞲ῃ㧊⧒⓪ٻỎٻ㧊䟊䞮㰖ٻⴑ䟞┺ٻډ

┺㎅ٻ ㌊ٻ ➢㡖┺ٻډ 㥶䂮㤦㠦ٻ 䔏⼚䞲ٻ ⶒỊ㦚ٻ ✺ἶٻ Ṗ㍲ٻ ㍺ⳛ䞮⓪ٻ 䟟㌂Ṗٻ 㧞㠞┺ٻډ 㧛㟧㦚ٻ

⽊⌊Ⳇٻ䂲㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ⍹㠊ٻ㭖ٻ䞲⽋㧊ٻ㌳ṗ⌂┺ٻډ㍶㌳┮ὒٻ䂲ῂ✺ٻ㞴㠦㍲ٻ䞲⽋㦚ٻ㍺ⳛ䞮₆ٻ

㔲㧧䟞┺ٻډದ⁎⩂┞₢ٻ㧊ٻ㢍㦖㣪ٻڇಪಧٻⰦⶎ㧊ٻⰟ䡪┺ٻډ㢲ٻ⁎ٻ䞲⽋㧊ٻ䔏⼚䞲㰖ٻڇ㠊❪㠦㍲ٻ

㢪⓪㰖ٻ㞢ٻ㑮ٻ㠜㠞┺ٻډದತ⋮⓪ٻ㠊❪㠦㍲ٻ㡾ٻỆ㰖ಥ⧒⓪ٻ㌳ṗ㧊ٻ✺㠞㠊㣪ٻډ㢲ٻ䂲㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ

ٻಧډ㕌㠞㬶ٻ㞢ἶٻ㞠㞮⓪㰖ٻ䋺㤆㰖ٻ⯒⋮

⹎ῃ㧎ٻ㠊Ⲏ┞⓪ٻ䔎⩢䃊㦮ٻ㰞ⶎ㠦ٻ䂾ⶋ䟞┺ٻډ㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ❇㦚ٻ⩹☢ٻỎ㠊⋮Ṗ⓪ٻ㑲Ṛٻ⓪⁎ٻ

㧛㟧㦮ٻ㞚䝪㦚ٻ㟧⳾㠦Ợ⓪ٻἆ䆪ٻ䎎㠊⏩㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㠜┺⓪ٻỎٻ₾╂㞮┺ٻډ

⳾㢖ٻṞ❇㦚ٻἀ㦒Ⳇٻ㩫㼊㎇㦚ٻἶ⹒䞮▮ٻ䔎⩢䃊⓪ړڋڋڍٻ ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ㥚䞲ٻ⯒䢪䟊ٻ㰚㔺ὒٻ⎚

⳾㧚ٻ䔎⧯ڄڦڞڜڭگڃ㦚ٻ㔲㧧䟞┺゚ٻډ㔍䞲ٻἓ䠮㦚ٻṖ㰚ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ㑮㕃ⳛ㧊ٻ⳾㡖┺ٻډ㧊✺㠦Ợٻ
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㧛㟧㦖ٻ 㞚䝞ٻ ₆㠋㧊㠞┺ٻډ 㧊✺㦖ٻ 㰖⋲䟊䎆ٻ

ತ㧛㟧㦮ٻ ⋶ಥ㦚ٻ ತ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ ⋶ಥ⪲ٻ ∎㧦ἶٻ

㣪ῂ䞮₆ٻ㔲㧧䟞┺ٻډ㌗㻮Ⱒٻ⓪₆⋷ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ㰖㤦䞶ٻ

Ợٻ 㞚┞⧒ٻ 㞚㧊㢖ٻ 㠊Ⲏ┞Ṗٻ 䞾℮䞶ٻ 㑮ٻ 㧞☚⪳ٻ

⚦Ⰲ⳾ڃ⹎䢒⳾ٻ⯒ڄ㰖㤦䞮㧦⓪ٻ䀾㰖㡖┺ٻډ

ದ䞲ῃ㧎✺㦖ٻ䦪䧞ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㠊ⓦٻⶎ䢪✶ٻ㧮ٻ㩗㦧䞶ٻ

Ệ⧒ἶٻ ⹕㬶ٻډ 㠊Ⰲ┞₢㣪ٻډ 䞮㰖Ⱒٻ ⁎Ịٻ 䕦䌖㰖㠦ٻ

ὒ䟊㣪ಧ䔎⩢䃊⓪ٻ┾䢎䞮ỢٻⰦ䞲┺ٻډ

㧛㟧㧎㦮ٻὖ㩦㠦㍲ٻ 䔎⧯㧊ٻ㣪ῂ䞮⓪ٻ Ịٻ ⚦Ⰲ⳾Ṗٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ䢮ἓ㦚ٻⰢ✺㠊ٻ㭒⓪ٻộ㧊┺ٻډ

⚦Ⰲ⳾Ṗٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䙂₆䞮⓪ٻ㧊㥶⓪ٻ㌂䣢㦮ٻ➆Ṗ㤊ٻ

㔲㍶ὒٻ ἓ㩲㩗ٻ 㠊⩺㤖ٻ ➢ⶎ㧊┺ٻډ 㧊⯒ٻ 䟊ἆ䞮⓪ٻ

ộ㧊ٻ㤆㍶㧊ἶٻڇῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻ⁎ٻ┺㦢㧊┺ٻډ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻ㾲䤚㦮ٻ㑮┾㧊┺ٻ⓪⁎ٻډದ⳿䚲⓪ٻ

ἶ㞚㤦ὒٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ㌂⧒㰖⓪ٻ㧒ಧ㧊⧒ἶٻⰦ䞲┺ٻډ

䔎⧯㦖ٻ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㧎㦚ٻ㰖㤦䞮⓪ٻ㔲⹒┾㼊ٻತ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ಥὒٻ䞾℮ڌڌٻ 㧒ٻತ㕇⁖Ⱞ㦮ٻ⋽ٻῃ㩲ٻ

䆮䗒⩆㓺ಥ⯒ٻṬ⓪┺ٻ⓪⁎ٻډⰦ䞲┺ٻډದ㫡㦖ٻ㧛㟧㧊⧖ٻ㠜㠊㣪ٻډ㹾㍶㦮ٻ㍶䌳㧒ٻ㈦㧊㰖ډಧٻ

ٻۍۆډۊھډۇېۊۀێڛۈۄۉۀڼڽٻἓ䠢₆㧦⺆ٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڋڌڋڔڋڋڌڌڐڋڍڌڋڍژڿۄښۋۃۋډےۀۄڱێےۀۉڊێےۀۉڊۍۆډۊھډۇېۊۀێډےےےڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

 

�

ٻڙ㟋䄺ڗ

㡺⓮ڌڌڃ 㧒ڄ㦖ٻ㧛㟧㦮ٻ⋶㧛┞┺ٻډ㣎ῃ㠦ٻ㧛㟧♦┺Ṗٻ㈢Ⰲ⯒ٻ㺔㞚㍲ٻἶῃ㦚ٻ┺㔲ٻ㺔⓪ٻ

㌂⧢㧊ٻ䞲ٻ䟊ڋڋڑڇڌٻ ⳛ㧊ٻ⍮㔋┞┺ٻډ䞮㰖Ⱒٻڇ㧊✺㦚ٻ㥚䞲ٻ㩫ٻ㰖㤦㦖ٻ㧊ٻ➛㦚ٻ⋮➢ٻ⋽⟶ٻ

☢㞚㢂ٻ⋮➢ٻ⼚ٻ㹾㧊Ṗٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻډ

㔶㔏㧊₆ٻ㧦Ṗٻ䀾㨂䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻڙ₆㧦ڗ

㍲㤎㦮ٻ䞲ٻ㔳╏㠦㍲ٻ㣪Ⰲ㌂⪲ٻ㧒䞮⓪ٻア␢䝚ٻ㝾ٻډ

ٻ •

ٻ䚲╖ٻ䔎⩢䃊ٻ㦮ڂ⧯䔎ڂ
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䌲㠊⋲ٻ㰖ٻ䞲ٻ╂ٻⰢ㠦ٻ䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ䝚⧧㓺⪲ٻ㧛㟧♲ٻ⛺ٻ䝚⧧㓺ٻ㥶ⳛٻ䢎䎪㦮ٻ㣪Ⰲ㌂⪲ٻ㧦Ⰲ⯒ٻ

㧷㞮㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

䞮㰖Ⱒٻ䡞㥷㦚ٻ㺔ἶٻ㕌┺⓪ٻ㌳ṗ㠦ٻ⍟ٻ╂ٻ㩚ٻ㰗㧻㦚ٻ⻚Ⰲἶٻἶῃ㦚ٻ㺔㞮㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㑮㏢ⶎٻ⊳㠦ٻἶ⳾⯒ٻ㠊⪋Ợٻ㺔㞮㰖Ⱒٻ⌋⊲ٻ䂲⳾⯒ٻⰢ⋮㰖⓪ٻⴑ䟞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

䞮㰖Ⱒٻڇ⳾⯒ٻ㺔Ỷ┺⓪ٻ⁎㦮ٻ㡊ⰳ㠪ٻ⼖䞾㧊ٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ڒڍڊア␢䝚ٻⰞ䕆㥶ڶ ㎎ٻڇ䝚⧧㓺ٻ㧛㟧ٻڕٻ䂲⳾⯒ٻ㺔⓪ٻ㧒㦖ٻ㡺⧮㩚䎆₆ٻ╖䟊ٻ㡾ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻډ

Ἒ㏣ٻ⏎⩻䞶ٻỆ㡞㣪ڃٻډ䂲⳾⯒ٻⰢ⋮Ⳋٻڄ䞶㞚⻚㰖⓪ٻ㠊⟺ٻ㧊㎾⓪㰖ٻڇ⋮㦮ٻ㈢Ⰲ⓪ٻ

㠊❪㧎㰖ٻڇ䡫㩲ٻڇ㧦ⰺ⓪ٻ㧞⓪㰖ڃٻⶑἶٻ㕌㔋┞┺ٻڸڄډ

ٻ

㣎ῃ㦒⪲ٻ㧛㟧♦┺Ṗٻ䞲ῃ㦚ٻ㺔㦖ٻ㌂⧢㦖ٻ䟊Ⱎ┺ڋڋڑڇڌٻ ⳛ㧊⋮ٻډ┺┞♿ٻ

ٻ

㈢Ⰲ⯒ٻ㺔㞚ٻ㧒㔲ٻ‖ῃ䞮⓪ٻἓ㤆Ṗٻ╖㧊㰖Ⱒٻڇ㧛㟧ٻṖ㩫ὒٻ䢪⯒ٻ㧒㦒䅲ٻ䞲ῃ㠦ٻ

㩫㹿䞮⩂ٻ㡾ٻ㌂⪖☚ٻ㩗㰖ٻ㞠㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ڏڎڊ㍲ⰺ䓲ڶ ㎎ٻڇ⹎ῃٻ㧛㟧ڃٻڕٻ䞲ῃ㠦㍲ٻ㩲Ṗٻ䞶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻڄ㰗㠛㦖ٻ㞞㩫䞲ٻộ✺ٻ㈦㧛┞┺ٻډ

㰗㧻㦚ٻῂ䞮ⓦ⧒ٻ䞲ῃ㠊⯒ٻ⺆㤎ٻ㡂㥶☚ٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻڸډ

ٻ

㩫㦮ٻ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㧎ٻ㰖㤦㦖ٻ╖ٻ䂲⳾ٻ㺔₆⋮ٻἶῃٻⶎڌٻ❇ٻ 䣢㎇ٻ䟟㌂㠦ٻῃ䞲♒ٻ

㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

䐋㡃㧊⋮ٻ⮶⻫ٻ㍲゚㓺ٻ☚❇ٻ䎇㠜㧊ٻ㫇䞿┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

㧻₆ٻ㼊⮮㢖ٻ㩫㹿㦚ٻ㤦䞮⓪ٻ㧛㟧㧎㠦ٻ╖䞲ٻ㧒㧦Ⰲ⋮ٻ㭒Ệٻ㰖㤦ٻ㌂㠛㦖ٻ⹒Ṛⶎ㦮ٻ☚㤖㠦ٻ

㩚㩗㦒⪲ٻ㦮㫊䞮⓪ٻ㔺㩫㧛┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ٻ㞚☯㦮ٻ⓪⋮䌲㠊ٻ㠦⧑⋮ٻ⁎ٻῃṖṖٻ䞲ٻڕٻ㤊㡗㧦ٻڂ㰧ٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ڂٻ㓒䎆ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ڊₖ☚䡚ڶ

ῢⰂ⯒ٻ㿿䧞ٻ⽊䢎䟊ٻ㭒㰖ٻⴑ䟞₆ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ㧒㠊⋲ٻ㧒㧊┺ٻ⩆⁎ٻډ㩦㠦㍲ٻῃṖ㦮ٻ㺛㧚㧊ٻ

㧞┺⓪ٻỆ㬶ٻڸډ

ٻ

㰖⋲ڋڑٻ ڑڌٻ䞲ῃ㧎㦖ٻ♲㧛㟧ٻ㣎ῃ㠦ٻ㞞☯ٻ⎚ Ⱒڋڋڋڐٻ 㡂ٻⳛٻډ

ٻ

㈢Ⰲ⯒ٻ㺔㞚ٻἶῃ㦒⪲ٻ䟻䞮⓪ٻ㧊✺㦚ٻ➆⦑䞮Ợٻ⽊❂㦚ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㌂䣢㩗ٻ⺆⩺Ṗٻ㞚㓓㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ٻٻٻٻٻڄ㍶㑮ٻڕٻ㡗㌗䘎㰧ٻڇ╖㡗ബ䢿㧎㍳ٻڕٻ㡗㌗䀾㨂ڃٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻٻ

ٻ

ٻ

㿲㻮ٻڍڎڒڑړڌڌڋڋڌکژڿۄںێےۀۉښۋێۅډڿڼۀۍںێےۀۉڊێےۀۉںۉۊۄۏھۀێڊۍۆډۊھډێڽێډێےۀۉڊڊڕۋۏۏۃٻڙٻ

ٻ

 

ٻ㰧ಥkٻತ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㰖㤦㎒䎆ڊ ☚䡚ٻ⳿㌂ٻ
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ٻ
ٻ

ٻٻ૱ڂ┺┞㩫ὖ㣿㧛ٻ㔲㌂㧦䋺ڂٻ㡺❫⧑ٻڮڝڞڶ

ೕٻٻ㏷ٻڄڋڋڕڋڍۙڋڋڕړڌڃٻڌډړڔٻڨڡٻڕٻ

ೕٻ㏷㧒ڌڌڋڍٻڕٻ ڐٻ⎚ 㤪ڍٻ 㧒ڃٻ㤪ٻڄ㡺䤚ڒٻ㔲ڋڎٻ ٻ

ೕٻ㰚ٻ䟟ٻڕٻ㩫ὖ㣿ڃٻ䞲Ⱂῃ㩲╖䞯㤦╖䞯ᾦٻᾦ㑮ٻڄ
ೕٻ㿲ٻ㡆ٻڕٻ䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎㰖㤦㎒䎆ڂٻ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ٻڂₖ☚䡚ٻ⳿㌂ٻ

ٻ
൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ䌺⩆䔎ٻ㔶㞶⧒ٻ㝾Ṗٻ⋮㢖㍲ٻ㧛㟧ٻ₆╖ٻ㭧㧎ٻ㍲⯎ٻⳛ㦮ٻ㞚㧊✺ٻڇ䞲ⳛ㝿ٻ㏢Ṳ䞮ἶٻ

㞚㧊㦮ٻ䔏㰫ὒٻ㧛㟧₆ὖٻ㡆⧓㻮⯒ٻ╊㞚㍲ٻ㏷㠦ٻڇ┺⌎⽊⌋ٻ㰖⁞ٻ㩫Ṗٻ㭖゚䞮ἶٻ㧞⓪ٻ

ỗ┞┺ٻډ 㧊Ợٻ 㧎ῢٻ 䂾䟊ٻ ⏒⧖₢㰖ٻ 㧒ἶٻ 㧞ἶٻڇ 㡂⩂ٻ ⏒⧖㧊ٻ 㧒ἶٻ 㧞⓪◆ٻڇ 䟊㣎㧛㟧㧎ٻ

㰖㤦㎒䎆ٻತ㈢Ⰲ㦮ٻ㰧ಥ㦚ٻ㤊㡗䞮ἶٻἚ㔶ٻₖ☚䡚ٻ⳿㌂ٻ㡆ἆ䟊⽛┞┺ٻډₖٻ⳿㌂┮ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ㡞ٻڇ㞞⎫䞮㎎㣪ٻښ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ 㩫⓪ٻ㰖⁞ٻ㧊Ỏٻ 䐋䟊㍲ٻῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧㦚ٻ䢲㎇䢪䞮₆ٻ㥚䞾㧊┺ٻڇ 㧊⩆ٻ ⳿㩗㦒⪲ٻ

䞲┺⓪ٻ㟮₆㰖㣪ٻښ⁎⩝㰖㣪ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ㡞ٻڇ⁎⩝Ợٻ㌳ṗ䞮ἶٻ㧒㦚ٻ䞮⓪ٻộٻṯ㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻ◆⩆⁎ٻڙₖٻ⳿㌂┮ٻ⽊㔲₆㠦⓪ٻ㠊➢㣪₆ٻښ⽎㩗㧎ٻ㧛㧻㧊ٻ㠊⠑㔋┞₢ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ ₆⽎㩗㦒⪲ٻ 㩫Ⱖٻ ⽊₆㠦ٻ ➇䞮ἶٻ ⹒ⰳ䞲ٻ ㌗䢿㧊ٻ ٻڇ┺♦ 㧊⩝Ợٻ ㌳ṗ䞮⓪◆㣪ٻڇ

㢲⌦䞮Ⳋٻ㩚㩗㦒⪲ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢Ṗٻ㿲㌆㥾㧊ٻ⟾㠊㰖ἶٻ㧞ἶٻڇ㩫㌗ٻṖ㩫☚ٻ㿲㌆㦚ٻℒⰂ⓪ٻ

㌗䢿㧎◆ٻڇ㩫Ṗٻ⋮㍲㍲ٻṖ㩫✺㠦Ợٻ䦊Ⲏ┞㯮㦮ٻ㧊⯚㦒⪲ٻ㞚㧊✺㦮ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䌗䞮⓪ٻ㧊⩆ٻ

㧒㧊ٻ ♦㔋┞┺ٻډ 㠊⠑Ợٻ ⽊Ⳋٻ 㞞㠦┺Ṗٻ 㠋㰖⪲ٻ ✺㧊⹖Ⳋ㍲ٻ 㞚㧊ٻ 㫖ٻ 䋺㤢ٻ ٻڇ⧑╂ 㧊⩆ٻ

䌗䞮⓪ٻ↊㧊ٻ♦㰖㣪ٻٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㞚┞ٻ₢┞⩂⁎ٻڇῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻ䢲㎇䢪㔲䋾┺⓪ٻ⳿㩗㦖ٻ㧒┾ٻ㫡㦖ٻỆ㧬㞚㣪ٻٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ ῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧㦚ٻ 䢲㎇䢪㔲䋺⓪ٻ ộ㦚ٻ 㫡㦖ٻ ộ㧊⧒ἶٻ 䞮₆Ṗٻ ㌂㔺㦖ٻ 㠊⪋㔋┞┺ٻډ

䂲Ṗ㫇㧊ٻ䞾℮ٻ㌊㞚Ṟٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ⩆⁎ٻ₎㦚ٻⲒ㩖ٻ㧮ٻ㺔㞚⌊㍲ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙⶒ⪶㧊㰖㣪ٻډ⋮⩂⁎ٻډ
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ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ⁎⩝㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㰖⁞ٻⰦ㝖䞮㔶ٻộ㦖ٻ₢┞⩂⁎ٻ⹎䢒⳾ٻ㰖㤦㧊⧒✶㰖ٻ㧊⩆ٻộ㦚ٻ䐋䟊㍲ٻ㞚㡞ٻ㧛㟧ٻ

╖㌗ٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ㞞ٻ㌳₆☚⪳ٻ䞮⓪ٻỢٻ㤆㍶ٻ㩲㧒ٻ㤆㍶ٻ㫡㦖ٻỆἶٻ⋮⩂⁎ٻڇṖ䞒䞮Ợٻ㧛㟧ٻ╖㌗ٻ

㞚☯✺㧊ٻ㌳₆Ợٻ♮Ⳋٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ☚⧮⁎ٻ⋮㦖ٻộٻ㞚┢Ṗ㣪ٻښ㠊⠑Ợٻ⽊㎎㣪ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙⶒ⪶ٻ⁎⩝㰖㣪ٻ⁎ٻډ㩦㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲⓪ٻ㧊⪶㦮ٻ㡂㰖Ṗٻ㠜㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻ⩆⁎ٻڙ㦮⹎㠦㍲ٻ㡂⩂ٻ⻫㦚ٻ䐋䟊ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧ٻڇ㧛㟧㦖ٻ㺎ٻ䤢⯃䞲ٻộ㧛┞┺ٻڇ㌂⧧㦚ٻ

ٻⶎ㩲㧎ٻỢٻ⓪┺㡾⋮ٻ㠒Ὴ㧊ٻ㞚㧊✺㦮ٻڇ◆Ịٻ⓪㦮䞮㔲☯ٻộ㦖ٻ⓪䢣⽊䞮ٻ㔳㦮ٻ⩆㧊ٻڇ┺┞⑫⋮

ỗ┞₢ٻښ㠊⟺ٻỗ┞₢ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ⁎ộ⽊┺⓪ٻ㫖ٻ▪ٻ⁒⽎㩗㧎ٻ㌳ṗ㦚ٻ䞮ἶٻ㕌㦖◆㣪ٻڇἆῃٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ㩫Ṗٻ⋮㍲㍲ٻ

㞚㧊⯒ٻῃ⹒✺㠦Ợٻ㧛㟧䟊╂⧒ἶٻ䌗䞲ٻộ㦖ٻἆῃٻ㩫ٻ㩫㺛㦮ٻ㔺䕾㦮ٻἆὒṖٻ㞚┞Ỷⓦ⌦ٻٻډ

ٻ

ٻ㌂㔺㦖ٻ䟊㍲╖ٻ㧒㠦ٻ㧊ٻ⓪䌗䞮ٻ䋺㤢╂⧒ἶٻ㫖ٻ㞚㧊ٻῃ⹒✺㠦Ợٻ㩫Ṗٻ㌂㔺ٻ㩦㠦㍲ٻ⩆⁎

㩫㺛㦮ٻ㔺䕾⯒ٻⲒ㩖ٻἶ⺇䞮ἶٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㠊⟺ٻ㩫㺛㧊ٻ㔺䕾䞲ٻỗ┞₢ٻڇ䔏䧞ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ㩖䧂Ṗ₆⽊ٻ㠦⓪ٻ₢┞⩂⁎ٻ㩫Ṗٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ╋㧊┺ٻڇ⧒ἶٻ㌳ṗ䟞₆ٻ➢ⶎ㠦ٻ㧊⩆ٻ

ἆὒ⯒ٻ㽞⧮䟞┺ἶٻ⽊⓪◆㣪ٻډ⁎ộ⽊┺⓪ٻ㌂㔺㦖ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢Ṗٻ㫖ٻ▪ٻ㎇㑯䞲ٻ㌂䣢⪲ٻṖ₆ٻ

㥚䟊㍲⓪ٻ㞚㧊Ṗٻ㿲㌆♶ٻ⁎ٻڇ➢ٻ㿲㌆䞮⓪ٻ䢮ἓ㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲ٻ㌂⧢✺㧊ٻ┺⽊ٻ㺛㧚ٻ㧞ἶٻἚ䣣ٻ

㧞⓪ٻ⻫㦒⪲ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ㿲㌆䟊㟒ٻڇ◆⓪♮ٻ㰖⋲ڔڔڔڌٻ ڔڔڔڌٻ₢┞⽊㺔㞚ٻ⯒䐋Ἒٻ㩲Ṗٻڇ⎚ ⎚䎆ٻ

ڔڋڋڍ ⎚₢㰖ٻῃ⌊㣎⯒ٻⶒ⪶䞮ἶٻ㧛㟧ٻṚٻ㞚☯㧊ٻ㩚㼊ڏٻ Ⱒڎړڍڇڔٻ ⳛ㧎◆ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻ⌉㦖ٻ

㞚㧊Ṗڏٻ Ⱒڎڑڒڇڎٻ ⳛ㧛┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

㾲⁒ڋڌٻ ⎚Ṛ㦮ٻ䐋Ἒ⓪ٻỆ㦮ڀڋڔٻ㡞㣪ٻډ⁎⩂Ⳋ㦖ٻ㧊⩝Ợٻ⹎䢒⳾㠦Ợ㍲ٻ㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ䌲㠊⋲┺ἶٻ

䞮⓪ٻ ㌂㔺㦚ٻ 㤆ⰂṖٻ ⧒⽊Ⳋ㍲ٻ 㠊⠑Ợٻ 䞮Ⳋٻ ٻ┺⽊ ٻ▪ Ἒ䣣ٻ 㧞ἶٻ 㺛㧚ٻ 㧞⓪ٻ 㔳㦒⪲ٻ

㞚㧊✺㦚ٻ㿲㌆䞶ٻộ㧎Ṗ㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢Ṗٻ㫖ٻⶎ㩲⯒ٻⓦ⋒ἶٻڇ䔏⼚䧞ٻ㧊ٻἓ㤆㠦ڏٻ Ⱒٻ

ڎ 㻲ⳛ㦮ٻ㞚㧊✺㠦ٻ䟊╏䞮⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾⓪ٻ㤆Ⰲٻ㌂䣢㠦㍲ٻ㌂⧒㪢㔋┞┺ٻډ⁎✺㦖ٻ㺛㧚㦚ٻ㰖㰖ٻ

㞠ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻ⩆⁎ٻډ㩦㠦㍲ٻډ▪ٻ┺⽊ٻ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ⁒⽎㩗㧎ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙἚ䣣ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㧚㔶㧊ٻṖ⓻䞮☚⪳ٻ㌂䣢ٻ㏣㠦ٻ䃶䗮㧎㦚ٻ㿿䧞ٻ㫖ٻ䞮ἶٻ⩆⁎ٻڇộ㦚ٻⴑٻ

䟞┺⓪ٻ㩦㠦ٻ╖䟊㍲ٻ㫖ٻῃ⹒ٻ㞴㠦㍲ٻ㩫㺛㦮ٻ㔺䕾⯒ٻἶ⺇䟊㟒ٻ䞲┺ٻ⩆⁎ٻڇ㌳ṗ㧛┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ⁎Ⰲἶٻⳝٻ⎚ٻ㩚ڒڋڋڍٻڇ ⎚㧎Ṗ䎆ٻ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧ٻ䉒䎆㩲Ṗٻ☚㧛♮㠞┺ἶٻډ◆▮⩂⁎ٻ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ⁎⩝㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

⁎Ợٻ㭒⪲ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㤆㍶ٻ㿪㰚㩲⧒ἶٻ䞮⓪ٻỆ⯒ٻ㿪㰚䞮Ⳋ㍲ڐٻ Ṳ㤪ٻ☯㞞ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻⲒ㩖ٻ

㞢㞚⽊ἶٻڇ⁎Ợٻ㠜⓪ٻἓ㤆㠦ٻ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻڇ┺⌎⽊ٻ⧒ἶٻ䞮⓪ٻỢٻ㞚Ⱎٻ㰖⁞ٻ㧊⩝ỢٻⰤ㦖ٻ

㞚㧊✺㧊ٻ㧛㟧㦚ٻṖ㰖ٻⴑ䞲ٻ㺚⪲ٻṧ㧧㓺⩓Ợٻ㧊⩝Ợٻῃ⹒㠦Ợٻ䌗䟊㟒ٻ䞶ٻ㻮㰖Ṗٻ♲ٻỢٻ

㞚┢Ṗٻڇ 㩖䧂⓪ٻ ⁎⩝Ợٻ ㌳ṗ䞮⓪◆ٻډ ῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ 㤆㍶ٻ 㿪㰚ٻ 㧦㼊Ṗٻ 㧮ⴑ♮㠞┺ἶٻ 䞶ٻ 㑲ٻ

㠜㰖Ⱒٻ⁎ộ⽊┺⓪ٻ㌂㔺ٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ 䂲Ṗ㫇ٻڇ ⹎䢒⳾Ṗٻ㞚㧊⯒ٻ䋺㤎ٻ 㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ

䢮ἓ㦚ٻ㿿䧞ٻⰢ✺㠞㦒Ⳋٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㤆㍶ٻ㿪㰚㩲ٻ㞞ٻ䟊☚ٻ♶ٻ㑮ٻ㧞⓪ٻ㌗䢿㦒⪲ٻṖ㟒ٻ

ٻ⩆⁎ٻډỆ㰖㣪ٻ⓪┺㢪ٻ㰖⁞₢㰖ٻ㌳ṗ䞮ἶٻἶ⧑ٻڇ┺㧊╋ٻ㿪㰚㩲Ṗٻ㤆㍶ٻ㧛㟧ٻ⌋ῃٻڇ◆⓪♮
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㩦㠦㍲☚ٻ㩫㺛㦮ٻ㔺䕾Ṗٻ㞚┞⌦ٻڇ㩖䧂⓪ٻ⁎⩝Ợٻ㌳ṗ㦚ٻ䞿┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㞢Ỷ㔋┞┺ٻډ⁎Ⰲἶٻ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧ٻ㑮⓪ڀڋڌٻ㝿ٻⰺ⎚Ⱎ┺ٻ㭚㡂⋮Ṛ┺Ⳋ㍲㣪ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ 㡞ٻڇ ⁎⩝Ợٻ Ⱖ㦖ٻ 䞮ἶٻ 㧞㰖Ⱒٻڇ ὒ㡆ٻ 㔺㩲⪲ٻ 䐋Ἒ⯒ٻ ⽊Ⳋٻ ٻډ⌦⩂⁎ 㞚㰗ٻ

⁎⩝Ợ₢㰖⓪ٻډډډ䟊㣎ٻ㧛㟧㦖ٻⰺ㤆ٻ₢┞⩂⁎ٻڇⶦ⧒ἶٻ䞶₢㣪ٻڇ㭚㧊㰖ٻ㞠㦒⩺ἶٻ㞶⯒ٻ㝆Ⳋ㍲ٻ

㫆⁞㝿ٻ 㭚㧊⓪ٻ ٻ⩆⁎ 㩫☚㧊㰖ٻ ٻṖڀڋڌ 㠦ٻ ⽊㧊Ợٻ 䢫䢫ٻ ⌊⩺Ṗ⓪ٻ ộ㦖ٻ 㞚┞┺ٻڇ 㩖䧂⓪ٻ

⁎⩝Ợٻ⽊ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ⁎⋮㩖⋮ٻῃ⌊ٻ㧛㟧㧊ٻ㫆⁞ٻ⓮ἶ⓪ٻ㧞㔋┞₢ٻښ㡺䧞⩺ٻ㭚㠞┺⓪ٻ㧊㟒₆Ṗٻډ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ ῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧☚ٻ 㔺㩲⪲⓪ٻ ⓮㰖ٻ 㞠㔋┞┺ٻډ 㢲⌦䞮Ⳋٻ 㔺㩲⪲ٻ 㤆Ⰲ⋮⧒ٻ 㿲㌆㥾㧊ٻ

䡚㩖䞮Ợٻ 㭚㠊✺Ⳋ㍲ٻ ῃ⌊ٻ 㧛㟧㧊✶ٻ 䟊㣎ٻ 㧛㟧㧊✶ٻ 㒁㧦Ṗٻ 㭚㠊Ṗἶٻ 㧞㔋┞┺ٻډ ٻ◆⩆⁎

㧧⎚㠦Ⱒٻ䞲ٻ⁎ٻڇ㩚䟊㠦゚ٻ䟊㍲ڋڋڍٻ ⳛٻ㩫☚ٻ㢂⧒Ṫ⓪◆㣪ٻڇ㩖䧂⓪ٻ⁎ٻ㩦㦖ٻ⡦ٻ⯎┺ٻ㣪㧎㧊ٻ

㧞┺ἶٻ㰖⁞ٻ㌳ṗ䞮ἶٻ㧞㔋┞┺ٻٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㠊⟺ٻỆ㰖㣪ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ ⡦ٻ ٻ⯎┺ 㣪㧎㧊⧒ἶٻ 䞮Ⳋٻڇ ṧ㧦₆ٻ 㧧⎚㠦ٻ 㧛㟧ٻ Ṗ㟒䞶ٻ 㞚☯ٻ 㒁㧦Ṗٻ Ⱔ㧊ٻ

⓮㠞⓪◆ٻڇ㩖䧂⓪ٻ㞚㰗ٻ䐋ἚṖٻ㠜㰖Ⱒ㦖ٻڇ㧧⎚㠦ٻ⁎ٻ⋯䌲ٻⶎ㩲Ṗٻ㕂ṗ䞲ٻ㌂䣢㩗㧎ٻ㧊㓞Ṗٻ

♦㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ㡞ٻڇ⏒⧖㧊ٻ♦㔋┞┺ٻډ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ ٻ⁎ٻ◆⩆⁎ ╏㔲㠦ٻ㧛㟧ٻڇ ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ㰧㠦㍲ٻ㧒䞮⓪ٻ✺㦮ٻⰦ㝖㦒⪲⓪ٻṧ㧦₆ٻ

㞚㧊✺㧊ٻڇ⹎䢒⳾✺㧊ٻ✺㧊┻䂮ἶٻ㧞┺ٻڇ

ٻ

൘㩫ὖ㣿ٻڙ⓮㠊⋮ἶٻ㧞┺ٻښ

ٻ

ൗₖ☚䡚ٻڙ㡞ٻڇ⁎⧮㍲ٻ㞚Ⱎٻ㟓Ṛٻ䔏⼚䞲ٻ㣪㧎㧊ٻ㧧㣿䟞┺ἶٻ⽊ἶٻڇ㩚㩗㦒⪲⓪ٻ⹎䢒⳾㦮ٻ

㒁㧦Ṗٻ 㭚㠊✺ἶٻ 㧞ἶٻڇ ⁎Ⰲἶٻ 㧛㟧ٻ Ṗ⓻䞲ٻ 㞚☯ٻ 㒁㧦☚ٻ 䡚㩖䞮Ợٻ 㭚㠊✺ἶٻ 㧞⓪ٻ

㌗䢿㧛┞┺ٻ◆⩆⁎ٻډ㧊⩆ٻ㧒㧊ٻ㌳ἒ┺⓪ٻỢٻ㺎ٻ╋╋䞲ٻ㧒㧊㰖㣪ٻډ

ٻ
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